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ABSTRACT

This thesis provides a computer science audience with an introduction to mining cli-

mate data with an emphasis on the singular characteristics of the datasets and research

questions climate science attempts to address. We demonstrate some of the concepts

discussed in the earlier parts of the thesis with two climate-related applications of re-

lationship and pattern mining. In both instances, we show that insightfully mining

the spatio-temporal context of climate datasets can yield significant improvements in

the performance of learning algorithms. We focus on two spatio-temporal data mining

applications one predicting Atlantic tropical cyclone (TC) activity and the other on

mesoscale ocean eddy monitoring.

Tropical cyclones are among of the most devastating geophysical phenomena and

predicting their occurrence has become a subject of intense scientific and societal inter-

est. A large body of research focuses on using the large-scale environmental conditions

to forecast cumulative TC activity on interannual scales. One of the known influencers of

the large-scale conditions over the Atlantic ocean on interannual time-scales is the quasi-

periodic warming and cooling cycle of the Pacific ocean, know as the El Niño Southern

Oscillation (ENSO). Several research efforts have focused on capturing the ENSO cycle

using empirical indices that average Pacific sea surface temperatures over fixed oceanic

regions. These traditional indices have provided limited Atlantic TC forecasting insight,

mainly because they have little predictive skill before the Northern Hemisphere spring

(commonly known as the “spring predictability barrier”). We introduce the spatial

ENSO index (S-ENSO) and show that it is better than traditional ENSO indices at

forecasting Atlantic TC activity. Furthermore, S-ENSO is not susceptible to the ENSO

spring predictability barrier traditional indices suffer from. Given the numerous global

phenomena associated with ENSO, S-ENSO may be useful to researchers forecasting

other phenomena associated with ENSO.

Our pattern mining application focuses on monitoring mesoscale ocean eddy dynam-

ics. Mesoscale ocean eddies are coherent rotating structures that transport heat, salt,

energy, and nutrients across oceans – also known as the “storms of the sea”. As a result,

accurately identifying and tracking such phenomena are crucial for understanding ocean
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dynamics and marine ecosystem sustainability. This thesis proposes several advances to

traditional eddy identification and monitoring algorithms. First, we are able to leverage

the spatio-temporal context of the data to identify more physically-consistent features

than existing methods. Second, we introduce a novel eddy tracking algorithm that not

only resolves eddy tracks better than traditional methods, especially in the presence

of noise but is also able to take corrective measures autonomously on the independent

detection step. Finally, we provide the community with different evaluation metrics to

assess the performance of unsupervised learning algorithms in the physical sciences.
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Chapter 1

Introduction

Our world is experiencing simultaneous changes in population, industrialization, and cli-

mate amongst other planetary-scale changes. These contemporaneous transformations,

known as global change, raise pressing questions of significant scientific and societal

interest [103]. For example, how will the continued growth in global population and

persisting tropical deforestation, or global climate change, affect our ability to access

food and water? Coincidentally, these questions are emerging at a time when data,

specifically spatio-temporal climate data, are more available than ever before. In fact,

climate science promises to be one of the largest sources of data for data-driven research.

A recent lower bound estimate puts the size of climate data in 2010 at 10 Petabyytes (1

PB = 1,000 TB). This number is projected to grow exponentially to about 350 Patabytes

by 2030 [189].

The last decades have seen tremendous growth in data-driven learning algorithms

and their broad-range applications [124]. This rapid growth was fueled by the Internet’s

democratization of data production, access, and sharing. Merely observing these events

unfold – the growth of climate data, a wide-range of challenging real-world research

questions, and the emergence of data mining and machine learning in virtually every

domain where data are reasonably available – one may assume that data mining is ripe

to make significant contributions to these challenges.

Unfortunately, this has not been the case – at least not at the scale we have come

to expect from the success of data mining in other domains, such as biology and e-

commerce. At a high level, this lack of progress is due to the inherent nature of climate
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data as well as the types of research questions climate science attempts to address.

Although the size of climate data is a serious challenge, there are major research

efforts to address the variety, velocity, and volume of climate data (commonly referred

to as Big Data’s 3Vs). Research efforts to address the nature of climate data, however,

are severely lagging the rate of data growth. For instance, climate data tend to be

predominantly spatio-temporal, noisy, and heterogeneous. The spatio-temporal nature

of climate data emerges in the form of auto- and cross-correlation between input vari-

ables. Therefore, existing learning methods that make implicit or explicit independence

assumptions about the input data will have limited applicability to the climate domain.

It is also important to study the types of research questions that climate science

brings forth. Climate science is the study of the spatial and temporal variations of the

atmosphere-hydrosphere-land surface system over prolonged time periods. As a result,

climate-related questions are inexorably linked to space and time. This means that

climate scientists are interested in solutions that explain the evolution of phenomena

in space and time. Furthermore, the majority of climate phenomena occur only within

a specific region and time period. For example, hurricanes only take place in certain

geographic regions and during a limited month range. However, due to the large datasets

and the exponential number of space-time subsets within the data, we must reduce the

complexity of problems by finding significant space-time subsets.

The combination of climate data’s unique characteristics and associated research

questions require the emergence of a new generation of space-time algorithms. For-

tunately, climate data have intrinsic space and time information that, if insightfully

leveraged, can provide a powerful computational framework to address many of the

challenges listed above while significantly reducing the complexity of computational

problems. In this thesis, we focus on the advances and opportunities for spatio-temporal

data mining : a collection of methods that mine the data’s spatio-temporal context to

increase an algorithm’s accuracy, scalability, or interpretability (relative to non-space-

time aware algorithms). In the next section, we review this thesis’ major contributions.

The remaining of the thesis is organized as follows: Chapter 2 reviews the most com-

mon types of climate data and the associated challenges stemming from such datasets.

Chapter 3 provides a broad overview of the types of STDM applications to climate data

and a sample of works within each application. The rest of the thesis focuses on two
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STDM applications: relationship and pattern mining. Chapter 4 reviews the state-of-

the-art tropical cyclone forecasting methods and presents a spatio-temporal method to

identify relationships between sea surface temperature and Atlantic tropical cyclones.

Chapter 5 presents a spatio-temporal extension to commonly used static climate indices.

Chapter 6 presents a spatial pattern mining method to autonomously identify features

in continuous data. Chapter 7 presents a multiple object tracking algorithm that tracks

the features identified in the previous chapter. Chapter 8 presents a temporal method

to to autonomously identify features in continuous data. Finally, Chapter 9 reviews the

major contributions of the thesis and presents research opportunities within STDM and

climate.

1.1 Summary of contributions

This thesis makes several contributions to data-driven methods applied to climate chal-

lenges, specifically within the domains of spatio-temporal relationship and pattern min-

ing. All the source code of the methods presented in this thesis is open-source and

available for download at: https://github.com/jfaghm

Literature survey

We provide two major surveys in this thesis. The first provides a broad review of STDM

application to climate data and related challenges. This survey provides the reader with

the tools to make informed decisions about the techniques and opportunities available

to analyze climate data. The second survey reviews the major works in tropical cyclone

predictions with an emphasis on evaluation metrics and model performance. This survey

provides the computer science researcher with a concise summary of the state-of-the-art

in tropical cyclone predictions and discussions on opportunities to impact this active

research field.

Scalable exploratory relationship mining

We introduce QuickSig, a suite of scalable methods to mine linear and nonlinear rela-

tionships between spatio-temporal variables at multiple spatio-temporal scales. Addi-

tionally, given the auto-correlated nature of the data, we provide Monte Carlo-based

https://github.com/jfaghm
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significance tests to asses the robustness of relationships discovered. These methods

allow researchers to rapidly formulate and test hypotheses in large climate datasets.

Spatio-temporal analysis of climate data

We introduce Spatial ENSO (S-ENSO) the first spatio-temporal extension of the famous

El-Niño Southern Oscillation index. Our work presents a simple and physically-based

extension to static warming indices to account for the spatio-temporal warming patterns

in the Pacific ocean. The spatio-temporal extension allows to predict tropical cyclone

counts several months before traditional (non space-time aware) indices.

Spatio-temporal pattern mining of user-defined features in continuos

data

We introduce two novel algorithms that are able to identify patterns in four-dimensional

satellite data. This thesis presents and analyses two different, yet complimentary ap-

proaches to mining such patterns: one spatial and the other temporal. Both methods

are able to significantly improve upon the state-of-the-art methods in terms of both

accuracy and scalability. These results show that analyzing the spatio-temporal context

of the data can yield significant improvements over traditional learning algorithms.

Unsupervised tracking of user-defined features and unsupervised self-

learning using the data’s spatio-temporal context

We present Multiple Hypothesis Assignment (MHA) a deferred-logic, multiple feature

tracking algorithm. While MHA is able to track noisy features more accurately than

traditional methods, it is also able to leverage the data’s spatio-temporal context to

autonomously identify errors within the features and correct them a posteriori. Addi-

tionally, MHA allows to study patterns such as merges and splits that are uncommon

in the traditional object tracking literature.

Testing unsupervised learning methods

Finally, this thesis provides several evaluation procedures for learning algorithms deal-

ing with unlabeled data. We demonstrate such procedures in the context of feature
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tracking in noisy and continuous data. These evaluation methods provide researchers

with concrete examples on how to test unsupervised learning algorithms in the physical

sciences.



Chapter 2

An Overview of Climate Data

and Associated Challenges

2.0.1 Types of Climate Data

1600 21002013197019481900

Climate model hindcast. Bands denote model uncertainty

Climate model forecast. Bands denote model uncertainty

Satellite era. Fuzzy stroke denote merged and processed data

Model-observation hybrid (reanalysis) era. Fuzzy stroke denote merged and processed data

Instrumental era. Dashed stroke denote sparse observations in space and time

Paleoclimate era. Dashed stroke denote sparse observations in space and time. Transparency denotes uncertainty.

Figure 2.1: Climate science has numerous types of data, each with its own challenges.

The majority of climate data available can be classified into four categories based

on their source: in-situ, remote sensed, model output, and paleoclimatic.

In-situ records of climate data date back to the mid- to late 1600s [189]. Today,

observational data are gathered from a plethora of in-situ instruments such as ships,

buoys, and weather balloons. Such data tend to be sparse measurements in space and

time since they are only available when measurements are gathered and where the
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instrument is physically located. For example, a weather balloon records frequent mea-

surement only for a limited time duration and at its physical location. Additionally, raw

measurements can be noisy due to measurement error or other phenomena temporarily

impacting measurement (e.g. strong winds affecting temperature measurements). A fi-

nal caveat is such data are dependent on the geopolitical state of where the instruments

are deployed. For instance, the quality of sea surface temperatures along the Atlantic

ocean decreased during World War II due to reduced reconnaissance.

Remote sensed satellite data became available in the late 1960s and are a great

source of relatively high quality data for large portions of the earth. Although they are

considered one of the best sources of global observational data, remote sensed satellite

data have notable limitations. First, satellite data are subject to measurement noise

and missing data due to obstructions from clouds or changes in orbit. Second, due

to their short life-span (∼ a decade) and evolving technology, satellite data can be

heterogeneous.

Currently, the biggest contributors to climate data volume are climate model simu-

lations. Climate models are used to simulate future climate change under various sce-

narios as well as reconstructing past climate (hindcasts). Such models run solely based

on the thermodynamics and physics that govern the atmosphere-hydrosphere-land sur-

face system, with observational data used for initialization. While these data tend to be

spatio-temporally continuous, they are highly variable due to the output’s dependence

on parameterization and initial conditions. Furthermore, all model output come with

inherent uncertainties given that not all the physics are resolved within models and our

incomplete understanding of many physical processes. Therefore, the climate science

community often relies on multi-model ensembles where numerous model outputs using

various parameters and initial conditions are averaged to mitigate the uncertainty any

single model output might have. For instance, the Nobel Peace Prize winning Inter-

governmental Panel on Climate Change (IPCC) used multi-model ensembles to present

its assessment of future climate change [231]. Finally, there still exist several theoreti-

cal and computational limitations that cause climate models to poorly simulate certain

phenomena, such as precipitation.

To address the noisy and heterogeneous quality of in-situ and satellite observations,

a new generation of simulation-observation hybrid data (or reanalyses) have emerged.
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Reanalysis datasets are assimilated remote and in-situ sensor measurements through a

numerical climate model. Reanalyses are generated through an unchanging (”frozen”)

data assimilation scheme and models that take all available observation from in-situ

and remote sensed data every 6-12 hours over a pre-defined period being analyzed (e.g.

1948–2013) 1. This unchanging framework provides a dynamically consistent estimate

of the climate state at each time step. As a result, reanalysis datasets tend to be

more physically consistent (i.e. obey autocorrelation and energy conservation laws,

etc.) than the raw observational records and have extended spatio-temporal coverage.

While reanalyses are considered the best available proxy for global observations, their

quality is still dependent on that of the observations, the (assimilation) model used, and

processing methods. More domain specific quality issues for certain reanalysis data can

be found at http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/index/QualityIssues.

Finally, researchers have been reconstructing historical data using paleoclimatic

proxy records such as trees, dunes, shells, oxygen isotope content and other sediments 2.

Such data are used to study climate variability at the centennial and millennial scales.

Given the relatively short record of observational data, paleoclimate data are crucial for

understanding pre-instrumental climate variability. It is important to note that paleo-

climate data are proxies, such as using tree rings to infer rainfall trends. Furthermore,

such records are used to infer climate over a wide time-span and the time of occurrence

cannot be exact. Finally, paleoclimate techniques are still developing and quality testing

methods continue to be an active area of research.

2.0.2 Unique Characteristics of Climate Data

In the introduction, we briefly mentioned some of the data’s characteristics and in the

previous subsection we discussed some of the issues that surround data quality and

availability. In this section, we expand further on this subject to provide the reader

with a more nuanced discussion of climate data characteristics.

From a modeling perspective, the most fundamental difference between traditional

(categorical) and spatio-temporal climate data is that data that are close in space and

time tend to be more similar than data far apart. This “first law of geography” which

1
http://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/reanalysis/atmospheric-reanalysis-overview-comparison-tables

2
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleoclimate-data

http://www.ecmwf.int/research/era/do/get/index/QualityIssues
http://climatedataguide.ucar.edu/reanalysis/atmospheric-reanalysis-overview-comparison-tables
http://www.ncdc.noaa.gov/paleoclimate-data
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is more commonly known as autocorrelation dictates that spatio-temporal data not be

modeled as statistically independent [233]. As a result, models that assume independent

and identically distributed (i.i.d) observations will be limited in modeling climate data

and their underlying processes.

Another notable difference is that spatio-temporal phenomena in climate are not

concrete “objects” but evolving patterns over space and time. For example, a hurricane

doesn’t simply appear and disappear, rather an atmospheric instability slowly evolves

into a hurricane that gradually gains strength, plateaus, and gradually dissipates over

a spatio-temporal span. This is a profound difference from traditional (binary) data

mining where objects are either present or absent. Such spatio-temporal evolutionary

processes are well captured by the differential equations used in climate models. While

differential equations are costly to solve and have other well-known limitations, data

mining has no (cost efficient) statistical analog to model the evolutionary nature of

spatio-temporal phenomena [62]. This is becoming a significant challenge and efforts

are emerging, especially within the spatio-temporal statistics community, to provide an

alternative. However such methods have yet to gain wide applicability.

Another fundamental difference in climate data is the uncertainty, variability, and

diversity inherent in such datasets. Uncertainty in climate data stems from the fact

that many climate datasets have biases in sampling and measurement, along with some

datasets being the product of merged (uncertain) data. Furthermore, researchers are sel-

dom provided with the data’s uncertainty information. For instance, there are datasets

that span the past 150 years, and while it is reasonable to assume that older data are

less reliable, often there is no way to objectively characterize such uncertainty. Alterna-

tively, if one chooses to restrict their attention to the most reliable data periods (post

1979), then a data-driven research agenda becomes more challenging due to the short

record.

Climate data tend to also be highly variable. Sources of variability include: (i) natu-

ral variability, where wide-range fluctuations within a single field exist between different

locations on the globe, as well as at the same location across time; (ii) variability from

measurement errors; (iii) variability from model parameterization; and (iv) variability

from our limited understanding of how the world functions (i.e. model representation).

Even if one accounts for such variability, it is not clear if these biases are additive and
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there are limited approaches to de-convolute such biases a posteriori.

We refer to data diversity as its heterogeneity in space and time. That is data are

available at various spatio-temporal resolutions, from different sources, and for different

uses. Often times, a researcher must rely on multiple sources of information and ade-

quately integrating such diverse data remains a challenges. For example, one may have

access to three different sea surface temperature datasets: one reanalysis dataset at a

2.5◦ resolution, another reanalysis dataset at 0.75◦ resolution, and a satellite dataset at

0.25◦ resolution. It is unclear how

Climate phenomena operate and interact on multiple spatio-temporal scales. For

example changes in global atmospheric circulation patterns may have significant impacts

on local infrastructures that cannot be unearthed if studying climate only at a global

scale (i.e “will global warming cause a more rainy winter in California in year 2020?”).

Understanding such multi-scale dependencies and interactions is of significant societal

interest as there is a need to provide meaningful risk assessments about global climate’s

impact on local communities.

Finally, many climate phenomena have effects that are delayed in space and time.

Although “long-range” relationships do exist in traditional data mining applications,

such as a purchase occurring due to a distant acquaintance recommending a product,

they are far more complex in a climate setting. Relationships in climate datasets can not

only be long-range in both space and time as well as multivariate, there are exponentially

many space-time-variable subsets where relationships may exist. As a result, identifying

significant spatio-temporal patterns depends on knowing what to search for as much as

where to search for such a pattern (i.e. which spatio-temporal resolution).

In the next chapter, we will provide the reader with a concise review of the STDM

literature pertaining to climate data.
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Figure 2.2: A large amount of climate data is at at global spatial scale (∼250km),
however many climate-related questions are at the regional (∼50km) or local (km or
sum-km) scale. This multi-scale discrepancy is a significant data mining challenge.



Chapter 3

Advances in STDM applications

to Climate

Although the fields of temporal and spatial data mining research are relatively mature

[215, 167], STDM is an emerging computer science field. The main driver for such emer-

gence is the growth in spatio-temporal datasets and associated real-world challenges.

Broadly speaking, STDM originated in the form of extending temporal capabilities to

spatial data mining problems, or accommodating for space in temporal data mining ap-

plications. The former extension is a rather natural one given the widespread availabil-

ity of time-stamped geographic data. Intuitively, one may think of the spatio-temporal

context of the data as constraints for a knowledge discovery algorithm. Expert con-

straints have been a staple of knowledge discovery algorithms as they have the potential

to improve a model’s scalability (by reducing the search space), accuracy (by discard-

ing implausible models) and interpretability [57, 56, 168, 71]. In the same spirit, one

may think of spatio-temporal information as expert constrains on traditional learning

algorithms. However, a constraint point-of-view cannot be adopted for many existing

algorithms given the strong assumptions such methods have on the nature of the data

(e.g. i.i.d) or the data generation process (Gaussian, Poisson, etc.) In this case, an en-

tire new generation of learning algorithms must be developed to account for the specific

nature of data and problems STDM is trying to address. In this section, we expose the

reader to a broad range of STDM application to climate. In the following sections, we

12
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will provide a simple introduction and example for each broad type of applications as

well as a sample of the literature within those applications.

3.1 Spatio-Temporal Query Matching

Some of the earliest works in STDM were in the context of earth and climate sciences.

Intuitively, the first step a data miner undertakes is exploring the data and its char-

acteristics. Given the large size of climate data, early priorities were focused on data

exploration and collaborative analysis.

Mesrobian et al. [175] introduced CONQUEST, a parallel query processing system

for exploratory research using geoscience data. The tool allowed scientists to formulate

and mine queries in large datasets. This is one of the first works to track distortions

in a continuous field. One application demonstrated in their work was the tracking of

cyclones as local minima within a closed contour sea level pressure (SLP) field [175, 226].

As en extension to CONQUEST, Stolorz and Dean [225] introduced Quakefinder, an

automatic application that detects and measures tectonic activity from remote sensing

imagery. Mesrobian et al. [176] introduced Oasis a extensible exploratory data mining

tool for geophysical data. A similar application is the algorithm development and mining

framework (ADaM) [200] which was developed to mine geophysical events in spatio-

temporal data. Finally, Baldocchi et al. [12] introduced FLUXNET a collaborative

research tool to study the spatial and temporal variability of carbon dioxide, water

vapor, and energy flux densities.

The early emphasis of all these works was on scalable query matching as well as

abstracting the data and their formats to the researcher to focus more on exploratory

research rather than data management. However, large-scale collaborative research

efforts are costly and require extensive infrastructures and management, effectively in-

creasing the risk associated with such endeavors. Furthermore, we often embark on

exploratory research without prior knowledge of the patterns of interest making explicit

query searches non-trivial. Finally, such exploratory efforts should capitalize on the re-

cent advances in both spatial and temporal subsequence pattern mining (e.g. [96, 199]).
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3.2 Pattern Mining

One of the fundamental applications of data mining is finding patterns within a dataset.

Pattern mining refers to the insightful grouping of features that share similar charac-

teristics such as statistical properties or frequency of occurrence. In this section we will

review three notable pattern mining approaches within climate applications: empirical

orthogonal function (EOF) analysis, clustering, and user-defined pattern mining.

One of the most fundamental tools in spatio-temporal pattern finding is empirical

orthogonal function (EOF) analysis. EOFs are synonymous to the eigenvectors in tradi-

tional eigenvalue decomposition of a covariance matrix. As pointed out by Cressie and

Wikle [62], in the discrete case, EOF analysis is simply principle component analysis

(PCA). In the continuous case, it is a Karhunen-Loève (K-L) expansion. EOF analysis

has been traditionally used to identify a low dimensional subspace that best explains

the data’s spatio-temporal variance. By taking the data’s first principal component,

researchers seek to identify dominant spatial structures and their evolution over time.

For instance, Mestas-Nuñez and Enfield [177] analyzed the rotated1 EOFs of global SST

data and linked the first six principal components to ocean-atmospheric modes2. In an-

other application, Basak et al. [16] used independent component analysis to discover

the North Atlantic Oscillation index (NAO) [161] in SLP data. For a comprehensive

discussion of EOF analysis for climate data please see [257].

Within clustering applications, Hoffman et al. [130] developed a spatio-temporal

clustering algorithm to identify regions with similar environmental characteristics. White

et al. [256] applied the techniques presented in [130] to generate climate and vegeta-

tion clusters that were subsequently used to infer phenological responses to climate

change. Braverman and Fetzer [27] mined large-scale structures in climate data using

a data compression technique based on entropy-constrained vector quantization [52] to

generate multivariate distribution estimates of the data and monitored the changes of

such distributions across space, time, and resolution. McGuire et al. [174] used spatial

neighborhood and temporal discretization methods to identify spatio-temporal neigh-

borhoods in SST data. In another clustering application, Gaffney et al. [107] clustered

cyclone tracks using a regression mixture model and works by Camargo et al. [29] and

1rotation transforms the EOF into a non-orthogonal linear basis
2Emanuel [88] points out that EOFs are not mathematically equivalent to modes
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Camargo et al. [30] further analyzed the clusters to discuss various properties of tracks

belonging to each cluster. Although there are numerous works in the field, finding sig-

nificant spatio-temporal clusters remains a major challenge because of both spatial and

temporal variability. In particular, the physical meaning and significance of clusters

are sometimes debatable. Furthermore, traditional feature similarity measures used to

assign features to clusters, such as Euclidean distance from cluster centroids, might not

have a physical meaning in climate applications.

Finally, sample works that mined climate data for user-defined patterns include:

automatically identifying and tracking cyclones in the atmosphere as close contoured

negative anomalies in SLP data. There are several techniques to find and monitor such

patterns as storm monitoring is an active field of research. For a review please see

[240]. Another dominant climate pattern is the InterTropical Convergence Zone (ITCZ)

a phenomena on a daily time scale over the east Pacific. Bain et al. [11] developed a

spatio-temporal Markov random field to detect the ITCZ in satellite data. Henke et al.

[126] extended such methods by using a super- and semi-supervised method to track this

dynamic phenomena and its properties in satellite and infrared data. Within pattern

finding applications, a large number of climate phenomena tend to exist within specific

spatio-temporal subsets. Naively searching for such subsets is prone to combinatorial

explosion due to the exponentially-many subsets in both space and time. A notable

emerging pattern mining application is that of identifying user-defined patterns in large

data. Figure 7.2 shows an example of pattern mining in continuous spatio-temporal

climate data. Ocean eddies (rotating whirlpools in the ocean) manifest in numerous

climate datasets and extracting such a pattern from noisy climate data is an active field

of research. In this case, the pattern of interest is localized sea surface height anomalies

spanning 50 to 100s of kilometers over time-spans of weeks to months. The goal is to

identify such patterns on a global scale. We will discuss this application in depth in the

next section.

3.3 Event and Anomaly Detection

Automatic identification of climate events such as global changes in vegetation, droughts,

and extreme rainfall is of interest to a variety of researchers. In climate applications,
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Figure 3.1: An ocean eddy moving in time as detected in ocean data. One of the
challenges of STDM is to identify significant patterns in continuous spatio-temporal
climate data.

an event is an instance in time when a significant and persistent change occurs. In con-

trast, an anomaly (or outlier) is a short yet significant deviation from normal behavior.

Figure 3.2 shows examples for an event and an anomaly. The time-series denote changes

in vegetation over time as defined by remote sensed images. Panel (a) shows relatively

stable vegetation from 2000 until 2003 when a distinctly new and persistent vegetation

pattern emerged. Mid-2003 would be considered an event change point, where the veg-

etation level significantly and persistently changed from the previous period. Panel (b)

shows a sudden drop in vegetation due to a forest fire in 2006. The vegetation level did

recover after a few years. As a result the fire event can be considered an anomaly.

A number of studies have monitored event and anomaly changes in ecosystems data.

Boriah et al. [26] proposed a recursive merging algorithm that exploited the data’s sea-

sonality to distinguish between locations that experienced a land cover change and those

that did not. Mithal et al. [179] introduced a global land-cover change algorithm that

accounted for the natural variability of vegetation levels. While the land-cover change

literature is vast, especially within the remote sensing community, Mithal et al. [178]

provide a concise discussion of STDM techniques and challenges related to land-cover

change. In another global-scale event detection application, Fu et al. [106] extended

the traditional Markov random field (MRF) model [249] used in spatial statistics by

maintaining the spatio-temporal dependency structure of the MRF to autonomously

detect droughts globally.

There is extensive STDM work for outlier detection for disease outbreaks [183, 182]
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1. Event Detection: This task aims to identify the spatial extent and time of occur-
rence of land cover change events. This information is critical for land resource management;
for example, it will provide better estimates of annual forest degradation and allow stake-
holders to quantitatively evaluate the e↵orts being made to protect forest reserves.

2. Event Characterization: Di↵erent land cover events di↵er in their ecological and
climatic impacts. As an example, forest degradation by a wildfire is typically recovered in a
couple of years, while a logging disturbance may be everlasting, changing the composition of
the plant and animal species on that patch forever. This task aims at associating a category
such as forest fires, insect damage, etc. with each detected event to allow stakeholders to
correctly assess its potential environmental impact.

Contributions till date and Proposed research Bulk of the existing land surface
monitoring methods belong to two broad categories: (1) Post-classification comparison
approaches that first map each pixel on the earth surface to a land cover class using
classification models built on multi-spectral data. Changes in the land surface are then

(a) Abrupt change (wildfire)

(b) Gradual change (insect)

(c) Model change (agricul-
tural expansion)

Figure 2: Plots repre-
senting Enhance Vegeta-
tion Index time series of
pixels impacted by dif-
ferent types of changes.

identified by comparing the land cover label of the pixel at two
dates, several years apart. (2) Time series change detection meth-
ods use time series anomaly detection and segmentation approaches
to identify land cover changes using vegetation index data. Figure 2
shows illustrative examples of vegetation index data for pixels with
a land cover change.

Change detection performance using post-classification compar-
ison approach depends on the accuracy of classification process.
Classification errors lead to detection of spurious changes as the
class label of a pixel will be di↵erent in two images if it gets mis-
classified in one of the images. The research community has in-
vestigated state-of-art classification approaches for generating high
quality land cover classification products. However, satellite data
has unique characteristics that make classification di�cult: the fea-
ture space is noisy (due to variability in the sun angle, atmosphere,
image registration, etc.), there is multi-modality within classes (e.g.
di↵erent kinds of trees), and there is a lack of high-quality training
data. Due to these challenges, existing change maps produced us-
ing post-classification comparison approach are regional scale and
involve significant manual input from domain experts.

My dissertation aims to reduce the manual e↵ort involved in
generating classification maps by leveraging spatial and temporal
contextual information to improve classification. For example, two
independently classified images are used for comparison, however,
the data is available bi-weekly and my work [4] has demonstrated
that errors such as those due to clouds, missing data and misclassi-
fication can be reduced by leveraging the temporal context of land
cover labels in the multi-temporal label sequence of a pixel. This innovative approach al-
lows improving classification accuracy of land cover classification products without using
additional labeled data or domain expertise in the classifier.

2

(a) (b)
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rence of land cover change events. This information is critical for land resource management;
for example, it will provide better estimates of annual forest degradation and allow stake-
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2. Event Characterization: Di↵erent land cover events di↵er in their ecological and
climatic impacts. As an example, forest degradation by a wildfire is typically recovered in a
couple of years, while a logging disturbance may be everlasting, changing the composition of
the plant and animal species on that patch forever. This task aims at associating a category
such as forest fires, insect damage, etc. with each detected event to allow stakeholders to
correctly assess its potential environmental impact.

Contributions till date and Proposed research Bulk of the existing land surface
monitoring methods belong to two broad categories: (1) Post-classification comparison
approaches that first map each pixel on the earth surface to a land cover class using
classification models built on multi-spectral data. Changes in the land surface are then
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identified by comparing the land cover label of the pixel at two
dates, several years apart. (2) Time series change detection meth-
ods use time series anomaly detection and segmentation approaches
to identify land cover changes using vegetation index data. Figure 2
shows illustrative examples of vegetation index data for pixels with
a land cover change.

Change detection performance using post-classification compar-
ison approach depends on the accuracy of classification process.
Classification errors lead to detection of spurious changes as the
class label of a pixel will be di↵erent in two images if it gets mis-
classified in one of the images. The research community has in-
vestigated state-of-art classification approaches for generating high
quality land cover classification products. However, satellite data
has unique characteristics that make classification di�cult: the fea-
ture space is noisy (due to variability in the sun angle, atmosphere,
image registration, etc.), there is multi-modality within classes (e.g.
di↵erent kinds of trees), and there is a lack of high-quality training
data. Due to these challenges, existing change maps produced us-
ing post-classification comparison approach are regional scale and
involve significant manual input from domain experts.

My dissertation aims to reduce the manual e↵ort involved in
generating classification maps by leveraging spatial and temporal
contextual information to improve classification. For example, two
independently classified images are used for comparison, however,
the data is available bi-weekly and my work [4] has demonstrated
that errors such as those due to clouds, missing data and misclassi-
fication can be reduced by leveraging the temporal context of land
cover labels in the multi-temporal label sequence of a pixel. This innovative approach al-
lows improving classification accuracy of land cover classification products without using
additional labeled data or domain expertise in the classifier.

2

Figure 3.2: An example of a spatio-temporal event (a) and anomaly (b). The time-series
denote changes in vegetation over time. (a) A land-cover change event as seen in the
decrease of vegetation due to agricultural expansion in 2003. (b) an abrupt drop in
vegetation due to a forest fire in 2006, the vegetation gradually returned after the fire.

and the climate applications base their work on that domain. To address the fact that

atmospheric events occur at different scale in space and time, Cheng and Li [51] devel-

oped a multi-scale spatio-temporal outlier detection algorithm by evaluating the change

between consecutive spatial and temporal scales to detect abnormal coastal changes.

Barua and Alhajj [15] used a parallel wavelet transform to detect spatio-temporal out-

liers in SST data. Wu et al. [260, 261] detected spatio-temporal outliers in precipitation

data by storing high discrepancy spatial regions over time in a tree. The authors were

able to recover anomalous precipitation spatio-temporal spans that closely mimic the

El-Niño Southern Oscillation cycle. Anbaroğlu [6] used a space-time autoregressive in-

tegrated moving average to define coherent spatio-temporal neighborhoods. An outlier

was then defined if its value was significantly different from the mean that of nearby

spatio-temporal neighborhoods.

Although traditional data mining has extensive research on event and outlier de-

tection [41], there are notable differences that make such applications within climate

extremely challenging. First, unlike traditional data mining where events are relatively

unambiguous (e.g. a purchase, check in, etc.) the very pattern that represents an

event is not known in advance or might vary based on a spatio-temporal context (e.g.
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different precipitation events could be labeled as a flood or drought depending on the

time and location of occurrence). Second, climate data tends to be noisy and highly

variable therefore one cannot simply label anomalous events as a large deviation from

the mean. For instance, Ghosh et al. [109] used an extreme value theory method to

highlight the fact that due to high spatial variability, anomaly detection must be in

relation to space and time. Third, it is challenging to distinguish a measurement error

(i.e. a spurious anomaly) from a low-probability event. Sugihara and May [228] pro-

posed a method to distinguish between chaos and measurement error using short-term

predictability, however additional advances might be needed. Finally, there is extreme

societal interest in identifying prolonged dramatic changes in climate, known as climate

state shifts [209]. Such events are critical because species tend to be less resilient to

such severe abrupt changes (e.g. a region suddenly transforming into a desert). How-

ever, given the relatively small number of years with high quality data, it is difficult

to establish with certainty whether an observed change is a significant shift or a mere

fluctuation if taken into the proper spatio-temporal context. Therefore there is a need

to develop novel event significance tests that would account for the limited number of

reliable observations within certain datasets.

3.4 Relationship Mining

Within climate applications, researchers are interested in linking changes in one variables

(e.g. global temperatures) to other phenomena (e.g. land cover or total number of

hurricanes). A common example is relating changes in Pacific sea surface temperatures

(SST), known as El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO), to other global phenomena.

To abstract the complex ENSO phenomenon, researchers use the mean SST of fixed

regions in the Pacific to construct NINO indices and subsequently relate them to other

phenomena. Figure 3.3 shows the linear correlation coefficients between one such NINO

indices (NINO1+2) and global land surface temperature anomalies. The figure suggests

that when the NINO1+2 is in a positive extreme, land temperatures tend to be high in

South America, while land temperatures tend to be cooler in the south eastern United

States. There are numerous works that analyze linear relationships between climate

variables. Goldenberg and Shapiro [111] used linear and partial linear correlations to
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ABSTRACT
To analyze the e!ect of the oceans and atmosphere on land
climate, Earth Scientists have developed climate indices,
which are time series that summarize the behavior of se-
lected regions of the Earth’s oceans and atmosphere. In
the past, Earth scientists have used observation and, more
recently, eigenvalue analysis techniques, such as principal
components analysis (PCA) and singular value decomposi-
tion (SVD), to discover climate indices. However, eigenvalue
techniques are only useful for finding a few of the strongest
signals. Furthermore, they impose a condition that all dis-
covered signals must be orthogonal to each other, making it
di"cult to attach a physical interpretation to them. This
paper presents an alternative clustering-based methodology
for the discovery of climate indices that overcomes these lim-
itations and is based on clusters that represent regions with
relatively homogeneous behavior. The centroids of these
clusters are time series that summarize the behavior of the
ocean or atmosphere in those regions. Some of these cen-
troids correspond to known climate indices and provide a
validation of our methodology; other centroids are variants
of known indices that may provide better predictive power
for some land areas; and still other indices may represent
potentially new Earth science phenomena. Finally, we show
that cluster based indices generally outperform SVD derived
indices, both in terms of area weighted correlation and direct
correlation with the known indices.

Categories and Subject Descriptors
I.5.3 [Pattern Recognition]: Clustering; I.5.4 [Pattern
Recognition]: Applications—Climate

Keywords
clustering, singular value decomposition, time series, Earth
science data, mining scientific data

1. INTRODUCTION
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It is well known that ocean, atmosphere and land pro-
cesses are highly coupled, i.e., climate phenomena occurring
in one location can a!ect the climate at a far away loca-
tion. Indeed, understanding these climate teleconnections
is critical for finding the answers to questions such as how
the Earth’s climate is changing and how ecosystems respond
to global environmental change. A common way to study
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Figure 1: The NINO 1+2 index and its correla-
tion to land temperature anomalies. (Best viewed
in color.)

such teleconnections is by using climate indices [6, 7], which
distill climate variability at a regional or global scale into a
single time series. For example, the NINO 1+2 index, which
is defined as the average sea surface temperature anomaly
in a region o! the coast of Peru, is a climate index that
is associated with the El Nino phenomenon, which is the
anomalous warming of the eastern tropical region of the Pa-
cific. El Nino has been linked to climate anomalies in many
parts of the world such as droughts in Australia and heavy

Figure 3.3: Top: The NINO1+2 time-series which was constructed by averaging the
sea surface temperatures (SST) of the box highlighted in the map below. Bottom: the
linear correlation between the NINO1+2 index and global land surface temperature
anomalies.
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link vertical wind shear in the Atlantic to SST and Sahel rainfall patterns. Webster

et al. [255] analyzed the linear correlation between basin-wide mean SST and seasonal

TC counts in all the major basins between 1970-2005 and concluded that the upward

trend in Atlantic TC seasonal counts cannot be attributed to the increased SST. This

was because not all basins that had an increase in SST, had a corresponding increase

in TC counts. In another study, Chen et al. [50] used the sea surface temperatures and

found different oceanic regions correlate with fire activity in different parts of Amazon.

There are numerous other studies like the ones mentioned above, however detecting

relationships in large climate datasets remains extremely challenging. For example, the

data used in [50] only spanned 10 years (N=10). It is also impossible to isolate all

confounding factors in global climate studies since many conditions can affect any given

phenomenon.

One other limitation of linear correlation is its inability to capture nonlinear relation-

ships. While there are studies that use nonlinear measures such as mutual information

(e.g. [136]), climate scientist use composite analysis as a another way to quantify how

well one variable explains another. Figure 3.4 shows an example of how composites

are constructed. For a given anomaly index, in this case NINO3.4 index, we can iden-

tify extreme years as those that significantly deviate from the long-term mean (e.g.

less/greater than one or two standard deviations). The time-series in Figure 3.4’s upper

panel highlights the extreme positive (red squares) and negative (blue squares) years

within the NINO3.4 index from 1979 to 2010. Using the extreme positive and negative

years, one can comment on how a variable responds to the extreme phases of a variable

(in this case the NINO3.4 index). Take the June-October mean vertical wind shear over

the Atlantic basin (Figure 3.4 bottom panel). The composite shows the difference be-

tween the mean June-October vertical wind shear during the 5 negative extreme years

and the 5 positive extreme years. The bottom panel suggests that extreme negative

years in NINO3.4 tend to have low vertical wind shear along the tropical Atlantic. One

of the advantages of using composite analysis is that it does not make specific assump-

tions about the relationship between the two variables, it could be linear or non-linear.

One must also use caution when analyzing composites. While we can test the signif-

icance in the difference in means between the positive and negative years, traditional

significance tests assume independent observations which might not be the case for such
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data. Furthermore, the sample size of extreme events might be too small to be signif-

icant. For example, Kim and Han [146] constructed composites of Atlantic hurricane

tracks based on the warming patterns in the Pacific ocean. One phase of their index

had a sample size of 5 years (out of 39 years). To test the significance of the composite

that summarized hurricane tracks during those years, the authors used a bootstrapping

technique [75] to determine how significant was the mean of the small sample relative

to random noise.
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Figure 3.4: An example on how composites un-earth non-linear relationships between
variables. Top panel: time-series of SST anomalies in the NINO3.4 region. Bottom
panel: Composite of June-October mean vertical wind shear, which was constructed by
subtracting the top panel’s mean of the negative extremes from the mean of the positive
extremes. The figure shows that warming in the Pacific ocean has significant impact on
an other variable in the tropical Atlantic.

Finally, given that one searches for potential relationships (linear or non-linear)

between a large number of observations, the likelihood of observing a strong relationship

by random chance is higher than normal (known as multiple hypothesis testing or field

significance). Figure 3.5 shows an example of the same dataset (geopotential height)
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correlated with a real index (left) and random noise (right). The figure shows how easily

a random pattern can yield misleadingly high correlations with smooth spatial patterns.

Figure 3.5: Geopotential height correlated with the Southern Oscillation Index (SOI;
left) and random noise (right). This is an example how high and spatially coherent
correlations can be the result of random chance.

3.5 Spatio-Temporal Predictive Modeling

One of the major applications to climate is the ability to model and subsequently predict

future phenomena. Statistical models hold great promise to model phenomena not well

resolved in physics based models, such as precipitation. With the growth of statistical

machine learning there have been numerous works on predictive modeling. In this

section, we will mainly focus on some of the works that explicitly addressed the spatio-

temporal nature of the data.

Coe and Stern [58] used a first- and second-order Markov chain to model precipita-

tion. However scarce observations at the time almost certainly limit the generalization

of such an approach. Cox and Isham [60] proposed a spatio-temporal model of rainfall

where storm cells obey a Poisson process in space and time with each cell moving at

random velocity and for a random duration. Additional reviews of precipitation mod-

els can be found in [259, 218, 221]. Huang and Cressie [137] improved on traditional

spatial prediction models of water content in snow cover (also known as snow water
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equivalent) using a Kalman filter-based spatio-temporal model. The model effectively

incorporated snow content from previous dates to make accurate snow water equivalent

predictions for locations where such data was missing. Cressie et al. [63] designed a

spatio-temporal prediction model to model precipitation over North America. Their

work employed random sets to leverage data from multiple model realizations (i.e. mul-

tiple initial conditions, parameter settings etc.) of a North American regional climate

model.

van Leeuwen et al. [241] built a logistic regression-based model trained on land

surface temperatures to detect changes in tropical forest cover. Karpatne et al. [143]

extended the work in [241] by addressing the heterogeneous nature land cover data.

Instead of training a single global model of land cover change based on a single variable

(e.g. land surface temperature), they built multiple models based on land cover type to

improve single-variable forest cover estimation models. A related application within the

field of land cover change is autonomously identifying the different types of land-cover

(urban, grass, corn, etc.) based on the pixel intensity of a remote sensed image. Tradi-

tional remote sensing techniques train a classifier to classify each pixel in an image to

belong to certain land-cover class [230]. However, each pixel is classified independently

of every other pixel without any regard for the spatio-temporal context. This causes

highly variable class labels for the same pixel across time. Mithal et al. [180] improve

the classification accuracy of existing models by considering the temporal evolution of

the class labels of each pixel.

One of the major challenges in predictive modeling is that climate phenomena tend

to have spatial and temporal lags where distant events in space and time affect seem-

ingly unrelated phenomena far away (physically and temporally). Therefore identifying

meaningful predictors in the proper spatio-temporal range is difficult. It is also impor-

tant to note that certain extreme events that are of interest to the community (e.g.

hurricanes) are so rare that the number of observations is much smaller than the data’s

dimensionality (n << D). In this case, a minimum number of predictors must be

used to avoid overfitting and a poor generalized performance. For instance, Chatterjee

et al. [43] used a sparse regularized regression method to identify the interplay between

oceanic and land variables in several regions around the globe (e.g. how does warming

in the South Atlantic affect rainfall in Brazil?). Their use of parsimony significantly
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improved the model’s performance. Finally, model interpretability is crucial for spatio-

temporal predictive modeling because the majority of climate science applications need

a physical explanation to be adopted by climate scientists.

3.6 Network-based Analysis

For gridded climate data, numerous efforts have sought to abstract the large complex

data and associated interactions into a simple network. Generally, nodes in the climate

network are geographical locations on the grid and the edge weights measure a degree

of similarity between the behavior of the time-series that characterize each node (e.g.

linear correlation [237], mutual information [73], syntonization [8], etc.) Once a network

is built, it is possible to apply the techniques previously discussed such as relationship

mining [144], predictive modeling [224, 211], or pattern mining [223] on the transformed

data.

Steinbach et al. [223] were one of the first to organize climate data into a network and

applied a shared nearest neighbor algorithm on the network to discover the strongest

climate indices: time-series that abstract the state of the atmosphere over large spatial

and temporal spans. Kawale et al. [144] extended the work in [223] to allow for dynamic

dipoles (strongly correlated distant spatial regions) in climate data. Kawale et al. [145]

proposed a bootstrapping method to test the significance of such long-range spatio-

temporal patterns.

Inspired by complex networks, [237] were the first to propose the notion of a cli-

mate network and analyze its properties and how they relate to physical phenomena.

For example, several studies have found the network structure to correlate with the

dominant large-scale signals of global climate such as El-Niño [74, 263, 121]. Similarly,

Tsonis et al. [238] showed that some climate phenomena and datasets obey a small-

world network property [251]. Furthermore, several studies found distinct structural

differences between the networks around tropical and extra-tropical regions [238, 73].

Berezin et al. [22] analyzed the evolution and stability of such networks over time and

found that networks along the tropics tend to be more stable. Other studies have linked

regions with high in-bound edges, known as supernodes, to be associated with major

large-scale climate phenomena such as the North Atlantic Oscillation [238, 239].
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Figure 3.6: Gridded spatio-temporal climate data can be analyzed in a network format.
Each grid location is characterized by a time series. A network can be constructed
between each location with an edge weight being the relationship between the time-
series of each location.
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Others have built networks using non-gridded discrete climate data. Elsner et al.

[82] used seasonal hurricane time-series to construct a network to study interannual

hurricane count variability. Fogarty et al. [102] built a network to analyze coastal

locations (nodes) and their associated hurricane activity (edges) and found distinct

connectivity difference between active and inactive regions. Furthermore, the authors

connected various network topographies to phases of the El-Niño Southern Oscillation.

While network-based methods within climate are increasingly popular, these efforts

are relatively young and several questions remain such as how to sparcify fully connected

networks, the notion of multi-variate climate networks, and the distinction between

statistical and physical connectivity [192].

We will spend the remainder of the chapter demonstrating a case study of spatio-

temporal pattern mining with an autonomous ocean eddy monitoring application. This

is because ocean eddies are a central part of ocean dynamics and impact marine and

terrestrial ecosystems. Furthermore, identifying and tracking eddies form a new gener-

ation of data mining challenges where we are interested in tracking uncertain features

in a continuous field.



Chapter 4

Spatio-Temporal Data Mining

and Tropical Cyclones

4.1 Background

Global climate change and its effects on Atlantic tropical cyclone (TC) activity has

become one of the most contested issues in climate science [171, 236, 3]. The difficulty

of attributing a change in TC frequency to global climate change stems from the lack of

reliable historical data [42, 165], the large amplitude fluctuations in present-day storms

[70], and knowledge gaps converning the exact influence various climate factors have on

TC activity [119, 88]. This last issue is the focus of the current chapter. Although the

relationship between TCs and various climate factors such as sea surface temperature

(SST) have been posited [119, 208], it is unclear how warmer SST will interact with

and impact other factors that influence TC activity. Given the observed upward trend

in Atlantic SST in recent decades [207] (Figure 4.1), understanding the relationship

between SST and future TC activity is crucial.

Currently, a clear understanding of TC formation (cyclogenesis) in a warming en-

vironment is still lacking [88, 195], effectively making TC frequency predictions highly

uncertain. Theoretical limitations are highlighted in the current high-resolution models’

failure to consistently predict an increase or decrease in the total number of TCs in a

warming environment. The majority of global circulation models (GCMs) forecast a

decrease in the total number of TCs as the atmosphere continues to warm. Locally,

27
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Figure 4.1: Upward trend in Atlantic basin SST and TC frequency. Top:
Mean annual SST (June-October) averaged over the Atlantic basin (5◦ to 30◦ N and
20◦ to 90◦W). Bottom: Annual TC counts (June-October) for the Atlantic basin. Both
datasets show an upward trend. Although given the short length of the storm counts
time-series, there is considerable debate whether there is an upward TC trend or natural
variability [255, 39, 254].
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however, regional circulation models (RCMs) have been significantly more uncertain

with projected changes of up to +/− 50% from current frequency [155].

In addition to the catastrophic physical and financial aftermaths, a clearer under-

standing of future TC activity is crucial for several reasons. First, it is believed that

TCs play a role in the the ocean’s poleward heat transport. TCs’ high wind speeds and

strong internal waves cause vertical mixing between the ocean’s (warm) near surface

mixed layer and the (cool) main thermocline base. This mixing causes the mixed-layer

to cool and warms the thermocline [197]. Subsequently, mixing induces a poleward heat

transport and causes a net increase in ocean heat content [85, 222]. The heat transport

has three implications: First the injection of heat at higher latitudes might mitigate

the warming in the tropics by amplifying the warming of higher latitudes. Second, the

warming of higher latitudes creates a slower pole-to-tropics heat gradient, which can

affect other phenomena. Finally, this transport could explain some the increased sea

surface temperature (SST) in the northern Atlantic that has been attributed to global

warming [235, 231] as well as reduced sea-ice in the north Atlantic and Arctic oceans

[59].

Second, while a majority of TC research is concerned with landfall prediction, TCs

that form and dissipate over the ocean are also important to study. The previously

described mixing has also been shown to enhance ocean primary (phytoplankton) pro-

duction. Primary production has a significant impact on marine ecosystems as the base

of the ocean’s food chain and the ocean’s major oxygen producer. More importantly,

phytoplankton affects the uptake of carbon dioxide, a greenhouse gas linked to natural

and anthropogenic climate change [91, 169]. The previously described vertical mixing

enhances phytoplankton production by raising the deep-layer nutrient-rich water, espe-

cially near the core of the storm [169, 123]. However, it is possible that storms might

also delay phytoplankton bloom by up to two weeks for those outside the storm’s core

[123]. Additionally, ocean mixing and transport causes the phytoplankton to migrate

northward [169, 123].

Finally, both statistical analyses of past TC activity [87, 255, 81] as well as model

forecasts [1, 155] suggest increasing TC intensity and destructiveness in a warming

environment. Studies investigating TC intensity trends from the instrumental record

have been highly debated. Some studies concluded that storms have become increasingly
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more powerful [87, 255, 81]. This can be expected as SSTs increase, more water vapor

is generated in the lower troposphere. Subsequently, more energy will be available

for TC development, causing storms to be stronger [132, 23]. Other studies, however,

have contested that view and found no significant trend in present TC intensity of

destructiveness [2, 39]. Increased TC destructiveness can also be attributed to increase

coastal populations in recent decades [2]. High resolution model simulations, however,

have predicted an increase in overall storm intensity (although simulated TCs tend to

be much weaker than observed storms) [155] as well as an increase in the proportion of

the most intense storms [20, 19].

From the motivations above, it is clear that there is a feedback loop between climate

and TCs. As climate changes, it is likely to impact TC activity and as TC activity

changes it will likely impact climate. Unfortunately, in addition to a lack of theory,

climate models cannot adequately model some of these climate-TC feedback [222]. Fur-

thermore climate model data output are too coarse to properly model cyclogenesis [88].

Thus, until models are able to output data at proper resolutions (1km or less), we must

rely on proxy numerical methods that best describe the climatology of cyclogenesis

(rather than its exact physics and thermodynamics).

Climate science has become a popular avenue for computer science contributions

given some of the pressing challenges highlighted above, in addition to the recent ex-

plosion in climate data availability. Although questions continue to surround the data’s

quality and reliability [42, 165], we see multiple opportunities for high impact research

using data-driven approaches. From a numerical perspective, applying statistical learn-

ing methods to climate data has been challenging because the most elegant models im-

pose assumptions on both the processes generating the data (Gaussian, Poisson, etc.) or

on the data themselves (independence, independent and identically distributed or i.i.d.,

etc.) both of which seldom hold in the highly variable and auto-correlated climate data.

Another need for extreme event forecasting is to objectively quantify the uncertainty

of forecasts, for without a clear measure of uncertainty, results can be misinterpreted

or manipulated. Finally, the data’s dimensionality presents challenges in light of the

low-sample of extreme events, where the data’s dimensionality d is significantly larger

than the number of observations n (d >> n).

Recent studies investigating Atlantic ocean basin-wide trends of SST and annual
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Atlantic TC counts concluded that the high TC frequency cannot be attributed to an

increased SST [255, 235]. These studies explained that since the Indian and Pacific

basins experienced a similar upward SST trend while the total number of TCs in those

basins decreased, higher SST alone could not explain the increased TC activity. Similar

studies investigating TC trends usually view TC activity through a basin-wide lens

and investigate how changes in climate within these basins affect TC activity. We ask,

however, are SST basin averages a good metric to study TC activity?

Figure 4.2 shows the Atlantic basin’s mean-adjusted SST and TC counts between

1982-2009. Although the time-series are fairly correlated (0.44), the region’s sheer size

makes it difficult to formulate a relationship, especially since different regions in the

basin might be subjected to different climate phenomena thus potentially impacting

TCs differently. Averaging across an entire basin could, therefore, suppress useful in-

formation.

Figure 4.2: Suppressing information. Mean-adjusted Atlantic basin SST and annual
TC counts for 1982-2009 (0.4367 correlation). The same (thin lines) data from Figure
4.1 superimposed for comparison. We subtracted the SST mean and divided by the
standard deviation to scale the SST data to fit the storm counts time-series. Averaging
over the entire basin might suppress useful information about the relationship between
TCs and SST.

The present study attempts to identify the relationship between Atlantic SST and

Atlantic TC activity; and if such a relationship can be captured, how does it evolve over
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time and how does it impact future TC frequency? The current work provides three

new data-driven understandings with regards to Atlantic SST’s role in TC frequency:

1. Smaller regions in the Atlantic provide better alternatives to studying SST and

TC trends than basin-wide analyses.

2. The warming of Atlantic SST near 20◦ − 30◦ N prior to TC seasons as well as

warming of the path along 12◦− 15◦ N and 18◦− 60◦ W during TC season has an

impact on increased tropical Atlantic TCs.

3. Unlike other basins, Atlantic TC frequency could be related to the increase in

Atlantic SST.

We begin by reviewing the studies investigating the SST-TC relationship. We will

also provide the reader with a brief discussion on the quality of Atlantic TC data

and their implications to attributing changes in TC activity to changes in SST. We

then introduce a spatio-temporal method that allows to identify more targeted oceanic

regions and their relationship to Atlantic TCs. We end the chapter with a discussion of

our findings and their implications.

4.2 Review of TC-SST studies

We start by reviewing the relevant literature investigating the SST-TC frequency rela-

tionship. Overall, we show that the majority of works are of either anecdotal nature

or heavily rely on averaging over large spatio-temporal ranges. Such approaches have

limited the insights these studies brought fourth, as demonstrated by our meager un-

derstanding of various factors influencing cyclogenesis [86, 195] and the great disparity

amongst simulated TC frequency projections [155].

Palmn [191] established that tropical cyclones form only over ocean water with tem-

peratures greater than 26◦C. Fisher [101] tracked 11 hurricanes between 1953 and 1955

and concluded that storms tend to form and intensify over warm waters and dissipate

over significantly colder water. Gray [119] showed that genesis only occurs in envi-

ronments characterized by small vertical shear of the horizontal wind and also favors

regions of relatively large cyclonic low-level vorticity. He later established a set of neces-

sary conditions (though by no means sufficient) for genesis [114]. In addition to the two
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aforementioned factors, Gray argued that larger values of the Coriolis parameter, the

heat content of the upper ocean (reflecting the depth of the ocean mixed layer), and the

relative humidity of the middle troposphere all favor genesis. Carlson [33] attempted to

relate the SST along the path of African disturbances to the main development region

(MDR) by comparing the August mean SSTs from 1965-1969. He observed that active

years experienced the highest SST and low cloud cover over the eastern Atlantic, while

the most inactive years analyzed had the coolest SSTs and had greater cloud cover.

In similar anecdotal study, Shapiro [213], correlated the first EOF mode of Aug-Oct

hurricane frequency with May-July sea level pressure (SLP) to avoid the question of

causality (did the hurricanes influence large-scale patterns or vice versa). Low MJJ

SLP had -0.5 correlation with ASO hurricanes counts. Low SLP coincided with active

hurricane seasons. The author similarly analyzed the correlation of variance normalized

MJJ SST (10− 45◦ N - 110− 0◦ W) from 1899-1967 with ASO hurricanes. The highest

correlation was 0.55 in the MDR near the west African coast (as in [33]). The author

argues that that hurricane activity is sensitive to the SST of that region given that it

normally experience low SSTs (on average below the 26.5 “threshold”) associated with

upwelling off the African coast. It is concluded that higher SST off the region coincides

with high hurricane activity but due to inter-correlations between SST and SLP, SST

provides little predictive skill. Goldenberg et al. [112] used an EOF analysis on the non-

ENSO SST mode (removed ENSO effect on SST first), which represents the interannual

to multidecadal variability (refereed to the Atlantic multidecadal mode or AMM). The

authors find that 5-year smoothed annual means of the AMM in North Atlantic (40 to

70N) has a 0.72 correlation with 5-year smoothed major hurricanes in MDR (10 to 14N

- 20 to 70W) and 0.81 with 5-year smoothed Net Tropical Cyclone activity (NTC). The

author identified cycles of relative high and low Atlantic TC activity: active periods

from the late 1920s through the 1960s and again beginning 1995, and inactive periods

from the 1900s through the mid-1920s and during the 1970s through 1994. Heightened

activity has during these active cycles coincided with a simultaneous increase in SST in

tropics and North Atlantic and decrease in vertical wind shear in tropics. Webster et

al. [255] analyzed basin-wide mean SST and seasonal TC counts in all the major basins

between 1970-2005 and concluded that the upward trend in Atlantic TC seasonal counts

cannot be attributed to the increased SST. This was because not all basins that had
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an increase in SST, had a corresponding increase in TC counts. Later, Hoyos et al.

[136] using mutual information theory to conclude that the trend of increasing numbers

of category 4 and 5 hurricanes for the period 1970-2004 is directly linked to the trend

in sea-surface temperature; other aspects of the tropical environment, although they

influenced shorter-term variations in hurricane intensity, did not contribute substan-

tially to the observed global trend. By visually analyzing hurricane and SST trends,

Holland and Webster [131] find that, since 1900, North Atlantic hurricane activity went

through three distinct phases separated by sharp transitions around 1930 and 1995; each

regime experienced 50% more hurricanes than the previous one. Moreover, the authors

concluded that each phase shift coincides with increased SSTs in the eastern Atlantic

(5− 25◦ N, 55− 20◦ W). The ratio of minor versus major hurricanes in any given year

seemed to be connected to the SST of the Gulf of Mexico (5− 20◦ N, 120− 90◦ W) and

the proportion of hurricanes that form equator-ward of 25◦N. Sanders and Lea [208]

built a multiple linear regression model using the MDR Aug-Sep SST and the 925hPa

u-wind field averaged over 7.5-17.5 N, 30100 W. They then isolated SST’s impact on the

model’s output to conclude that SST was responsible for the increase TC frequency at

the 99th percentile. The authors concluded that the sensitivity of tropical Atlantic hur-

ricane activity to AugustSeptember sea surface temperature over 1965−−2005 was such

that a 0.5 C increase in SST was associated with a 40% increase in hurricane frequency

and activity. The results also indicate that local sea surface warming was responsible

for 40% of the increase in hurricane activity relative to the 1950−2000 average between

1996 and 2005.

As it can be seen from this brief overview, limited insight has be gained in the past

50 years as to SST’s impact on TC frequency. On the one hand, the earliest studies,

such as [191, 101, 119, 33] were all anecdotal and it would be unreasonable to generalize

their findings to all storms. On the other hand, the remaining studies all employed a

variation of spatio-temporal smoothing. Shapiro [213], despite computing global point-

wise correlations, never discusses the issue of field significance [170] or false discovery

rates [21]. In addition to not discussing the significance of correlations, it is impotent

to note that Goldenberg at al.’s [112] data had only two full oscillations and was too

short to test the likelihood of a cycle [4].Similarly, when discussing hurricane trends

Webster et al. [255] never take into account that the data is not independent. This
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might lead to over estimating trend significance as traditional tests assume data in-

dependence. Furthermore, their conclusion that SST cannot explain current hurricane

activity was premature given that different basins could have different driving conditions

for cyclogensis. Holland and Webster [131] never conducted any statistical significance

testing on their trends, and as pointed out by [4] the three hurricane “phases” are

only significant at the 50 − 80% level and that the signal is dominated by the strong

SST phases. Furthermore, when the hurricane data is properly visualized the three

distinct phases become less obvious. Another important observation is that numerous

correlations are reported between smoothed observations while no physical explanation

is provided [112, 255]. Finally, when analyzing seasonal trends all studies looked at

contemporaneous correlations where SSTs and TCs from the entire season were ana-

lyzed. Such a long temporal averaging make it difficult to deconvolution which months

contributed to TC frequency.

4.3 Atlantic Data & Attribution

Attributing a change in TC frequency to external forcing is challenging due to questions

surrounding the atmospheric data, the inter-annual and decadal variability of storm

frequency, and TC historical records.

Although the Atlantic basin is considered near-fully covered thanks to a network of

ships, buoys, satellites and aircrafts. Records are not considered reliable prior to the

1940s when aircraft reconnaissance was introduced. Important uncertainties in atmo-

spheric data believed to affect TC formation make it difficult to quantify the impact of

these data on past and future TC activity. For instance, even during reliable periods,

coverage is still considered incomplete due to sparse airplane routes and lack of records

during World War II [88]. Also, various data reconstruction methods produce different

centennial scale trends and can produce substantially different regional TC counts when

used to force atmospheric models [155]. Furthermore, it is expected that TC activity

could depend on how several highly uncertain (especially at the regional level) thermo-

dynamical and dynamical conditions develop [242, 243], thus making future assessments

difficult.

For the inter-annual variability of storms, there seems to be two schools of thought
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when it comes to TC variability [88]. The First, links Atlantic SST to the SST of

the Northern Hemisphere and explains the upward trend in both temperatures as a

result of radiative forcings, some of which anthropogenic [231, 171, 131]. This view

attributes the warming of the past 30 years to greenhouse gases and the cooling in the

1950− 1960 period to increased concentrations of anthropogenic sulphate aerosols. The

second, attributes the decadal variability to natural oscillations of the ocean-atmosphere

system [112].

Atlantic TC data is considered the most reliable TC data and dates back to the

1800s thanks to dense shipping routes. However, accuracy is contested until satellite

era observations. Currently, it is estimated that nearly 70% of TC reconnaissance is

obtained through satellite imagery [201]. Prior to the satellite era, storm reconnaissance

was through coastal or ship observations. Given a large number of storms never reach

land and that ships generally try to avoid storms, a large number of storms might

have gone undetected. Another source of undercounts is low coastal population density

during the earlier record [165]. Furthermore, it has been suggested that a storm per

year undercount as late as the 2003 − 2006 period is possible due to changes in data

processing methods [165].

To address these potential undercounts, some studies have resorted to investigate

post-satellite era trends only [255, 147]. However trends from such studies can be

contested as being part natural oscillations and if longer data were used no significant

trends could be observed [39, 162].

Other studies sought to correct the undercounts, however, no consensus on how or

which periods to correct has emerged from such attempts. One approach assumed that

the ratio of landfalling TCs was relatively constant over time and that a decrease in

landfall ratio implies an increasing number of unobserved TCs [220, 165]. In addition

to assuming a constant landfalling ratio, Solow and Moore [220] assumed that the true

basin-wide TC count is generated from a Poisson distribution (see Appendix ??) and

then tried to reconstruct the earlier TC record using Maximum Likelihood Estimation

(MLE), although they focused on trend detection rather than exact count predictions.

Landsea [165] estimated that nearly 3.2 storms per year were missed for 1900-1965 and

1 TC per year for 1966-2002. Conclusions from such studies are questionable if the ratio

of landfalling TCs changed over time. In fact, Holland [131] presented a recent decrease
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in landfall ratio due to the warming of the eastern Atlantic. Such results could mean

that estimates by Landsea [165] have a high bias.

Another approach was to match satellite-era TC tracks with earlier ship tracks

and landfalling locations [42, 245]. Chang and Guo [42], investigated whether there

were significant undercounts in open-ocean and near-shore (within 300km from land or

islands) TCs. To do so, they compared satellite era TC tracks with pre-satellite ship

observations to see whether there were a significant number of tracks that did not fall

within any ship routes and therefore would have gone undetected during the pre-satellite

era. They find that the number of TCs that did not make landfall and went undetected

were 10 TCs per decade or less. These results do not comment on the potential change

of TC track properties over time, furthermore the authors relaxed the requirement for

observed storms from two to a single ship observation. Similarly, Vecchi and Knuston

[245] used pre-satellite era ship-track data and satellite-era TC locations to identify

adjustments in the number of annual TCs, tropical storm days, average TC duration,

and TC density. They conclude that nearly 3.4 storms per year were missed starting in

1880 and about 0.25 storms per year in 1960 with perfect coverage thereafter. This study

makes several assumptions, most notably that present-day TC activity is representative

of past activity.

Finally, some studies relied on statistical models to infer the number of missed TCs

[172, 219, 186]. Mann et al. [172] used a Poisson regression model to estimate sea-

sonal TC counts based on the SST in the Atlantic main development region (MDR; see

Appendix A), the El-Niño Southern Oscillation index (ENSO), and the North Atlantic

Oscillation index (NAO) of the following winter as predictors. To test their model, the

data was divided into two intervals (1870 − 1938 and 1939 − 2006) and one interval

was used to train and the other to test the data. Subsequently, the authors compared

the performance of their model using no adjustment, minor, and major TC undercount

adjustments. The results suggest a modest undercount of one storm per year. Results

from this work can be questionable, however, given the limited testing of the regression

model and the rigid selection process for the training and testing periods. Solow and

Beet [219] estimated TC counts using a Poisson regression model with Atlantic MDR

SST and ENSO of the following winter as predictors. The results were presented in

terms of observation probabilities with 71% in 1870 to 100% by 1964. The authors
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conclude that these estimates are slightly larger than those of [172]. Nyberg et al. [186]

reconstructed the past 270 year history of major (category 3-5) hurricane counts by

building a neural network model trained on coral luminance intensity, the number of

planktonic Globigerina bulloides from sediments (paleoclimatic proxy records), SST and

vertical wind shear. They estimated 2-3 missed major hurricanes per year during the

1870 − 1943 period. Mann et al. [172] suggested that those estimates translated to

nearly 6-20 missed TC per year for the pre-1944 period.

In summary, current TC activity cannot be attributed to global climate change.

This is due to a short reliable observational record of atmospheric data, a lack of un-

derstanding of how TCs might behave in future climate, and potential TC undercounts

that remain unclear as to how and which periods to correct. In the following sections,

although I will review work pertaining TC activity in various basins, the main focus

will be on the Atlantic given that it has the most reliable historical record.

In summary, a review of previous research pertaining future TC frequency highlights

the absence of analytical tools to gain insight into SST’s relationship to TC formation

and frequency. The present study attempts to quantify such relationship by identifying

smaller and more meaningful regions in the Atlantic ocean as opposed to the entire

basin, and show that by focusing our attention on critical regions we are able to define

a stronger relationship between SST and TC frequency.

Figure 4.3: Atlantic Tropical Cyclones. Location of cyclogenesis for all Atlantic
TCs for June-October 1982-2009.
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4.4 Terms and Data

4.4.1 Terms used

Tropical cyclones (TCs) are defined as “warm-core non-frontal synoptic-scale cyclones,

originating over tropical or subtropical waters, with organized deep convection and a

closed surface wind circulation about a well-defined center” [155]. Throughout this

paper, tropical cyclones will specifically refer to storms with maximum wind speeds of

at least 39 mph and hurricanes will refer to those with maximum wind speeds of at least

74 mph. The strongest hurricanes of type 4-5 will refer to storms with maximum wind

speeds of at least 100 mph.

A tropical cyclone basin is a portion of the ocean where storms form. The Atlantic

basin refers to the regions in the Atlantic from 90o to 20o W and 5o to 35o N. The tropical

Atlantic basin refers to the region 10o to 20o N, excluding the Caribbean west of 80o

W (as defined in [235]). The Atlantic tropical storm season refers to the months known

for high Atlantic TC activity. In this case, we consider the months of June-October (as

defined in [255]) and for brevity we will refer to these counts as “annual”.

4.4.2 Data

We used NOAA’s optimum interpolation (OI) SST analysis dataset [203].The data con-

sist of monthly means from 1981-20101 on a 1◦ grid.

For storm counts, we used the Unisys Atlantic Tropical Storm Tracking dataset2 con-

taining all Atlantic storms from 1870-2009 (Figure 4.3). We parsed all storm counts from

the Unisys website and the data is available in .mat format at www.cs.umn.edu/∼jfagh/tc.mat.

As far as we know, this is the best Atlantic storm count data publicly available and

accessible to non-climate scientists.

1The dataset contained partial data for the year 1981, which was not included in the analysis
2http://weather.unisys.com/hurricane/atlantic/
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4.5 Identifying smaller SST regions in Atlantic that out-

perform basin-wide averaging

As shown in Figure 4.2 the Atlantic basin average SST has a moderate correlation

with TC originating in the entire Atlantic basin (0.44). Although previous work [69,

198] suggested regions of interest within the Atlantic near the African West coast, a

systematic search for regions that better explain TC frequency has not been undertaken.

Algorithm 1 describes the linear optimization problem we solved to identify SST regions

that shed light on the SST-TC frequency relationship.

The objective of Algorithm 1 is to identify an SST and cyclogenesis region in the

Atlantic where the SST region’s mean annual (SST ) has the highest linear correlation

(ρ) with TCs originating from the identified cyclogenesis region.

maximize ρ(SST lat,lon,w,h, stormslat′,lon′,w′,h′)

subject to minimize ∆(SSTlat,lon, stormslat,lon)

20◦ ≥ SSTw,h ≥ 10◦

45◦ ≥ SSTlat ≥ 10◦

80◦ ≥ SSTlon ≥ 18◦

60◦ ≥ stormsw′,h′ ≥ 20◦

45◦ ≥ stormslat′ ≥ 10◦

80◦ ≥ stormslon′ ≥ 18◦

Algorithm 1: Find the best correlated SST and storm region.

When we run Algorithm 1 on the TC season (June-October) SST mean, we find

that the SST region off the African coast centered around 15◦N and 20◦W and the

region in the tropical Atlantic 10-20◦ N and 18-60◦ W are the two highest correlated

SST-cyclogenesis regions of the entire Atlantic basin (Figure 4.4). The highlighted cy-

clogenesis region accounted for nearly 40% of all Atlantic tropical storms and nearly 50%

of all Atlantic hurricanes during the period we analyzed (see Figure 4.7). To compare

our region to previously used methods, we computed the correlation of mean Atlantic

SST with all TCs, hurricanes, and type 4-5 hurricanes that originated in the entire At-

lantic basin. Additionally, we computed the correlation of mean tropical Atlantic SST

and tropical Atlantic TCs, hurricanes, and type 4-5 hurricanes. Figure 4.5 summarizes

the correlation results. Our optimal SST-cyclogenesis region has improved correlations

of 0.66, 0.7, and 0.53 respectively versus Atlantic basin-wide averaging (0.44 0.46, and
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Figure 4.4: Optimal SST-Cyclogenesis Regions. Left: The optimal SST (red)
and cyclogenesis (yellow) regions identified by Algorithm 1. The June-October mean
SST from the red box has a 0.66 correlation with the June-October TC counts from
the yellow rectangle, compared to 0.44 for basin-wide Atlantic SST and TCs. Right:
the linear correlation between mean annual SST and TC counts originating from the
cyclogenesis (yellow) region identified on the left panel. Notice other highly correlated
regions with TC counts. The output of the optimization algorithm depends on the
constrains imposed on the problem (size, distance, etc.)

0.43 respectively). The sharp decrease in correlation with the most intense hurricanes

in Figure 4.5 is to be expected as the SST at cyclogenesis is a poor predictor for future

storm intensity [84].

We must note that the output of Algorithm 1 depends on the constraints imposed

on the optimization problem. As it can been seen from Figure 4.4 (right panel), regions

other than the red box in Figure 4.4 (left panel) correlate highly with TCs originat-

ing from the yellow region yet they were not selected as an optimal pair. The reason

why some regions are selected over others is the constraints imposed on the optimiza-

tion function. In our case, we imposed that: (i) distance between the two regions be

minimized; (ii) Both boxes must be at least 10◦ by 10◦; and (iii) both boxes must

be north of 5◦ N. Removing any of these constraints would result in different optimal

SST-cyclogenesis regions. While it is plausible that far away SST and cyclogenesis re-

gions might impact one another (i.e. teleconnections), the focus of this paper is on

local SST impact on TC frequency therefore we constrained the problem to nearby SST

and cyclogenesis regions. We only examined regions that were at least 10◦ (in either

dimension) to avoid any spurious correlations between extremely small regions. Finally,

we examined locations north of 5◦ N given that cyclogenesis is only possible at a certain

distance away from the equator (see also Figure 4.3).
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Figure 4.5: Improved correlation. Linear correlation scores of regional SSTs and TC
counts for Atlantic Basin (5o to 30o N and 20o to 90o W), Tropical Atlantic Basin (10o

to 20o N, excluding the Caribbean west of 80o W), and the optimal SST-cyclogenesis
region identified by Algorithm 1 (see Figure 4.4). The optimal SST-cyclogenesis region
correlates better with local TCs than both basin-wide averages.

Figure 4.6: Non-Random Correlation. Linear correlation scores of optimal SST-
cyclogenesis regions with random ordering of annual storm counts. The 0.66 correlation
of the regions identified in Figure 4.4 is greater than 99.8% of correlations in the ran-
domization test. We can conclude that correlation between with two optimal regions in
Figure 4.4 is not random.
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In order to ensure the correlations between the regions identified in Algorithm 1

aren’t spurious, we ran a randomization test (N = 1000) where we shuffled the years in

which the individual storms occurred and ran Algorithm 1 for that random permutation.

Figure 4.6 shows the correlation scores of the 1000 optimal SST-cyclogenesis regions

identified based on the randomized storm counts. As the correlation between the SST-

cyclogenesis regions identified in Figure 4.4 is 0.66, which is greater than 99.8% of the

correlations in the randomization test, we conclude that the optimal region’s correlation

is not random (only two tests resulted in correlations greater or equal to 0.66).

Given that the majority of TCs originating in the tropical Atlantic are of African

easterly origin [163, 112], the optimal SST-cyclogenesis regions are physically consistent

as well. African easterly waves (AEWs) consist of an elongated area of relatively low

air pressure, and travel from east to west across the tropics causing increases in clouds

and thunderstorms. They form as a result of the pressure gradient between the higher

pressure in the subtropics and the low-pressure equatorial region. AEWs have been

identified as integral part of West African and North Atlantic climate [135]. AEWs

traveling westward from the West African coast and along the tropical Atlantic (also

known as the main development region) tend to intensify and transform into TCs and

intense hurricanes [112]. Therefore, our results suggest that the warming of the Atlantic

around 10◦−20◦ N and 18◦−60◦ W might provide additional energy for AEWs to develop

into TCs.

When we further analyze the cyclogenesis region identified by Algorithm 1 (which

lies within the tropical Atlantic), we find that the TC activity of the two tropical regions

in the Atlantic east and west of 60◦ W accounts for nearly 70% of all Atlantic TCs 4.7.

Interestingly, the TC frequency east and west of 60◦ W are anti-correlated (-0.56 Figure

4.8, left panel) suggesting that TCs from each region have different climatologies, and

therefore averaging over the entire Atlantic basin would suppress singular TC charac-

teristics. When we compare the two TC frequencies to El-Niño Southern Oscillation

(ENSO) index [258], a coupled ocean-atmosphere phenomenon linked to global climate

variability, we find that it is anti-correlated with TCs originating east of 60◦ W (-0.27)

and correlated with TCs originating west of 60◦ W (0.26). The El-Niño phase has al-

ready been linked to suppressed Atlantic TC activity [115, 229], it is unclear however

if ENSO has a direct or auxiliary effect on Atlantic TCs. When we examine Figure
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Figure 4.7: Where Are Atlantic TCs Originating From? Left: Annual Atlantic
TC counts grouped based on cyclogenesis region. We divided the Atlantic basin into
the tropical Atlantic (TATL), Caribbean (CATL), and the rest of the basin (Other).
The figure indicates that when either the tropical Atlantic or Caribbean has an active
season, the other experiences relatively low activity. Right: The mean percentage of
total Atlantic storms that originated in the three regions monitored. Together the
tropical Atlantic and Caribbean account for nearly 70% of all Atlantic TCs.

4.8, we notice basin-wide low activity seasons coincide with El-Niño years (2002, for

example). However, the percentage of TCs originating east of 60◦ W rises during some

El-Niño years (1995, 1997, and 2009). We conclude that although El-Niño might have a

basin-wide suppressive effect on Atlantic TCs, the percentage of TCs originating from

a given region might rise or fall depending on the phase of ENSO.

In summary, this section demonstrates how focusing our attention on smaller regions

provides better insight into the SST-TC relationship. Algorithm 1 is able to identify

an SST region that lies along the path of AEWs, a primary source of TCs and intense

hurricanes, and correlates highly with tropical Atlantic TCs. Furthermore, dividing the

TCs into groups based on their cyclogenesis region showed that TC frequency in the

tropical Atlantic and the Caribbean are anti-correlated and that El-Niño has a more

pronounced effect on Caribbean TCs rather than all Atlantic TCs.
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Figure 4.8: Tropical Atlantic and Caribbean TC Frequency. Percentage of At-
lantic TCs originating from the region identified by Algorithm 1 (tropical Atlantic
10◦ − 20◦ N and 18◦ − 60◦ W) and the Caribbean (10◦ − 30◦N and 61◦ − 85◦W). The
two activities are anti-correlated at -0.56 suggesting that TCs in each region have dif-
ferent climatologies, therefore averaging across the entire Atlantic might suppress useful
information.
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4.6 TC precursors

While factors influencing TC activity other than SST have been identified [119, 115], it

is useful to understand how SST prior to the hurricane season might affect TC activity.

To do so, we applied Algorithm 1 to the May-June mean SST and annual TC counts.

Figure 4.9 (left panel) shows that the May-June SST in the red box has the highest

correlation with June-October TCs originating from the yellow rectangle (0.55). This

correlation suggests that warmer SSTs near 20◦ − 30◦ along the West African coast

precede active TC seasons (Figure 4.9 right panel). However, given that TCs operate

at timescales of days or hours, it is unlikely that May-June SST is a direct cause of

seasonal TC frequency. Instead, it seems that the warming of the North Atlantic off

the African West coast might provide favorable conditions for other factors that induce

tropical cyclogenesis.

Figure 4.9: TC precursors. Left: The optimally correlated May-June SST region (red
box) and annual (June-October) TC counts (yellow rectangle) identified by Algorithm
1. Right: Linear correlation heat-map for May-June mean SST with June-October TC
counts originating in the yellow rectangle (left panel). The warming of the region north
of 20◦ − 30◦ N precedes active TC seasons.

As stated in the previous section, most tropical Atlantic TCs are of AEW origin.

Although the number of AEWs is relatively constant from year to year [104], the per-

centage of developing AEWs is highly variable [112, 232]. Recently, Sall et al. [206]

have shown that, at the end of their continental path, most AEWs weaken and vanish

over the ocean, while only a few of them strengthen and become tropical storms. This

seems to be the case even when the departing perturbation appears well developed and

the large scale environment is favorable for tropical cyclogenesis. A recent numerical
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Figure 4.10: Warm SSTs Traveling Southward. Mean May-June low-level (859
hPa) wind fields for the 1982-2009 period. The movement of the wind during the period
of investigation confirms that it is plausible that warmer SSTs migrated southward
and provided additional moisture to the cold dry air traveling from higher latitudes,
effectively reducing the chances of suppressing AEWs exiting the West African coast.
The arrow length denotes 10 meters per second.

modeling study showed that the northerly isentropic descending airmass below the Sa-

haran Air Layer traveling from the drier middle troposphere at higher latitudes to the

lower troposphere at lower latitudes provide a substantial source of dry air off the West

African coast and effectively disrupts cyclogenesis [69, 68]. More specifically, AEWs

exiting from the African continental landmass tend to ingest dry air descending from

middle latitudes (Europe and North Africa) and dissipate without experiencing cyclo-

genesis. These findings are consistent with recent reanalysis studies that tracked and

analyzed AEWs in the ERA40 reanalysis data and found that non-developing AEWs

experience dry mid-to-upper-level air [135]. Figure 4.10 shows the mean May-June wind

circulation for 1982-2009. We can see that wind motion is consistent with our hypothesis

as the wind transports the warm air (red box) from higher latitude towards 10◦− 20◦N

(the yellow rectangle).

Subsequently, our analysis shows that the warming of the region off the West African

coast (red box in Figure 4.9) in May-June, would provide additional moisture to counter

the dry air descending from higher latitudes and therefore increase the chance that

AEWs advance deep into the Atlantic and develop into TCs. Moreover, it seems that
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Figure 4.11: May-June SST Anomalies. Left and Center : Negative May-June SST
anomalies north of AEW exit region preceded low tropical Atlantic TC seasons (1983
and 1992 with 0 and 1 TCs respectively). Notice in the leftmost figure the high anomalies
in the Pacific (lower left corner) supporting the results of negative correlation between
El-Niño and tropical Atlantic TCs. Right: Positive May-June SST anomalies preceded
one the most active Tropical Atlantic TC season on the record (1995).

substantial warming (or cooling) of that region could have a pronounced effect on Trop-

ical Atlantic TC frequency. When we examine two abnormal TC seasons where the

optimal cyclogenesis region (yellow rectangle in Figure 4.4) generated a low number of

storms, we see how May-June SSTs might have an effect on June-October TC frequency.

In these two instances (left and center panel in Figure 4.11), the region identified previ-

ously showed abnormally low SSTs in the months prior to TC season and subsequently

had its least active TC season in the data we analyzed. While, May-June anomalies

could not alone explain low and high activity TC seasons in the tropical Atlantic, our

analysis suggests that when the region is cooler than average it cannot counter the dry

air descending from higher latitudes and subsequently AEWs exiting the West African

coast around 10◦ − 20◦N are suppressed. It important to note that although Figure

4.11 highlights instances where high/low May-June anomalies precede high/low TC fre-

quency. May-June anomalies alone cannot explain annual TC frequency as there are

years that have significant negative May-June anomalies yet normal TC seasons. How-

ever, monitoring May-June anomalies in addition to other TC precursors can provide a

better understanding of the SST-TC frequency relationship.

4.7 The Atlantic SST-TC relationship

The previous two sections presented additional insights that help us understand the

Atlantic SST-TC relationship better than with basin-wide averaging alone. Figure 4.1
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shows upward trends in Atlantic SST and TCs similar to those in [255, 235]. Although

[255, 235] did not link the increased Atlantic TC frequency to SST, we propose that the

lack of increase in storm numbers in other basins experiencing increased SST is not due

to the absence of a significant relationship between SST and TC frequency. Rather, it is

due to the absence of another factor influencing cyclogenesis namely, AEWs, which may

have a more pronounced effect on cyclogenesis than their Pacific counterpart. On the

one hand, Pacific easterly waves (PEWs) are driven primarily by convective heating,

which depends on SST. On the other hand, the barotropic to baroclinic conversion,

which is the energy transport from the mean flow toward the rotational flow component,

dominates AEWs. This means that AEWs are strongly associated with rotation and

therefore cyclogenesis, unlike PEWs, which are related to convection (i.e. the vertical

flow) [212]. In summary, we maintain that prior to- and during the TC’s formative

phases, the warming of 20◦ − 30◦N along the West African coast as well as along the

path of AEWs has a significant impact on whether disturbances develop into TCs. Thus,

warmer SSTs off the West African coast prior to TC season and along the AEW path

during TC season would provide a more favorable environment for cyclogenesis and

could be a reason for an increase in annual Tropical Atlantic TC frequency.

4.8 Conclusion

4.8.1 Summary

In this chapter, we reviewed the major works that investigated the SST-TC relationship.

We demonstrated the ability to apply data-driven techniques to observational climate

data to supplement physics-based models. We showed that data-driven methods can

help identify smaller regions in the Atlantic ocean that provide a better glimpse into the

relationship between Atlantic SST and Atlantic TC frequency compared to basin-wide

averages. Our results showed that when investigating the relationship between SST

and TC frequency, it is better to look at smaller regions, or centers of action, instead

of basin-wide trends. Coincidentally, the regions identified in this study are consistent

with existing theory about AEWs and TC development. Specifically, the SST of the

region north of 20o N off the West African coast prior to TC season as well as that along

the AEW path (10◦-15◦ N and 20◦-60◦ W) during TC season have significant impact on
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Tropical Atlantic TC frequency compared to other regions in the Atlantic. Furthermore,

an increase in both mean Atlantic SST and TCs can be attributed to the warming of

the regions we highlighted above in conjunction with AEW activity. In similar fashion,

if we monitor TCs based on their cyclogenesis region, we find that the percentage of

TCs originating from the tropical Atlantic east of 60◦W is anti-correlated with that

in the Caribbean. This suggests that different climatologies govern each TC region,

and are potentially mutually exclusive. Finally, when we compare these cyclogenesis

percentages with the El-Niño index, we find that, contrary to previous assumptions

that the Atlantic TC frequency is suppressed when El-Niño is present, some regions

in the Atlantic, most notably the Caribbean is actually positively correlated with El-

Niño. All of these results support our claim that in order to gain proper insight into

the SST-TC relationship basin-wide generalizations are not sufficient.

4.8.2 STDM Contributions

We developed a scalable spatio-temporal relationship mining tool capable to looking for

both linear (correlation) and non-linear (MIC) relationships. Despite the large search

space, our open-source tool QuickSig is able to compare millions of relationships between

arbitrary-sized regions in seconds. We also provide various randomization significance

tests such as bootstrapping and block randomization. The tool is generalizable to any

set of spatio-temporal variables.

4.8.3 Discussion and Future Work

Based on these findings, future work investigating SST’s impact on TCs should not

indiscriminately average basin-wide temperatures. Instead, critical regions must be

identified and treated as such. Our approach suffers from a few limitations. First, it

heavily relies on linear correlations and therefore cannot capture non-linear relationships

between SST and TCs. Additionally, some Atlantic TCs do not generate in the Tropical

Atlantic (North Atlantic storms in the region north of 30◦ N, for instance) and to

fully understand the Atlantic SST-TC relationship we must understand the climatic

conditions that govern those TCs as well.

Many questions remain after this analysis as we continue to face several challenges
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described in Chapter 2.0.2. Specifically, the highly autocorrelated SST field makes

significance tests extremely challenging as any one time-series that may correlate highly

with TCs by random chance will likely mean that its neighbors will have an artificially

high correlation. Second, it is impossible to tell with certainty whether SSTs are a driver

or a mere response to other large-scale phenomena impacting TCs. For instance, the

north Atlantic region identified when analyzing pre-season SST is also associated with

a large-scale phenomenon known as the North Atlantic Oscillation (NAO), that may be

driving TC activity. Finally, although there seems to be an upward trend in SST and

TCs, if de-trended by a 10-year mean many of the high correlations drop significantly.

Raising the question whether the high correlation is due to a real relationship or a

co-occurring trend.



Chapter 5

S-ENSO

In the previous chapter, we presented an extensive relationship mining application be-

tween SSTs and seasonal TC counts. In this chapter, we focus on a more specific type

of relationship mining: predictive modeling. Predicting seasonal TC counts is an active

field of research with interests to society, the reinsurance industry, and scientific commu-

nity. So far, our success at predicting season TC activity several months in advance has

been limited. In this chapter we present further evidence that monitoring the spatio-

temporal evolution of climate variables can improve the accuracy of predictive models.

Specifically, we show how monitoring the spatio-temporal warming patterns in the Pa-

cific significantly outperform models that relay on traditional fixed-region variables. We

begin the chapter with a broad overview of the state-of-the-art predictive modeling for

hurricanes. We then include a brief discussion of the various evaluation methods used to

test such predictive models. We then introduce our new spatio-temporal index Spatial

ENSO (S-ENSO) and demonstrate how it out performs traditional (non-space-time)

indices. We end the chapter with a discussion on the possible mechanisms that lead to

S-ENSO’s performance.

5.1 Review of TC Forecast Models

Numerous factors have been identified to influence formation and intensification of TCs.

Some of the factors are local such as SST [112], vertical wind shear [? ], sea-level pressure

(SLP) [164], Emanuel’s unit-less parameter χm [88], lower tropospheric moisture [164],

52
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wave energy accumulation [252], and African easterly waves (AEWs) [134]. As well

as remote factors, which are dominated by climate indices – diagnostic tools used to

describe the state of a climate system using composite signals such as the to pressure

differences at two locations in the Pacific Ocean – these include: ENSO [229], the

Atlantic multidecadal oscillation (AMO) [148], The Madden-Julian oscillation (MJO)

[158, 148],and the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) [115]. Other remote factors include

African dust aerosol [93], Sahel rain fall [267], and solar radiation [83].

In this section, I review the studies that attempt to predict future TC behavior from

centennial to weekly timescales using the above predictors. Broadly speaking, we can

group TC predictions into three categories: (i) Centennial projections: these simulations

are used to model TC activity under various warming scenarios and generally look at

TC activity beyond the 21st century. (ii) Seasonal forecasts: forecasts of seasonal TC

activity are issued in December (for the Atlantic) the previous year and are periodically

updated throughout the TC season. (iii) Short-term forecasts, these forecasts are issues

7-14 days before TC genesis and generally predict intensity and tracks instead of genesis.

5.2 Centennial TC Projections

In order to understand future climate activity under various warming conditions, large-

scale global and regional physics-based models are heavily used given that they generally

do not rely on observational data. Globally, the majority of climate models project a de-

crease in annual TC counts ranging from 6 to 34%, with a notable decrease in Southern

Hemisphere TCs [155]. Some studies have attributed the reduction to increased vertical

wind shear, which is considered negatively correlated with TC formation [119]. Garner

et al. [108] found an average wind shear increase of 10% in the Atlantic’s main develop-

ment region (MDR). Vecchi and Soden [242] projected a 10% increase in wind shear per

degree of global warming. Additionally, Nolan and Rappin [185] find that TC genesis

may become more sensitive to wind shear in a warmer climate, which means significant

increases in wind shear might not be necessary to curb TC activity. Vecchi and Soden

[242], however, found that the contribution of vertical shear to cyclogenesis is compara-

ble to that of other environmental factors (vorticity, relative humidity, and Emanuel’s

wind Maximum Potential Intensity). Other studies have attributed reductions in global
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TC frequency to increased atmospheric stability [227, 44, 188, 266, 20, 120] and the

weakening of the tropical hydrological cycle [227, 20] which is associated with a decrease

in the upward mass flux accompanying deep convection [125]. Other work [88, 90] sug-

gests that decreases may be due to an increase in the saturation deficit of the middle

troposphere (see equation 2 in [88]).

What’s most notable about these global projections is that despite consistent pro-

jected decrease in total number of TCs, the IPCC 4th Assessment Report gives these

predictions “medium confidence” while it gives the more divergent intensity projections

[90] “high confidence” [231]. This might be because there is a general consensus regard-

ing the theoretical upper bound on TC intensity [23], whereas there is no consensus

concerning cyclogenesis theory.

At the regional level, and for the Atlantic basin in particular, the majority of high res-

olution simulations are able to reproduce past/current Atlantic TC activity and overall

interannual variability (see Figure 3 in [155]). Recent lower resolution simulation (0.9◦

Gaussian grid) have not reproduced interannual variability, yet it is unclear if the better

fidelity in high-resolution models is due to higher modeling resolutions or other model

parameters [166]. Aside from these hindcasting experiments, regional climate models

(RCMs) agree on very little else. RCMs have a large variation in projected Atlantic TC

frequency from -50% to + 30% [120, 188]. When considering all basins, the projected

changes for individual basins range up to +/− 50% or more [155]. Not only there is

no clear consensus on future Atlantic TC activity, similar models also provide contra-

dicting results. Climate models running over observed SST project a 30% increase in

Atlantic TCs due to high temperatures in the Atlantic MDR [188]. Other studies us-

ing observed SST, however, projected decreases in Atlantic TC frequency because the

minimal SST threshold for cyclogenesis increased at a higher rate than SST warming

[153]. Global coupled climate models – models that also consider interactions between

the atmosphere and SST instead of only representing SST’s influence on atmosphere –

forecast either no significant changes [20] or considerable deceases (∼ −50%) under the

most aggressive warming scenarios (four times current CO2 levels). Finally, some sta-

tistical/dynamical models show a slight increase (+2.2%) [90] or decrease (−1%) [154].

These disagreements have been attributed to uncertainties in the large-scale patterns of

future tropical climate change, as evident in the lack of agreement between the model
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projections of patterns of tropical SST changes [268] as well as remaining limitations in

the downscaling strategies these models use [155]. Additionally, RCMs tend to suffer

from spectral nudging that forces them to follow the climatic conditions that drive the

large scale model [155].

In summary, physics-based climate models project a global decrease in the total

number TCs yet are highly uncertain in individual basins. These uncertainties stem

from three major roadblocks: First, the models’ output dependence on how well they

simulate the large scale conditions that affect cyclogenesis as well as sensitivity to pa-

rameterization [152, 166, 268]. Second, global climate model output data are too coarse

(20-120km) to fully model TC properties and it is estimated that a grid resolution of 1km

or less might be needed instead [49]. Finally, even if it were possible to perfectly model

future climate, limited understanding of how these changes would affect TC activity

make future projects extremely challenging [195, 88].

5.3 Seasonal Forecasts

Seasonal basin-wide activity predictions of seasonal TC activity are issued as early

as April in the previous year (to forecast activity in August-October the following

year). Forecasts are generated by both physics-based and statistical models. Simi-

lar to the previous section, dynamical models predict the state of future climate and

the response of the TC-like vortices in the models is used to estimate future hurri-

cane activity [246, 248, 268, 244]. An approach analogous to model simulations is the

statistical approach, where one infers relationships solely based on observational data

[115, 77, 149]. depending on the approach used some of the forecasts are either proba-

bilistic (i.e. % chance of a below-, above-, or average season) or deterministic (i.e. 10

landfalling hurricanes).

For dynamical models, Vecchi et al. [244] used a statistical-dynamical model to

forecast the Atlantic seasonal TC activity for the 2010 season. The statistical model

was a Poisson regression model conditioned on Atlantic MDR SST and global tropical

SST. The dynamical model used to generate SST observations was the NOAA High-

Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM-C180). In the training phase, the model was

able to reproduce the overall interannual variability of TC activity with a correlation
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of 0.76 and a RMSE of 1.99 hurricanes for the period 1982-2009. For the 2010 season

(test), the model predicted an active season compared to the 1982-2009 climatology with

a 50% probability of storms between 6 and 9 and an expected number of 8. Similar

dynamical models include [246, 248].

Zhao et al. [268] used the NOAA High-Resolution Atmospheric Model (HiRAM-

C180) dynamical model to predict (hindcast) Atlantic and East Pacific Activity. The

predicted TC activity correlated by 0.69 in the Atlantic and 0.58 in the Eastern Pacific.

When the model was forced with observed SST (HadISST) the correlations improved

to 0.78 and 0.65 receptively. The reduction in skill has been attributed to the model’s

simulation of the different between MDR SST and the tropical mean SST. To confirm

the importance of the tropical mean SST, a linear regression model was built using the

observed tropical mean SST and it performed similarly to the full dynamical model (r=

0.55; r=0.62 respectively).

Some of the earliest Atlantic TC statistical forecast models [115, 116] relied on

ENSO, the Quasi-Biennial Oscillation (QBO) and Caribbean basin sea-level pressures,

all considered remote factors in Atlantic cyclogenesis. Gray and colleagues continued to

issue annual forecasts, however, few were published in peer-reviewed literature. Gray

et al. [118] used a least absolute deviation (LAD) regression model conditioned on

November-September QBO and rainfall in the West Sahel (August-September) and Gulf

of Guinea (August-November) regions for a 0.44 correlation with climatology. Klotzbach

and Gray [150] tried to focus on TC counts for the month of September (the season’s

most active month) by selecting wind, sea level pressure and geopotential height from

various regions on the globe.

The predictors (see Appendix B) were selected using a mixture of top-10 bottom-10

composite analysis where various meteorological parameters such as sea surface temper-

ature, sea level pressure, and zonal wind for the month of active and inactive Septembers,

and subsequently select the top-10 and bottom-10 anomalies. Other variables were se-

lected using the NOAA correlation tool1. To test their approach the authors compared

the hindcast to predicted net tropical cyclone (NTC) activity – an aggregate measure of

the following six parameters normalized by their climatological averages: named storms

(NS), named storm days (NSD), hurricanes (H), hurricane days (HD), intense hurricanes

1http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/Correlation

http://www.cdc.noaa.gov/Correlation
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(IH), and intense hurricane days (IHD). In a similar study, Klotzbach and Gray [151]

did not use the rainfall predictor used previously in [118] and instead relied on variables

similar to [150]. The predictors were found to be all associated with ENSO, the Arctic

Oscillation (AO), NAO, the PacificNorth American pattern (PNA), and the QBO. This

method showed similar skill to that in [118] (0.66 correlation to actual NTC) despite

having longer and more homogenous data.

Balke and Gray [25] use a set of twelve predictors to forecast August NTC, which

has been shown to have a significant relationship to August U.S. TC landfalls. The

linear regression model was able to capture 55% of the variance of the hindcast data.

It’s predictive power however was limited with a RMSE of 5.12. The most prominent

predictive signal was the July 200-mb wind off the west coast of South America. When it

was anomalously strong from the northeast during July, Atlantic TC activity in August

was enhanced. Other July conditions associated with active Augusts include a weak

subtropical high in the North Atlantic, an enhanced subtropical high in the northwest

Pacific, and low pressure in the Bering Sea region.

Nyberg et al. [186] used reconstructed proxy records from corals and marine sedi-

ment core to predict past hurricane activity. A back-propagation neural network was

then trained using the proxy records to predict August-October major Atlantic hurri-

cane activity. The model had a 0.97 correlation between the predicted and observed

record from 1949-1990.

Elsner and colleagues began producing multi-seasonal predictions for the Atlantic

basin using a mixture of time-series modeling and Bayesian statistical methods. In their

first of such efforts, Elsner and Schmertmann [78] proposed using a Poisson distribution

(see Appendix ??) to model annual hurricane counts. Elsner et al. [79] attempted

to learn and model the de-trended annual TC count time-series, using a univariate

autoregressive moving average (ARMA) algorithm on the three dominant components

of the TC count time-series. The trend removal approach revealed three modes at the

biennial, semi-decadal and sub-decadal time scales. Each of which were hypothesized to

be associated with the stratospheric QBO, ENSO, and low frequency changes in Atlantic

SST. However relying solely on TC counts (1886-1996), the potential undercounts in the

earlier record, and the limited testing set (1992-1996) provided marginal improvements

over climatology.
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Subsequent works by Elsner and colleagues focused on predicting the number of U.S.

landfall hurricanes. Elsner and Jagger [76] proposed a hierarchical Bayesian model for

seasonal landfall predictions. The authors modeled annual hurricane counts as a Poisson

distribution, which is dependent on the Poisson parameter (λ). The Poisson parameter

was in return conditioned on the Cold Tongue Index (CTI; Avg SST anomalies 6N-6S

180-90W) and NOA. This process is hierarchical as first, the stochastic parameter vector

β is computed using the observational data (CTI and NOA), then the Poisson parameter

is obtained using β, finally the prediction (annual count) is a result of a sample form

the Poisson distribution conditioned on λ.

Minor changes have been introduced since [76], Elsner and Jagger [80] used de-

trended SST observations to predict future SST and subsequently using the SST pro-

jections into a hierarchical Bayesian model to predict future hurricane counts. The algo-

rithm has two components: an ARIMA time series model to forecast average hurricane-

season Atlantic SST, and a regression model to forecast the annual hurricane counts

conditioned on the predicted SST. The algorithm used Monte Carlo sampling to gen-

erate predictive samples of SST and samples of the regression coefficients. This way,

forecasts are samples of hurricane counts that combine uncertainty in the predictive SST

values with uncertainty in the regression model of hurricanes on SST. The prediction

were only a moderate improvement from [79] and compared to actual counts. Jagger

and Elsner [80] applied a Bayesian model averaging approach to quantify a predictor’s

impact on predictions (similar to dimensionality reduction, while considering all pre-

dictors weighted by their impact). The highest ranked covariates were: September and

June sun radiation (SNN), June NAO, July SST, and July-September SOI. The model

indicated that US hurricane probability increases with July SST, July SOI, and June

SNN and decreases with September SNN. The consensus model was tested on two Hur-

ricane seasons 2007 (one hurricane observed) and 2008 (three hurricanes observed). The

model gave the highest probability for 2 (∼ 22% probability) and 3 (∼ 20%probability)

hurricanes respectively.

Chan et al. [40] relied on large-scale indices (see Appendix B) instead of observation

variables and assumed that given that atmospheric variables “co-occur” with TCs they

cannot be used as precursors. Using these indices the authors built a Smooth Multiple

Additive Regression Technique (SMART) model that instead of modeling each response
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as a linear combination of predictors, each response was modeled as a weighted sum

of the linear combinations of predictors. The model performed well in hindcast with

R=0.88 and RMSE=2.9. Subsequently, Chan et al. [55] repeated their forecast a few

years later using a longer time-series. Surprisingly, the accuracy in predicting some

variables decrease with longer data. This could be due to the change in instrumentation

of the later record or potentially due to a change in climatology since the new data was

introduced. Additionally, the authors began updating their forecasts in May of the

current year causing their forecasts correlation to increase when combine the original

and updated models. Similar studies for the Pacific include [54, 53, 97]

NOAA has been issuing seasonal hurricane outlooks for the Atlantic since 1998.

Annual forecasts (refereed to as outlooks) are made available to the public in both

statistical and deterministic forms, using terciles. The forecasts rely on the state of

ENSO, Atlantic SST, and the Tropical multi-decadal mode [45], which incorporates the

leading modes of tropical convective rainfall variability occurring on multi-decadal time

scales [45]. The seasonal forecasts are not published the peer-reviewed literature. All of

their predictions are based on linear regression, yet they do not share their testing and

verification methods in their reports.

Gonzalez et al. [113] proposed that one of the limitations of previous seasonal predic-

tion models is that they assume the hurricane-atmosphere system to be a single-phase

system. Instead, the authors proposed that hurricane activity can be represented as a

multi-phase system (low, average, active) and then train a leas-absolute deviation re-

gression model for each phase. To determine which phase the system is in, the authors

train a classifier for each feature and the phase is selected by majority voting. Subse-

quently, each feature has a LAD model associated with each phase of the system. The

model produced R = 0.77 and 0.99 RMSE for the Atlantic and North Pacific basins

respectively.

In summary, we can see that these models have several limitations. First, given the

relatively short record of observational data statistical models are subject to overfilling.

Second, the testing methods employed by these models (see Verification Section below)

are inconsistent and have limited skill. For instance, a large marjority of these studies

compare their predictive ability to that of climatology or the long-term mean for the

training data (i.e. if the mean number of TC from 1950-1990 was 4 TCs per year, then
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if a model predicts a storm count closer to the actual observed count than climatology it

is considered to be a “skillful” forecast.). More importantly, the interpretability of the

model’s output is ambiguous. For instance, if a model predicts a below average season

all it takes is a single strong hurricane to inflict major damage therefore rendering the

forecast uninformative. This was the case in 1983, when hurricane Alicia struck land

during a below average season [79]. Similarly, when one analyzes the performance of

a model to predict a composite variable such as NTC, it is unclear which predictors

and/or methods are providing skill to the prediction. Finally, as pointed out in [28],

these seasonal models have yet to impact climate science. Instead, they are mainly used

by the insurance, reinsurance, and tourism industries.

5.4 Short-term forecasts

Short-term forecasts are use mainly by weather services but have received attention in

the literature as well. For dynamical models, Belanger et al. [17] test the European

Center for Medium-Range Weather Forecasts (ECMWF) Monthly Forecast System’s

(ECMFS) ability to predict Atlantic TC activity. The model used the TC detection

algorithm designed by Vitart et al. [247]. For the 2008 and 2009 seasons, the model was

able to forecast TCs for a week in advance with skill above climatology for the Gulf of

Mexico and the MDR on intraseasonal time scales. The skillful forecast were credited

to the model’s ability to simulate the MJO and it ability to capture the large-scale

evolution of deep-layer vertical shear, the frequency of easterly waves, and the variance

in 850-hPa relative vorticity.

In a similar study, Belanger et al. [18] built a forecast model for the North Indian

Ocean using the ECMWF Variable Ensemble Prediction System where they forecast

genesis as well as pre- and post-genesis tracks. For cyclogenesis, the system had low

predictability beyond 48 hours (Brier Skill Score of 0.09 and 0.17 for the Bay of Bengal

and Arabian Sea receptively). On average the pre-genesis tracks performed similarly to

post-genesis tracks through 120 hours with a total track error growth of 41nm per day.

Another type of short-term forecast models are statistical-dynamical models, such

as the National Hurricane Center’s (NHC) Statistical Hurricane Intensity Prediction
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Scheme (SHIPS) model [65]. Such models blend both simulations and statistical tech-

niques by producing forecasts based on established historical relationships between

storm behavior and atmospheric variables provided by climate models. Such hybrid

models, however, have focused mostly on trajectory and intensity predictions [67].

Sencan et al. [211] proposed a supervised forecasting of source-sink track dynamics

for 10-15 days lead to predict landfall. To do so, the forecasting system learns network

constrictions (or motifs) that were associated with landfalling and ocean hurricanes

(sinks). Once the sink-based motifs are collected, a feature selection process (decision

tree, SVM, and AIC) is used to discriminate between landfalling and ocean hurricanes.

Subsequently, given a cyclogenesis region and conditions, the model predicts whether a

storm would hit land or not with 90% accuracy.

Hennon and Hobgood [127] (based on work by Perrone for the Pacific basin [194])

combined satellite image analysis with climate variables to classify developing and non-

developing storms. They began by manually identifying developing and non-developing

cloud clusters from satellite imagery and once a cluster was considered to be favorable

for cyclogenesis they recorded the climate variables at that state. The developing cases

were further stratified by the number of hours before genesis. A linear discriminant

analysis (LDA) was used to separate the cases that developed versus those that didn’t

develop into tropical depressions. LDA was run 8 times for a 6-48h period (i.e. they

classify all clusters that developed within 6h of detection against all non-developing

clusters regardless of time of year) The authors found that when p < 0.7 genesis rarely

occurs, when p > 0.9 genesis occurs at 40% of time. The results were composite and

case studies. Similar “real-time” works include [194, 128, 210].

In addition to models, climate researchers have relied on data analysis to predict

TC activity. Numerous empirical indices have been proposed beginning with Gray’s

Seasonal Genesis Parameter [114] and Emanuel’s Genesis Potential Index [89]. DeMaria

et al. [66] created a genesis parameter derived from the 5-day mean of vertical wind

shear, midlevel moisture, and vertical stability for the tropical Atlantic east of the Lesser

Antilles. The Genesis parameter was defined as:

GP =

{
100× S × I ×M if S > 0, I > 0, and M > 0

0 if S < 0, I < 0, or M < 0
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where the linearly transformed shear S is given by

S =
(25− S′)

40

the linearly transformed instability parameter I is

I =
I ′

2.5

and the linearly transformed moisture variable M is given by

M =
−26.0−M ′

5

and S′, I ′, M ′ are the unscaled shear, instability, and brightness temperature respec-

tively. This genesis parameter explained 50% of the variance of TC activity that formed

in this area during 199599.

The necessary large scale factors identified by Gray [119, 117] were compiled largely

from composites of upper air soundings and weather station data relative to the location

of tropical cyclogenesis for more than 300 development cases and represent the clima-

tology of the regions where TCs form, rather than genesis factors for individual storms.

Additionally, it is unclear how useful such indices are for long-term projections as the

statistical relations developed based on past and present climate may not apply under

future climate warming scenarios [154].

5.5 Testing of Model Predictions

As it is the case with any predictive model, tests are required to evaluate the model’s

performance. Statistical climate models tend to be tested on two benchmarks: clima-

tology and persistence. Climatology is the mean TC activity (frequency, intensity, etc.)

of a period generally starting at 1944 or 1970 (when TC data became reliable) and

ending the year prior to the first forecast year. Persistence is a measure where the fore-

cast activity for each prediction in a given year was equal to the prior year’s observed

activity [190]. Predictions of tropical cyclone activity are expressed deterministically

(i.e. a forecast of either the exact number of tropical cyclones or a specific range of

their numbers in a given ocean basin during the peak season) or probabilistically (i.e.

probabilities of an active season). Table B.1 has a list of skill measures used in forecast

studies.
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Deterministic Verification

The verification method most familiar to computer scientists is the root mean square

error (RMSE), while this method is used in climate science, other similar methods are

employed such as the mean square error skill score (MSE) defined as:

MSE(θ) = E[(θ̂ − θ)2]

where θ̂ is estimator and θ is the estimated parameter.

A similar measure is the mean square skill score (MSSS). The MSSS is the Mean

Square Error (MSE) of the forecasts compared to the MSE of climatology. The MSE

for a forecast at a grid point (or station) may be given by:

MSEj =
1

n

n∑
i=1

(fij − xij)2

where x and f denote time series of observations and continuous deterministic forecasts.

The MSE for climatology is given by:

MSEcj =
n− 1

n
S2
xj

where

S2
xj =

1

n− 1

n∑
i=1

(xij − µ(xj))
2

The Mean Square Skill Score is therefore given as:

MSSSj = 1− MSEj

MSEcj

For regions over which the MSSS is calculated, it is recommended that an overall MSSS

is provided. This is computed as:

MSSS = 1−
∑

j wjMSEj∑
j wjMSEcj

where the weighting function, w, is equal to cos(θ), where θ is the latitude of each

corresponding gridpoint.

Another common deterministic verification method is the Pearson correlation coef-

ficient (r)

rX,Y =
cov(X, X̄)

σXσX̄
=

∑n
i=1(Xi − µX)(X̄i − µX̄)√∑n

i=1(Xi − µX)2
√∑n

i=1(X̄i − µX̄)2
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where cov(X, X̄) is the covariance of the observed and predicted variables and σ is their

standard deviation.

or the Spearman rank correlation coefficient :

rs =
sumi(xi − µX)(x̄i − µX̄)√∑

i(xi − µX)2
∑

i(x̄i − µX̄)

where xi and x̄i are the ranked values of the observed and predicted data (sorted in

ascending order by their observed and predicted values). µ is the mean of the actual

observed and predicted data.

When the correlation is applied to a small subset of a much longer climatological base

period, the uncentered correlation coefficients are used instead. Uncentered correlation

coefficients are similar to Pearson coefficients, except that terms in the numerator and

denominator are not centered on their respective means.

ru =

∑n
i=1(Xi − µX)(X̄i − µX̄)√∑n

i=1(Xi)2
√∑n

i=1(X̄i)2

where X and X̄ are the observed and predicted values respectively and µ is the mean.

Another correlation method is the anomaly correlation coefficient (ACC). It is used

to quantify the spatial correlation between forecast and observed deviations from cli-

matology

ACC =

∑N
i=1(fi − c)(oi − c)√∑N

i=1(fi − c)2
∑N

i=1(oi − c)2

The Heidke skill score (HSS) is a measure of how well a forecast did relative to a

randomly selected forecast and is computed:

HSS =
(P + TN)− E

K − E

where P are the positive observations, TN are the true negative observations, E is the

expected observation by random chance and is given by E = 1
K [(P + FN)(P + FP ) +

(TN + FN)(TN + FP )], FN is false negative predictions, and FP are false positive.

Measures the fraction of correct forecasts after eliminating those forecasts which would

be correct due purely to random chance.
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In a similar fashion, the Gerrity skill score (GSS) uses a scoring matrix Sij (i =

1,...,3), which is a reward/penalty matrix. The score is computed as:

GSS =

j=3∑
i=1

∑
j = 1j=3pijSij

Where the scoring matrix is given by:

Sii =
1

2
(
i−1∑
r=1

a−1
r +

2∑
r=i

ar)

Sij =
1

2
(

i−1∑
r=1

a−1
r − (j − i) +

2∑
r=i

ar); 1 ≤ i < 3, i < j ≤ 3

Where:

ai =
1−

∑i
r=1 pr∑i

r=1 pr

Finally, cross validation (refereed to as Jackknife in the climate literature) is possibly

the most common verification method to computer scientists. To test the usefulness of

a prediction equation derived from a sample of limited size, the cross validation is often

used to simulate an independent sample. The majority of the studies surveyed here

employ the following approach:

1. Build the predictive model based on all except one data point (usually seasonal

counts).

2. Predict the number of TCs of the held-out year and calculate the error.

3. Repeat (1) and (2) but now include year 1 and exclude year 2.

4. Repeat (3) until all the years have been excluded once.

Probabilistic Verification

A common verification score for probabilistic forecasts is the Brier skill score (BSS),

which determines what is the relative skill of the probabilistic forecast over that of

climatology, in terms of predicting whether or not an event. To compute BSS we must

first define the Brier Score :
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BS =
1

N

N∑
i=1

(fi − oi)2

Then the Brier skill score is given by:

BSS = 1− BS

BSclimatology

Another measure is the relative operating characteristic (ROC), which plots the

forecast’s hit and false alarm rate using a set of increasing probability thresholds (for

example, 0.05, 0.15, 0.25, etc.) to make the yes/no decision. The area under the ROC

curve is frequently used as a score. ROC measures the model’s ability to discriminate

between positive and negative events.

The ranked probability skill score (RPSS) [92] measures how well the model classifies

observations compared to climatology. To define RPSS we must first introduce the

Ranked Probability Score (RPS) which informs how well did the probability forecast

predict the category that the observation fell into.

RPS =
N∑
k=1

(Pk −Ok)2

where N is the number of forecast categories, Pk is the cumulative predicted probability

of the forecast category up to category k, and Ok is the cumulative observed probability

up to category k. Given the above RPS formulation, RPSS is defined as:

RPSS = 1−
RPSclimatology

RPS

where RPS is the predicted ranked probability score and RPSclimatology is the reference

ranked probability score.

After reviewing the most common verifications methods employed by climate sci-

entists we find that: (1) there is no clear consensus on how forecast models should be

evaluated; (2) many verification methods are too simplistic (since they use the very

uninformed benchmark of climatology); (3) Even standard methods such as cross vali-

dation might not be accurate given that it is assumed that each prediction is considered

independent, when in fact many climate phenomena aren’t.
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5.6 S-ENSO Introduction

Seasonal tropical cyclone (TC) forecasting has become an active field of research [78,

79, 80, 149]. A primary driver of seasonal TC activity is the large-scale conditions over

the Atlantic basin [? ], even if synoptic-scale (i.e. African Easterly Waves, etc.) and

stochastic events cannot be accounted for [153, 90].

One of the well-documented precursors of Atlantic TC activity through large-scale

conditions is the El-Niño Southern Oscillation (ENSO): the quasi-periodic cycle of warm-

ing and cooling of the near equatorial Pacific sea surface temperatures (SST). ENSO

impacts the tropical Atlantic through anomalous atmospheric Walker circulation [250].

As a result, TC activity is suppressed due to atmospheric instability in the form of ver-

tical wind shear [115, 214, 111] or tropospheric warming [229]. Consequently, ENSO’s

warm phase (El Niño) has been associated with low TC activity and its cold phase (La

Niña) with high TC activity.

To capture the ENSO cycle, indices such as NINO1+2 and NINO3.4 (NINO indices

thereafter) are constructed by averaging the sea surface temperature (SST) anomalies

of fixed regions [234]. However, these fixed-location indices have provided limited in-

sight into seasonal TC activity. Figure 5.1 shows the mean number of June-October

TCs as a function of the phase of the NINO3.4 index (Niño (warm), Niña (cold), and

neutral). There were 10 Niño years, 11 Niña years, and 12 neutral years between 1979

and 2010. During each phase there was an average of 8, 11.33, and 14.4 TC per year

respectively. While there are some notable differences in TC activity based on the phase

of the NINO3.4 index, these differences in the mean number of TCs are not statistically

significant (see the overlapping error bars in Figure 5.1). Therefore, given the current

evidence, we cannot significantly distinguish between the total number of TCs solely

based on the phase of NINO indices.

5.7 S-ENSO

Given the limited insight afforded by fixed-location indices, we propose a distance-based

ENSO index: spatial ENSO (S-ENSO) that tracks both the intensity and location of

warming anomalies in the ENSO region. This is achieved by observing the longitude of

the highest SST anomaly within a 10◦ latitude by 40◦ longitude region in the tropical
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Figure 5.1: The mean June-October Atlantic TC counts for Niño (10 years), Neutral
(11 years) and Niña (12 years) years. The ENSO phases are based on NINO3.4 from
1979-2010. Error bars denote one standard deviation for TC counts. While there are
notable differences in TC counts based on the phase of ENSO, the large variability of
TC counts make discerning ENSO’s impact trough traditional indices inconclusive. The
NINO3.4 index was calculated using ERSSTv3 monthly anomaly data. The warm and
cold ENSO episodes were defined based on the U.S. National Weather Service Climate
Prediction Center (CPC) definitions.
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Pacific (6◦ S - 36◦ N and 90◦ W - 140◦ E). Monitoring the spatial distribution of warming

has two main advantages over traditional intensity-based indices that monitor a fixed

region. First, it inherently accounts for any changes in ENSO’s spatial warming patterns

[10, 9? ]. Second, it is intimately related to the east-west propagation of warming along

the tropical Pacific associated with changes in the Walker circulation.

El-Niño’s long-range impact is through a weakened and shifted Walker circulation.

Therefore, it is not only important to monitor the intensity of warming along the equa-

torial Pacific – something traditional NINO indices do – but also to capture the location

of the warming as it informs of the location of updrafts and downdrafts associated with

a the Walker circulation. Updrafts over the eastern and central Pacific during El Niño

result in downdrafts over the tropical Atlantic and Caribbean and therefore reduced

TC activity. In contrast, updrafts over the western Pacific during neutral and La Niña

years result in downdrafts over the eastern tropical Pacific and updrafts over the At-

lantic, thus leading to more favorable conditions for TC activity. Therefore S-ENSO is

better at capturing the east-west SST propagation that is key to ENSO’s long-range

impact.
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Figure 5.2: An illustrative example demonstrating how the S-ENSO index is built. First,
SST anomalies over a certain month range are computed resulting in maps similar to
those above. Next, the tropical Pacific is searched for the region with the highest mean
SST warming anomaly, represented by the black boxes. Finally, we record the longitude
of that region. We repeat this procedure for all years from 1979-2010.
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S-ENSO is derived from the ERSSTv3 SST anomaly data [203]. We demonstrate

its robustness in predicting Atlantic TC activity using June-October TC counts from

the Unisys best track hurricane dataset. We restrict our attention to satellite-era data

(1979–2010). Figure 5.2 demonstrates how S-ENSO is calculated. First, SST anomalies

over a certain month range are computed. Next, the tropical Pacific is searched for

the region with the highest mean SST warming anomaly. This is achieved by sliding a

40 (longitude) × 10 (latitude) window across the tropical Pacific using 1◦ increments.

Finally, we record the longitude of the center that region. We repeat this procedure for

all years from 1979-2010. while the approach exhaustively searches for a region with the

highest warming anomaly there are no risks of multiple hypothesis testing given that

the index is calculated with any knowledge of TC activity.

Figure 5.3 shows the June-October S-ENSO index (A) along with the NINO1.2 (B)

and NINO3.4 (C) indices. For the S-ENSO index, a low value (eastward warming)

correlates with low TC counts, while a high value (westward warming) correlates with

a high count2.

Figure 5.4 compares how the June-October S-ENSO and the phase of June-October

NINO3.4 relate to June-October TC counts. The bar heights denote the value of the

S-ENSO index. The color of the bar indicates the phase/strength of the NINO3.4 index.

Finally, the numbers topping each bar represent the June-October Atlantic TC counts.

Previous research (e.g. [119, 111]) suggests that the NINO3.4 index is in its warm

phase (dark red) less TCs occur, while when in its cold phase (dark blue) more TCs

are observed. In S-ENSO’s case, eastward warming (high bars) correlate with low TC

counts and westward warming (low bars) with high TC counts. We are interested in

The numbers highlighted in red are the years where NINO3.4 was more accurate

at projecting the total TC counts. However, relying on S-ENSO during those years

would have led to an overestimation of TC counts. The numbers highlighted in green

denote years where the phase of the NINO3.4 index was inconclusive yet the S-ENSO

index was in the proper phase. During these years solely relying on a fixed-region

NINO index would have resulted in significantly underestimating the number of TCs.

The remanning unhighlighted numbers represent years where S-ENSO and NINO both

accurately projected June-October TC counts.

2The index has been inverted to have a positive correlation
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Figure 5.3: The June-October S-ENSO (A), NINO1+2 (B) and NINO3.4 (C) time
series are compared to June-October Atlantic TC counts (1979-2010). The y-axis for
the indices was inverted to produce a positive correlation. D-F: Same as top but in
scatter plot format to show each index’ goodness of fit. The p-values are calculated
assuming 30 degrees of freedom.
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Figure 5.4: Comparing S-ENSO and NINO3.4’s correlation with Atlantic TCs. The bar
heights denote the value of the June-October S-ENSO index and the bar color denotes
the corresponding NINO3.4 index. The number on top of each bar denote the June-
October Atlantic TC counts. For the S-ENSO index, a high bar (eastward warming)
correlates with low TC counts, while a low bar (westward warming) correlates with
a high count. When the NINO3.4 index is in its warm phases (dark red) less TCs
occur, while when in its cold phase (dark blue) more TCs are observed. The numbers
highlighted in green denote years where the phase of the NINO3.4 index was inconclusive
yet the S-ENSO index was in the proper phase. The numbers highlighted in red are
years where S-ENSO was less accurate than NINO3.4.
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5.8 S-ENSO Results

One major shortcoming of NINO indices is their limited forecasting accuracy before the

Northern Hemisphere spring, known as the “spring predictability barrier” [253]. We

investigated each index’ robustness to both month range selection and increasing lead

times. Figure 5.5 shows the performance of S-ENSO as a function of months from which

SST anomalies are averaged before building the index 3. The value recorded in each cell

of the tables in Figure 5.5 4 was obtained by correlating monthly S-ENSO and NINO

indices between “Start month” (row) and “End month” (column) to TC counts. As

shown in Figure 5.6 in the Supplementary Materials, S-ENSO significantly outperforms

all NINO indices regardless of which months are used to build the index.

TCa Jan Feb Mar Apr May Jun July Aug Sep Oct

Jan

Feb

Mar

Apr

May

Jun

July

Aug

Sep

Oct

-0.34 -0.31 -0.32 -0.35 -0.49 -0.49 -0.56 -0.64 -0.67 -0.66

0 -0.30 -0.29 -0.40 -0.50 -0.54 -0.58 -0.66 -0.66 -0.69

0 0 -0.42 -0.43 -0.43 -0.48 -0.54 -0.62 -0.64 -0.71

0 0 0 -0.41 -0.44 -0.54 -0.60 -0.66 -0.74 -0.75

0 0 0 0 -0.51 -0.63 -0.71 -0.60 -0.69 -0.70

0 0 0 0 0 -0.68 -0.61 -0.62 -0.56 -0.74

0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.64 -0.56 -0.66 -0.65

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.46 -0.55 -0.66

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.57 -0.57

0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 -0.54
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Figure 5.5: The linear correlation coefficients of every possible S-ENSO between Start
Month (rows) and End Month (columns). Left, table containing the correlation co-
efficients for S-ENSO from “Start Month” (row) to “End Month” (column). Middle,
the same information in a color map format. Right, the two representations superim-
posed. S-ENSO’s performance increases as the index includes SST anomalies during
the Atlantic TC season (June-October).

Figure 5.7 summarizes the performance of each NINO index as well as S-ENSO for

pre-season and in-season forecasts. The right panel in Figure 5.7, shows the linear cor-

relation coefficient between all indices ending in October and June-October TC counts.

Each column represents the linear correlation between June-October TCs and each index

starting from the month listed on the x-axis and ending in October. The vertical red line

indicates the 95% confidence interval assuming 30 degrees of freedom. Figure 5.7’s left

panel shows the same results as the right panel except for an April end month. None

3A similar analysis for all ENSO indices is shown in Figure 5.6
4As well as in Figure 5.6
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0 0.12 0.16 0.20 0.23 0.27 0.30 0.33 0.36 0.40
0 0 0.20 0.22 0.25 0.28 0.31 0.34 0.37 0.41
0 0 0 0.23 0.26 0.29 0.32 0.35 0.38 0.42
0 0 0 0 0.29 0.31 0.34 0.37 0.40 0.44
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Figure 5.6: The linear correlation coefficients for each index based on which month
range was used to average the SST anomalies before building the index. The values in
each cell were obtained by first averaging SST monthly anomalies between Start Month
(rows) and End Month (columns). Given that selecting a favorable month range might
bias findings, here we show that S-ENSO is superior to NINO indices in predicting
Atlantic TC activity regardless of which month range one uses to build the index.
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Figure 5.7: The linear correlation coefficients between June-October Atlantic TCs and
ENSO indices for an April lead time. Each column represents the performance of the
indices build from start month to April (January-April, February-April, March-April,
and April-April). The red vertical line denotes 95% confidence assuming 30 degrees of
freedom. Only S-ENSO is significantly correlated with Atlantic TCs for April lead time.

of the NINO indices ending in April have significant correlations with June-October

TCs, while S-ENSO is significantly more robust than traditional NINO indices to the

spring predictability barrier. These results indicate that S-ENSO is more correlated

to TC counts than traditional NINO indices, whether predicting using pre-season SST

anomalies or correlation with in-season data.

One possible explanation for the lack of predictive accuracy for fixed-region NINO

indices compared to S-ENSO, is an increasing number of studies reporting a shift in

ENSO’s warming patterns [10, 142, 264, 159, 146]. Here, we examine empirically the

extent of such a shift. For every month from January 1979 to December 2010, we monitor

the longitude of the warmest 10◦ latitude by 40◦ longitude region in the Pacific. As it

can be seen in Figure 5.8 there has been a distinct westward shift in the longitude of the

warmest Pacific region. Such a shift may render monitoring a fixed region less accurate.

5.9 Conclusion

5.9.1 Summary

In a violation to Occam’s Razor, statistical forecasting models have grown increasingly

complex without significant accuracy gains. We presented a simple and intuitive spatial

ENSO index (S-ENSO) that is a better predictor for June-October TC counts than

traditional NINO indices and is more resilient to the “spring predictability barrier”.
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Figure 5.8: The annual mean longitude of the warmest SST anomaly region in the
Pacific (1979− 2010). The figure shows a clear westward shift of the warmest region in
the Pacific. R2 = 0.54 p < 0.01

Therefore, if dynamical models can resolve the Pacific spatial warming patterns as

represented by S-ENSO, they could have significant skill in predicting August-October

TC activity.

5.9.2 STDM Contribution

Abstracting the ENSO cycle has been an active field of research. Most attempts have

resorted to averaging the SST anomalies of fixed regions, effectively ignoring the spa-

tial component of ENSO such as east-west propagation. As far as we know S-ENSO

is the first spatio-temporal attempt at abstracting the ENSO cycle. We demonstrated

S-ENSO’s ability to forecast and correlate with Atlantic TCs with higher accuracy than

traditional NINO indices. We also showed S-ENSO’s robustness to search space, region

size, and month range. We tested quantities other than longitude such as tempera-

ture, pressure, water vapor, etc. None provided significant performances compared to

longitude. Finally, S-ENSO provides the foundation to build “evolutionary” statisti-

cal models that use the entire spatio-temporal warming patterns to effectively predict

future TC activity.
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5.9.3 Challenges and Future Work

We have been limited in testing S-ENSO beyond the satellite era. It would be important

to extend to earlier periods, although the quality of TC counts is less reliable. One way

to address this is to use S-ENSO to predict a proxy variable in the Atlantic that is highly

correlated with TC activity and is relatively better represented in pre-satellite era data

(e.g. MDR SST or Genesis Potential Index). One major limitation of the S-ENSO

is that it is dependent on month-range selection. Although we did sensitivity tests to

month ranges, the explosion of space-time subspaces between TCs and S-ENSOs makes

finding a “parameter-free” relationship difficult. We are currently working on extending

S-ENSO to a multivariate index to increase its performance. The major challenge is

the multitude of climate variables available, yet only 32 years of reliable data. One way

to ensure parsimony is to extend S-ENSO based on the variables that are known to

respond to anomalous SST anomalies such as convection.



Chapter 6

Autonomous Ocean Eddies

Detection: Spatial Approach

In previous chapters, we highlighted pattern mining as one of the most fundamental

data mining applications. In the subsequent chapters we will focus on spatio-temporal

pattern mining and show how strategically mining the spatio-temporal context of the

data, we can significantly improve the performance of non-space-time algorithms. We

demonstrate some of the concepts presented earlier in this thesis using a real-world

STDM pattern mining application to identify mesoscale ocean eddies from satellite

data. The following chapters provide the reader with concrete examples of challenges

faced when mining climate data and how effectively analyzing the data’s spatio-temporal

context may improve existing methods’ accuracy, interpretability, and scalability.

6.1 Introduction

Very much like the atmosphere, our planet’s oceans experience their own storms and

internal variability. The ocean’s kinetic energy is dominated by mesoscale variability:

scales of tens to hundreds of kilometers over tens to hundreds of days [262, 204, 46].

Mesoscale variability is generally comprised of linear Rossby waves and as nonlinear

ocean eddies (coherent rotating structures much like cyclones in the atmosphere; hereby

eddies). Unlike atmospheric storms, eddies are a source of intense physical and biological

activity (see Figure 6.1). In contrast to linear Rossby waves, the rotation of nonlinear

77
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Figure 6.1: Image from the NASA TERRA satellite showing an anti-cyclonic (counter-
clockwise in the Southern Hemisphere) eddy that likely peeled off from the Agulhas
Current, which flows along the southeastern coast of Africa and around the tip of South
Africa. This eddy (roughly 200 km wide) is an example of eddies transporting warm,
salty water from the Indian Ocean to the South Atlantic. We are able to see the eddy,
which is submerged under the surface because of the enhanced phytoplankton activity
(reflected in the bright blue color). This anti-cyclonic eddy would cause a depression
in subsurface density surfaces in sea surface height (SSH) data. Image courtesy of the
NASA Earth Observatory. Best seen in color.

eddies transports momentum, mass, heat, nutrients, as well as salt and other seawater

chemical elements, effectively impacting the ocean’s circulation, large-scale water dis-

tribution, and biology. Therefore, understanding eddy variability and change over time

is of critical importance for projected marine biodiversity as well as atmospheric and

land phenomena.

Eddies are ubiquitous in both space and time, yet autonomously identifying them

is challenging due to the fact that they are not objects moving within the environment,

rather they are a distortion (rotation) evolving through a continuous field (see Figure

6.2). To identify and track such features, climate scientists have resorted to mining the

spatial or temporal signature eddies have on a variety of ocean variables such as sea
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surface temperatures (SST) and ocean color. The problem is accentuated further given

the lack of base-line data makes any learning algorithms unsupervised. While there

exists extensive literature in traditional object tracking algorithms (e.g. see Yilmaz

et al. [265] for a review), a comprehensive body of work tracking user-defined features

in continuous climate data is still lacking despite the exponential increase in the volume

of such data [189].
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Figure 6.2: An example of a cyclonic eddy traveling through a continuous sea surface
height (SSH) field (from left to right). Unlike common feature mining and tracking tasks,
features in physical sciences are often not self-defined with unambiguous contours and
properties. Instead, they tend to be dynamic user-defined features. In the case of eddies,
eddies manifest as a distortion traveling in space and time through the continuous field.
A cyclonic eddy manifests as a negative SSH anomaly.

Until recently, ocean eddies were tracked using sea surface temperatures (SST) and

ocean color. Now, sea surface height (SSH) observations from satellite radar altimeters

have emerged as a better-suited alternative for studying eddy dynamics on a global

scale. Eddies are generally classified as either cyclonic if they rotate counter-clockwise

(in the Northern Hemisphere) or anticyclonic otherwise. Cyclonic eddies, like the one in

Figure 6.3 (bottom panel), cause a decrease in SSH and elevations in subsurface density

surfaces. Anti-cyclonic eddies, such as the one depicted in Figure 6.3 (top panel), cause

an increase in SSH and depressions in subsurface density surfaces. These characteristics

allow us to identify ocean eddies in SSH satellite data. In Figure 6.5, anti-cyclonic eddies

can be seen in patches of positive (dark red) SSH anomalies, while cyclonic eddies are

reflected in closed contoured negative (dark blue) SSH anomalies.

Figure 6.4 shows two different yet complementary views of eddies and SSH. On the

top panel are two anti-cyclonic eddies in the SSH field. The bottom panel shows the

temporal profile of a single pixel in the SSH dataset. When taken alone each method

has notable limitations. In the spatial view, thresholding the data top-down would force

the application to return artificially larger size regions that the eddy occupies (since it
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Figure 6.3: Top: A schematic cross section of an anti-cyclonic eddy (in the Northern
Hemisphere) density surfaces are depressed within the eddy causing an increase in SSH.
The elevation of subsurface density surfaces replenishes the upper part of the ocean with
nutrients needed for primary production. Bottom: A cyclonic eddy causes an decrease
in SSH. Bottom image by Robert Simmons of NASA. Best seen in color.

favors the largest region possible). Furthermore, such a thresholding approach is known

to merge eddies in close proximity [47]. A temporal view would allow us to identify eddy-

like behavior by searching for segments of gradual decrease and increase denoted by the

green and red lines [94]. However, a temporal only approach is not enough as multiple

pixels must exhibit similar temporal behavior in space and time otherwise the approach

would be vulnerable to noise and spurious signals. Our method attempts to combine

bother approaches to address each method’s limitations. We begin by discussing the

spatial approach in more detail.

We present a global eddy monitoring algorithm, EddyScan, that leverages the phys-

ical properties of eddies to increase accuracy and scalability compared to existing meth-

ods. Our method has three main contributions: first, we do not pre-process the data,

effectively increasing the reproducibility of our results. Second, we employ theoretical

and empirical findings on global eddy size distributions to reduce the algorithm’s com-

putational complexity. Finally, we improve accuracy by separating merged eddies better
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Figure 6.4: Two different but complementary views of eddies’ effect on SSH anomalies.
Top: A three dimensional view of a cyclonic eddy in the SSH field. Bottom: an SSH
time-series at single location. In both cases, the presence of an eddy is indicated through
a sustained SSH depression.

than existing methods.

In the next section, we will briefly review existing eddy tracking algorithms. We

then introduce EddyScan and the challenges associated with tracking eddies globally.

After that, we present our results and compare them to the eddies identified by Chelton

et al. [47] (CH11 hereafter). We conclude the chapter with a discussion of the study’s

contributions.

6.2 Previous Work

The earliest methods for automatic identification and tracking of ocean eddies relied

primarily on proxy variables such as ocean color or SST. The main challenge when

using such proxies to track eddies is that they are influenced by a variety of factors in

addition to eddies. Thus it is difficult to link changes in those variables to eddy activity

alone. Some of the earliest works based on image processing techniques used an edge

detection algorithm to detect eddies along the Gulf Stream [133]. Similar image-based
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Figure 6.5: Global sea surface height (SSH) anomaly for the week of October 10 1997
from the AVISO dataset. Eddies can be observed globally as closed contoured negative
(dark blue; for cyclonic) or positive (dark red; for anti-cyclonic) anomalies. Best seen
in color.
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algorithms included a neural-network model trained to identify eddies from SST images

[34] and an edge detection scheme to isolate eddies between two consecutive SST images

[100]. D’Alimonte [64] used the isothermal lines of the SST field to automatically detect

eddies. Finally, Dong et al. [72] transformed SST observations into a thermal-wind-

velocity field and subsequently tracked eddies in the transformed space.

The recent introduction of SSH satellite observations provided researchers with data

that are directly related to ocean eddies. The majority of eddy tracking algorithms

define eddies as closed contoured (positive or negative) SSH anomalies (see Figure 6.5).

Initial studies built upon techniques developed previously for turbulence simulations

[138]. Since then, numerous variations of the approach used by Isern-Fontanet et al.

[138] were introduced, e.g. [98, 36]. Chelton et al. [46] tracked eddies globally using

a unified set of parameters. They also introduced the notion of eddy non-linearity

(the ratio of rotational and transitional speeds) to differentiate between eddies and

Rossby waves. In the most comprehensive SSH-based eddy tracking study to date,

CH11 identified eddies globally as closed contoured smoothed SSH anomalies using a

nearest neighbor search. Recently, Faghmous et al. [94] proposed a spatio-temporal

approach to monitoring eddies as an alternative to existing image-based approaches.

The authors used the eddies’ physical properties to sparsify the search space in time

and subsequently searched for eddies spatially. A more detailed review of SSH-based

eddy detection methods can be found in Appendix B of CH11.

Despite a large body of work, eddy detection algorithms continue to suffer from sev-

eral limitations. First, water-surface property signatures such as surface temperature

or color do not convey much information on the dynamic process of eddies [105]. Sec-

ond, certain SSH-based methods such as those introduced by Chaigneau et al. [36] use

derivatives of the SSH field, which amplify the noise in the SSH signal [47]. Connected

component algorithms, such as CH11, tend to be highly parameterized and apply scale-

dependent filters to the data to remove features larger (smaller) than a threshold as

well as to remove seasonal and internal variability (see Appendix A in CH11 or online

supplementary material of [48] for full details on data filtering.) Additionally, CH11 was

unable to systematically separate groups of eddies that were merged together because of

their close spatial proximity. The spatio-temporal method proposed by Faghmous et al.

[94] still had several hard-coded parameters and did not track many eddy properties
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(such as radius and amplitude).

h = 0

h = h0

h = -100 cm

Figure 6.6: Schematic of an anti-cyclonic eddy that is embedded in a large scale back-
ground with a larger amplitude than the eddy. If we were to apply a threshold at
h = 0 the eddy would be missed. This is motivation to use multiple threshold from
h = −100cm to 100cm as suggested by CH11. Figure adapted from [47]

6.3 Methods
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Figure 6.7: Mean weekly cyclonic (top) and anticyclonic (bottom) eddies by latitude as
detected by EddyScan for the October 1992 - January 2011 period.

To monitor global eddy activity we used the Version 3 dataset of the Archiving,

Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO) which contains 7-

day averages of SSH on a 0.25◦ grid from October 1992 through January 2011 1. We

1Available at http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/es/data/products/

sea-surface-height-products/

http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/es/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/
http://www.aviso.oceanobs.com/es/data/products/sea-surface-height-products/
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tracked eddies globally as closed contour of SSH anomalies. This was done in two steps:

first we identified features that displayed the spatial properties of an ocean eddy. This

was accomplished by assigning binary values to the SSH data based on whether or not

a varying threshold was exceeded, and subsequently identifying mesoscale connected

component features. We then pruned the identified connected components based on

other criteria that are physically consistent with eddies at a given latitude.

Given the large variations in SSH on a global scale, tracking eddies globally presents

several challenges: first, SSH data is noisy. Second, until recently, nonlinear eddies were

commonly confused with linear Rossby waves in satellite data [48]. Third, eddies can

manifest themselves as local minima (maxima) embedded in a large-scale background of

negative (positive) anomalies [46] (see Figure 6.6). Therefore, applying a single global

threshold would wipe out many relevant features. Fourth, although eddies generally

have an ellipse-like shape, the shape’s manifestation in gridded SSH data differs based on

latitude. This is because of the stretch deformation of projecting spherical coordinates

into a two-dimensional plane. As a result, one cannot restrict eddies by shape (e.g.

circle, ellipse, etc.) Finally, eddy sizes vary by latitude, which makes having a global

“acceptable” eddy size unfeasible [105].

In section 2.0.2, we discussed some general challenges that arise when mining climate

data. Here we briefly review considerations one must take when specifically identify-

ing and tracking eddies on a global scale. First, due to large-scale natural variability in

global SSH data (Figure 6.8) complicate the task of finding a universal set of parameters

to analyze the data. For example, the mean and standard of the data yield very little

insight due to the high spatial and temporal natural variability. Second, unlike tradi-

tional data mining where objects are relatively well-defined, SSH data is prone to noise

and uncertainty, making it difficult to distinguish between meaningful eddy patterns

from spurious events and measurement errors. Third, although eddies generally have

an ellipse-like shape, the shape’s manifestation in gridded SSH data differs based on

latitude. This is because of the stretch deformation of projecting spherical coordinates

into a two-dimensional plane. As a result, one cannot restrict eddies by shape (e.g.

circle, ellipse, etc.) Fourth, eddy heights and sizes vary by latitude, which makes having

a global “acceptable” eddy size unfeasible [105]. Therefore, applying a single global
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threshold would wipe out many relevant patterns in the presence of spatial heterogene-

ity. A more subtle challenges is that eddies can manifest themselves as local minima

(maxima) embedded in a large-scale background of negative (positive) anomalies [46]

making numerous features unnoticeable. Fifth, eddies can manifest as local minima

(maxima) embedded in a large-scale background of negative (positive) anomalies [46]

(see Figure 6.6). Finally, other phenomena such as linear Rossby waves or fronts can

masquerade as eddy-like features in SSH data [173, 48]. Despite these non-trivial chal-

lenges, a more vexing challenge is that the majority of autonomous eddy identification

schemes take the four-dimensional feature representation of eddies (latitude, longitude,

time, and value where “value” depends on the field) and analyze that data orthogonally

in either space or time only effectively introducing additional uncertainty.

Method:(Time(Series(Analysis(
(

Time(series(analysis!considers!each!pixel!in!the!global!SSH!anomaly!

image!independently.!!We!described!an!algorithm3!that!identifies!

segments!of!the!time!series!associated!with!eddy!activity,!then!

clusters!scored!pixels!to!form!coherent!spatial!features.!This!

approach!is!best!suited!to!regions!where!eddies!are!immobile.(
!

Spatio5Temporal(Data(Mining(for(Scalable(Ocean(Eddy(Monitoring(
James!Faghmous1,!Luke!Styles1,!Nikai!Gibson2,!Varun!Mithal1,!Shyam!Boriah1,!Stefan!Liess1,!and!Vipin!Kumar1!

A!snapshot!of!sea!surface!height!anomaly!data!for!a!single!day!in!June!1997.!

!Ocean!height!variability!on!the!~100!km!scale!is!dominated!by!eddy!activity.!!

Goal:(A(True(Spatio(5Temporal(Approach(
(

Current!methods!solve!the!space!and!time!components!of!the!eddy!detection!problem!in!

separate!steps!(time,!space),!where!each!operates!in!ignorance!of!the!other’s!perspective.!!

Acknowledgements(
(

References(
(
(

Method:(Detection(in(the(Spatial(Domain(
!

Detection(in(the(spatial(domain(prioritizes!identifying!eddyVlike!
objects!in!individual!time!steps.!The!best!technique!currently!

available!for!global!eddy!detection!iteratively!thresholds!an!SSH!

image!to!identify!candidate!connected!components.!An!outer!loop!

then!uses!a!proximity!heuristic!to!‘stitch’!these!objects!into!

temporally!persistent!eddies.!!

Background(
!

Eddies!are!rotating,!coherent!bodies!of!water!ubiquitous!

throughout!the!global!ocean.!Their!nonlinearity!enables!

them!to!transport!heat,!chlorophyll,!and!salinity!for!

thousands!of!miles.!Eddies!are!drivers!of!marine!ecosystem!

dynamics!and!contribute!to!extreme!weather!events.!

At!right,!a!satellite!image!depicts!a!typical!

mesoscale!eddy!off!the!southern!tip!of!

Africa.!!Upwelling!from!this!eddy!resulted!in!

a!phytoplankton!bloom,!increasing!

chlorophyll!concentration!and!imparting!a!

bright!green!color.!

!!

A!cyclonic!eddy!caused!the!death!of!!the!

7000VyearVold!!Mentawai!reef!in!1997.!The!

eddy!produced!a!massive!phytoplankton!

bloom!that!consumed!vital!nutrients!and!

asphyxiated!the!reef.!1!

The!rotation!of!the!water!on!an!eddy’s!

perimeter!corresponds!to!area!of!

abnormal!water!!pressure!that!is!

visible!in!!sea!surface!height.!
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1029711.!Access!to!computing!facilities!was!
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Challenge(
(

Mesoscale!eddies!are!dynamic!natural!phenomena.!

Successful!data!mining!of!these!events!necessitates!

accurate!global!tracking!of!features!that,!while!persistent!in!

time,!constantly!and!unpredictably!change!in!location!and!

appearance.!The!difficulty!of!the!problem!is!compounded!

by!the!natural!variability!of!the!world’s!oceans.!

At!left,!the!SSH!of!a!

pixel!in!the!Nordic!Sea!

over!a!period!of!20!

years.!Three!periods!

of!eddyVlike!activity!

have!been!identified.!

After!all!pixels!have!been!

scored,!or!each!time!step!ti,!
the!pixels!that!are!in!an!eddyV

like!state!are!clustered!

together!to!form!a!spatially!

coherent!feature.!

At!left,!plot!of!

anticyclonic!eddy!counts!

from!the!time!series!

based!approach!versus!

the!current!best!method!

in!the!spatial!domain.!

The!results!are!in!good!

agreement.!

Above,!a!snapshot!of!sea!surface!height!anomaly!data!for!a!single!day!in!

June!1997.!Ocean!height!variability!on!the!meso!(~100!km)!scale!is!

dominated!by!eddy!activity.!2!

At!left,!an!eddyVlike!

feature!is!highlighted!

in!sequential!SSH!

images.!

The!current!method!is!dependent!on!multiple!parameters!to!determine!the!closed!

contours!of!individual!eddies.!Despite!this,!it!is!highly!!susceptible!to!grouping!multiple,!

tightly!packed!eddies!into!a!single!connected!component.!We!have!proposed!to!improve!

this!approach!by!imposing!!a!lower!bound!upon!the!ratio!of!the!surface!area!of!valid!

eddyVlike!feature!to!that!of!its!convex!hull4.!This!addition!renders!some!other,!more!

computationally!expensive,!parameters!unnecessary.!Moreover,!it!greatly!improves!the!

efficacy!of!the!best!known!approach!in!correctly!identifying!distinct!eddies.!Below,!the!

effect!of!various!convexity!ratio!limits!on!the!splitting!of!irregular!contours.!

Our!goal!is!to!define!

an!approach!cognizant!of!

both!space!and!time.!Such!

a!method!would!see!all!

dimensions!of!the!data!

simultaneously,!and!thus!

fully!exploit!every!

dimension!of!the!SSH!data!

cube.!At!right!is!shown!the!

SSH!of!a!square!of!

neighboring!pixels.!A!peak,!

corresponding!to!an!

anticyclonic!eddy,!may!be!

observed!traveling!

southwest!in!the!direction!

of!the!red!arrow.!!
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Figure 6.8: Global unfiltered SSH anomalies. The data is characterized with high spatial
and temporal variability, where values vary widely from one location to the next, as well
as across time for the same location. Therefore traditional measures such as mean and
standard deviations yield little insight in global patterns.

Our algorithm addresses some of these challenges, while maintaining physical rele-

vance:

• To address the challenge of identifying mesoscale eddies superimposed on features

with larger amplitudes, we repeatedly threshold the data at regular 1cm intervals
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from −100cm to +100cm. At each threshold tri, we identify all connected compo-

nents that have an SSH anomaly of at least tri. The algorithm then removes from

consideration all pixels belonging to the identified connected component and tri is

incremented. For identification of anticyclonic eddies, tri is initialized at −100cm

and increased in 1cm steps to +100cm. Conversely, detection of cyclonic eddies is

accomplished by decreasing tri from +100cm to −100cm. In this way, we identify

the largest possible closed contour of an eddy. The gradual thresholding method

was proposed by CH11 who also tested sub-centimeter threshold increments but

did not observe increased accuracy.

• To address the eddies’ varying size by latitude, we use a quadratic function based

on theoretical [32, 157, 156] and empirical studies [46, 105, 47] to restrict a rea-

sonable eddy radius based on latitude.

• If an eddy is larger than expected at the latitude (see previous point), there is

a chance that two or more eddies were mistakenly merged together. For these

“larger than normal” eddies, we apply a convex hull function to determine the

size of the smallest convex set that contains all pixels comprising the eddy. If the

area of the convex hull is much larger than that of the connected component, it

is likely multiple merged eddies and the connected component is not labeled as

an eddy. By discarding the connected component, it will remain in the group of

pixels to be examined at later thresholds effectively increasing the chance that

a higher threshold would eventually break the larger connected component into

smaller features.

At a high level, our algorithm extracts candidate connected components from SSH

data by gradually thresholding the data and finding connected component features at

each threshold. For each connected component, we apply five criteria to determine that

it is an eddy: (i) A minimum eddy size of 9 pixels; (ii) a maximum eddy size of 1000

pixels; (iii) a minimum amplitude of 1 cm; (iv) the connected component must contain at

least a minimum/maximum and (v) each connected component must have a predefined

convex hull ratio as a function of the latitude of the eddy. The first four conditions are

similar to those proposed by CH11. The convexity criterion is to ensure that we select

the minimal set of points that can form a coherent eddy, and thus avoid mistakenly
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grouping multiple eddies together. Once the eddies are detected, the pixels representing

the eddy are removed from consideration for the next threshold level. Doing so ensures

that the algorithm does not over-count eddies. Removing the pixels will not compromise

the accuracy of the algorithm given that the first instance an eddy is detected will be at

its most likely largest size as a function of the threshold. The main distinction between

our implementation, EddyScan, and CH11 are two-fold: First, we use unfiltered data

while CH11 pre-process the data. Second, to ensure the selection of compact rotating

vortices, CH11 required that the maximum distance between any pairs of points within

an eddy interior be less than a specified threshold, while EddyScan uses the convexity

criterion to ensure compactness. The primary motivation to use convexity is to reduce

the run time complexity of the algorithm from O(N2) to O(N). An examination of the

advantages of using convexity over a predefined maximum distance can be found in the

discussion section.

EddyScan’s pseudo-code is listed in Algorithm 2. An open-source implementation
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in MATLAB is available at https://github.com/jfaghm/ClimateCode.git

Input: SSH

Output: E : global eddy list with corresponding pixels belonging to each eddy;

A : the amplitude of each eddy; S : the surface area of each eddy

for each timestep ti do

for each threshold tri ∈ {−100 : 100} do
if SSH value at pixel i (pi) < tri then

pi = 0;

else

pi = 1;

end

Identify all connected component objects left;

for each connected component CCi : do

if CCi meets criteria listed in text then

Label all pixels pj ∈ CCi as an eddy;

remove pj from data;

else

Leave pj in data;

end

end

end

end

Algorithm 2: EddyScan: An automatic global eddy tracking algorithm

6.4 Results

We tracked eddies globally in weekly unfiltered SSH data from October 1992 to January

2011 using the procedure described in the previous section. On a weekly average, there

were 2100 cyclonic and 2077 anticyclonic eddies with a larger number of eddies in the

Southern Hemisphere. The slight preference for cyclonic eddies is consistent with the

findings in CH112, although our results are not fully comparable since they only report

eddies with lifetimes of at least 4 weeks, while we do not track eddies across timeframes.

2Available at: http://cioss.coas.oregonstate.edu/eddies/nc_data.html

https://github.com/jfaghm/ClimateCode.git
http://cioss.coas.oregonstate.edu/eddies/nc_data.html
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EddyScanCH11

Figure 6.9: Aggregate counts for eddy centroids that were observed through each 1◦×1◦

region over the October 1992 - January 2011 period as detected by CH11 (left) and
EddyScan (right). These results show high eddy activity along the major currents such
as the Gulf Stream (North Atlantic) and Kuroshio Current (North Pacific). The high
eddy counts along continental and map edges is an artifact of edge effects in the data
that we will address in future work. Note the difference in color scale between the the
left ([0 − 200]) and right panel ([0 − 270]). This figure emphasizes the similarity in
the spatial distribution between the two methods since their exact eddy counts are not
comparable (see text). Best seen in color.

Figure 6.7 shows the average latitude-based distribution of cyclonic and anticyclonic

eddies. There is a significant difference in the total number of eddies between EddyScan

and CH11 (not shown; but they report approximately 3000 eddies per frame to our 4200)

most notably at high latitudes and along the equator. The most likely explanation is

that the high-pass filtering, while it enhances certain features it also removes others

especially at higher latitudes (near the equator) where eddies tend to be small (large).

Also CH11’s spatial domain spanned 80◦N to 80◦S while we searched for eddies from

90◦N to 90◦S.

Figure 6.9 shows the aggregated spatial distribution of eddies on a 1◦×1◦ grid. Given

that our algorithm detects more eddies globally than CH11, due mostly to the fact that

CH11 only reports eddies that last four weeks or longer, we used different color scales

between the left ([0− 200]) and right panel ([0− 270]). The eddy centroid distribution

is similar to CH11 (right panel) where high density regions tend to be along currents

(i.e. Gulf Stream (North Atlantic) and Kuroshio Current (North West Pacific)) and in

open oceans.
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6.5 Discussion

Our method provides a significant advance to the state of the art by reducing the

computational complexity of common connected component algorithms. However, our

results depend on a few parameters - most notably data filtering (or lack thereof) and

our convexity ratio parameter. Below we analyze the advantages and sensitivity of our

results to such parameterazation.

6.5.1 Sensitivity of results to pre-processing

Spatial filtering is a commonly used technique in eddy detection [47]. Numerous studies

employ expertly-designed filters to remove signals larger (smaller) than certain scales

in addition to filtering seasonality and noise. While filtering has its benefits, the risk of

removing important features in the signal is always present. The results presented in

the previous section were produced without any preprocessing. To test the sensitivity

of the results to filtering, we applied a high-pass filter to remove signals larger than

10◦ by latitude and 20◦ by longitude similar to CH11. Figure 6.10 shows the difference

in global cyclonic eddies identified by our algorithm using unfiltered (top panel) and

high-pass filtered data (bottom panel) for a single time-step. In the filtered data case,

we find significantly more eddies at the equator and they tend to be much smaller

than expected (eddies have a radius of 200km near the equator [105]). We suspect

that these “ghost eddies” are the result of residue noise left after filtering out large

features at the equator. Moreover, filtering changes the contours of the data, which

means the connected components that result from thresholding a filtered dataset will be

geometrically different than those based on the raw data. Because eddy measurements

are made on the geometry of the connected component (e.g. surface area) as well as the

underlying physical data (amplitude), filtering becomes a source of measurement error.

6.5.2 Advantage of using a convexity metric

As described earlier, binarization of the SSH data during connected component analysis

often leads to merging multiple eddies into a single connected component. It is thus

necessary to discern those coherent structures representing a single eddy from those

comprised of multiple features merged together. Although the vortical character of
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Figure 6.10: An example of the effect high-pass filtering has on EddyScan’s output for
single time-step. Top: Global cyclonic eddies as detected by EddyScan using unfiltered
SSH data. The data are on a grayscale for easier visualization of the detected eddies.
Bottom: Same as top except for high-pass filtered data. High-pass filtering might
introduce ghost eddies along the equator as well as noise in eddy characteristics (radius
and amplitude).
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eddies makes their SSH contours theoretically circular, multiple externalities prohibit

us from simply imposing a circularity criterion on connected components. The presence

of noise and SSH variability are examples of such factors. In addition, the projection

of the SSH data into a two-dimensional grid induces substantial geometric distortions,

and re-projecting connected components back onto a spherical surface to analyze their

geometry is computationally expensive.

CH11 addresses this problem by restricting any two pixels of a connected component

to be within a maximum distance based on latitude. This criterion successfully removes

connected components that are particularly eccentric or large, but does not address the

issue of merging smaller eddies together (see Appendix B in [47]). More importantly,

the maximum distance criterion is extremely inefficient as it requires comparing every

pair of pixels within a connected component – a function that grows quadratically with

the number of pixels in the connected component. Instead of restricting the maximum

distance between any two pixels, we proposed to monitor a feature’s convexity to ensure

multiple small eddies are not labeled as a single larger eddy.

There are other instances, however, when the maximum distance criterion is unable

to avoid merging several smaller eddies together. Figure 6.11 shows an example where

the minimal distance between any pair of pixels in the blob is met despite there being

several eddies. As a result CH11 (yellow cross) labels the entire feature as a single eddy.

EddyScan, however, is able to break the large blob into coherent small eddies.

6.5.3 Sensitivity of results to convexity parameter

Our results depend on the convexity ratio parameter (the ratio of the feature’s area to its

convex hull area). A ratio of one indicates that the identified feature is perfectly convex.

A low ratio indicates a less coherent feature. We tested EddyScan’s performance using a

variety of convexity ratios and settled on 0.85 because it gave the best balance between

cohesiveness and accuracy. Figure 6.12 shows the difference in EddyScan’s output based

on the choice of convexity ratio. If the convexity ratio is set too low (top panel), large

blobs are labeled as eddies throughout the globe dramatically reducing the global eddy

count (e.g. see lower right corner of the top panel in Figure 6.12). If the convexity

ratio is set too high (bottom panel), the global eddy count is not severely affected (the

count increased by less than 1% globally) but the mean amplitude and radius are. In
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Figure 6.11: An example of when CH11’s maximum distance criterion is met, yet the
large feature is in fact several eddies merged together. Top: a zoomed-in view on SSH
anomalies in the Southern Hemisphere showing at least four coherent structures with
positive SSH anomalies. Bottom: CH11 (yellow cross) identifies a single eddy in the
region, while our convexity parameter allows EddyScan to successfully break the larger
blob into four smaller eddies. The SSH data are in grayscale to improve visibility of the
identified eddies. Best seen in color.
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the bottom panel of Figure 6.12 the SSH anomalies are in grayscale for clarity, it easy

to see in its attempt to finding the most compact features possible, the contours of

many cyclonic eddies are much smaller than expected as shown by the white contours

around many eddies (the more accurate labeling would encompass all positive anomalies

or white pixels within the eddy’s perimeter).

6.5.4 Complexity Analysis

To ensure that only compact rotating vortices are labeled as eddies, CH11 imposes a

restriction that the distance between any two pixels in a connected component must

be less than a latitude-specific maximum distance. Computing the distance between

every pair of pixels in a set of size N would result in a run-time complexity of O(N2).

This operation is prohibitively expensive especially with the additional overhead to

convert the distances from pixel/Euclidean to Great Circle distance. In contrast, our

convex hull criterion has a runtime of O(N) given that the pixels are already sorted

lexicographically (by row) [7], resulting in significant speedup and increased accuracy

(by successfully separating merged eddies).

6.6 Conclusion

6.6.1 Summary

In this chapter, we presented EddyScan: an automated, accurate, and scalable eddy

detection algorithm from SSH data. EddyScan improves on the state of the art by not

preprocessing the data, effectively breaking up merged eddies, and running in a fraction

of the time required by traditional eddy detection methods – a significant improvement

given the expected dramatic increase in earth science data.

6.6.2 STDM Contribution

This chapter presented one method to mine spatio-temporal patterns in continuous

data. This work was inspired by Chelton et al. [47] however we’ve extend their method

to better account for the spatio-temporal context of the data to improve the method’s

accuracy and scalability. First, we insightfully propose that coherent features such as
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Blob area / convex hull area = 0.5

Blob area / convex hull area = 1

Figure 6.12: EddyScan’s sensitivity to the choice of convexity parameter. Top: When
the minimal convexity ratio is set too low (0.5), large incoherent blobs are labeled as
eddies significantly affecting the global eddy count. Bottom: When the minimum
convexity ratio is set to one, identified eddies are much smaller than their actual size
because the algorithm picks the most compact features possible. Blue area characterize
land. Best seen in color.
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eddies should be spatially compact at any given time, despite spatial deformations. To

that effect, we imposed a convexity criterion that allows us to maintain compact spatial

features over time. Second, we observe that in order to avoid maintaining elongated

features, at any time-step the extrema of each feature must be within a maximum

distance from each other. This allows us to no longer compare the distance between

any two points within a feature as done by Chelton et al. [47].

6.6.3 Challenges and Future Work

Our method suffers from a few limitations: First, it does not track eddies across time,

making it susceptible to noise and linear Rossby waves. Second, we do not account for

edge cases and coastal regions where over-counting tends to be high. Finally, imposing

a minimal eddy size of 9 pixels makes it impossible to identify smaller eddies that are

common at higher latitudes. The more vexing issue is that we reduce the information-

rich four dimensional data of the SSH field into 2 dimensions (binarizing the SSH)

effectively increasing the uncertainty within our application. Furthermore, we do not

compute the non-linearity of the features identified and cannot comment on how many

features are linear versus non-linear.



Chapter 7

Tracking Features in A Continuos

Field: An Ocean Eddy Tracking

Application

In the previous chapter, we presented EddyScan: a space-based pattern mining eddy

identification algorithm. EddyScan improves on the state of the art by not preprocessing

the data, effectively breaking up merged eddies, and running in a fraction of the time

required by traditional eddy detection methods – a significant improvement given the

expected dramatic increase in earth science data. However, left as it was presented,

EddyScan would have one serious limitation: it does not track eddies across time,

making it susceptible to noise and linear Rossby waves. In this chapter, we introduce

the reader to the concept of eddy tracking and present the state of the art. We then,

propose a novel eddy tracking algorithm that leverages the spatio-temporal context of

the data to improve any mistakes (the unsupervised) EddyScan might have made. We

begin with a brief introduction.

98
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7.1 Introduction

Given their importance to ocean dynamics, identifying and tracking eddies has been

an active field of research [138, 98, 139, 35, 141, 140, 46, 36, 47, 48, 72, 94, 95]. Tra-

ditionally, autonomous eddy monitoring is performed in two independent steps. First,

eddy-like features are identified in successive frames of satellite data. Second, the eddy-

like features are tracked across time by associating each feature in one frame to another

feature in the following time-step. The focus of this chapter is on the tracking phase of

this two-step process.

Recently, Chelton et al. [47], hereby CH11, performed the most comprehensive study

in autonomous global eddy identification and tracking in sea surface height (SSH) al-

timeter data. These results were subsequently used in a groundbreaking study published

in the journal Science, that empirically detailed the impact eddies have on marine bio-

logical systems [48]. However, tracking eddies using the most widely used eddy-tracking

technique has two major limitations: first it is inexorably dependent on the performance

of the automatic eddy identification algorithms. Such methods are highly susceptible to

noise and have been known to “miss” features for a few time steps and merge features

in close proximity [47]. Second, most eddy tracking methods employ a local nearest

neighbor (LNN) tracking algorithm that provides little flexibility for previous errors in

detection.

At its core, Eddy tracking is a data association problem and lends itself to a family of

multi-target tracking applications [37, 122], most notably deferred-logic [196] techniques

such as multiple hypothesis tracking [202] that defer making uncertain associations

until more data are available. Such methods have been especially useful in cluttered

or noisy environments [13]. Extensive work has been done in multi-target tracking

and its applications to security [24, 187], computer vision [61], and autonomous agents

[184, 181]. We leverage such advances to improve upon the state-of-the-art eddy tracking

algorithms, as well as extend multiple hypothesis tracking for applications with noisy

features.

This chapter introduces the notion of multiple hypothesis assignment (MHA), where

a feature may be associated with multiple plausible tracks for a limited time to increase

accuracy. Furthermore, we leverage the efficiency of our tracking algorithm to identify
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and correct any mislabelings that might have occurred during the unsupervised eddy

identification phase.

Our method provides several improvements over the state-of-the-art: First, our

method is more resilient to noisy observations which is major concern in satellite prod-

ucts. Second, our tracking method is able to maintain tracks even in the event of eddies

“disappearing” for a few time-steps and then reappearing due to noise and other sam-

pling constraints. Finally, we employ heuristics to identify and correct possible errors

in the eddy identification step in an unsupervised fashion.

7.2 Background and Problem Formulation

Traditionally, the automatic detection and tracking of ocean eddies were achieved us-

ing sea surface temperature or ocean color satellite data [193, 99, 72]. The advent of

SSH observations from satellite radar altimeters provided researchers with an unprece-

dented opportunity to study eddy dynamics on a global scale. This is because eddy

behavior is intimately linked to SSH. Eddies are generally classified by their rotational

direction. Cyclonic eddies rotate counter-clockwise (in the Northern Hemisphere), while

anti-cyclonic eddies rotate clockwise. As a result, cyclonic eddies cause a decrease in

SSH, while anti-cyclonic eddies cause an increase in SSH. Such impact allows us to

identify ocean eddies in SSH satellite data, where cyclonic eddies manifest as closed

contoured negative SSH anomalies and anti-cyclonic eddies as positive SSH anomalies.

Eddies are identified in the SSH field by assigning binary values to the SSH data

based on whether or not a varying threshold was exceeded, and subsequently saving the

eddy-like connected component features that remain after thresholding. Subsequently

the identified features are pruned based on physically-consistent criteria that define ed-

dies [47, 95]. Figure 7.1 shows the ubiquitous cyclonic eddy features identified in a single

SSH snapshot. Each snapshot contains several thousand eddy features. However that

number is often reduced by a variety of significance tests to remove spurious discoveries.

Once eddy features have been identified in all time frames, they need to be tracked

across time. Figure 7.2 shows an example of an eddy identified in five successive SSH

frames. While tracking a single object is trivial, tracking multiple user-defined features

presents unique challenges both conceptually and computationally. First, since the
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Figure 7.1: Global cyclonic eddy features identified in a single SSH time frame. We
identify several thousand eddy-like features in any time frame. The goal is to track
eddies by connecting these nearly ubiquitous features with their corresponding features
in subsequent time frames.
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objects being tracked are not self-defined with clear boundaries like physical objects

(e.g. car, ball, etc.) the very notion of an object is subject to interpretation and errors.

This can be seen in Figure 7.2, where the size and shape of the feature changes across

frames due to noisy measurements. Second, given the multitude of objects in any given

frame, the computational resources required to maintain a large number of potential

tracks grows exponentially. Finally, splitting and merging are regular behaviors of ocean

eddies that are not common concepts in the traditional object tracking literature.
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Figure 7.2: A moving eddy as identified in five successive time frames of SSH satellite
data. Note how the feature changes size and shape from on frame to the next due to
noise in the SSH field.

The majority of eddy tracking algorithms employ a computationally modest, yet

limited approach where a feature is connected to the nearest feature in the subsequent

time frame. While this approach gives reasonable results in eddy tracking applications

[47], its greedy nature means that there will often be cases where it performs sub-

optimally, especially in noisy or cluttered environments [13, 24].

Based on the following overview, we proposed the following problem definition and

present the methods used to solve such a problem in the following section.

Problem Definition

Given T frames of eddy features identified in an independent detection step. With each

frame i having Ni eddy features. Extract globally coherent eddy tracks, where an eddy

track is a group of eddy features, satisfying the following constraints: (1) each track

has at most one feature from consecutive frames and (2) each feature is associated to

at most one track.
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7.3 Methods

We implemented local nearest neighbor assignment (LNN): the most widely used method

in ocean eddy tracking [47]. We also implement multiple hypothesis assignment (MHA)

adopted from Blackman [24], where each feature is associated with multiple potential

tracks. An interactive eddy tracks viewer to compare results between the various im-

plementations is available at: https://github.com/aaaiDemo

7.3.1 Local Nearest Neighbor (LNN)

In the LNN scheme, for each eddy feature identified at time t, the features at time t+ 1

are searched to find the closest feature within a pre-defined search space based on the

theoretical distance an eddy can travel during the period between two successive time

frames. In the event that a feature at time t + 1 is closest to two features from the

previous step, it is assigned to the first encountered feature. This causes the resulting

tracks to depend on the scanning order of the feature set.

7.3.2 Multiple Hypothesis Assignment (MHA)

The main difference between MHA and LNN is that unlike LNN, tracks are not formed at

every time step. Instead, features are assigned to multiple plausible tracks and uncertain

decisions are deferred until more data are available to make a relatively unambiguous

track assignment. We use a track tree to maintain all possible tracks that be can be

constructed starting from any eddy (shown in Figure 7.3). Each path along the track

tree is a potential track starting from its root.

In an MHA setting, every track has three outcomes: initiation, expansion, or termi-

nation. At any time t, all potential expansions and terminations for the active tracks at

t− 1 are entered in the track tree. Additionally, all features identified at time t initiate

potential new tracks by creating new track trees with the new features as the root.

Figure 7.3 demonstrates how MHA maintains all plausible hypotheses across 3 time-

steps and 7 eddy features. In this scenario, there are two eddies moving in space and

time (e1,e3,e6) and (e2,e4,e7), and a spurious eddy feature e5. At t1 the only possibility

is to initiate two track trees with e1 and e2 as roots. At t2, three eddy features emerged

and they extend the trees created by e1 and e2 as well as initiate new trees. Moreover,

https://github.com/aaaiDemo
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the tracks created by e1 and e2 may end at t2. Finally two more eddies appear at t3

and they too are associated with existing trees as well as initiate new ones (denoted by

the rightmost single-node trees e6 and e7).

While this approach may be more accurate than LNN, the enumeration and main-

tenance of all possible tracks grows exponentially. To reduce the problem’s complexity,

we use gating and pruning functions [202, 160]. Gating ensures that only eddy features

that are within a maximum search distance from existing tracks are considered as a po-

tential extension for a track. The gating distance, g, varies based on the location of the

track, since the size and distance eddies travel vary uniformly as a function of latitude

[105]. An example of gating can be seen in Figure 7.3, where e5 is not considered as

e1’s extension because e5 is outside e1’s gate.

Furthermore, we employ N-scan pruning, where we solve for any ambiguities across

all track trees by finalizing the assignment of eddies that appeared during the past N -

steps. Hence, every N steps, we reduce the number of paths along each track tree to at

most one. To do so, we assign every edge in each track tree a reward r = g - d(eti, e
t+1
j )

if we extend a track at time t such that the distance between the connected features

at time t and t + 1 is d(eti, e
t+1
j ). That is, we give higher scores to tracks that extend

through the nearest feature in the search space.

To make final track assignments, we sum the scores of each edge along a path from

time t−N to t and select the highest scoring path from each track tree. If two highest

scoring paths from different trees share a node (i.e. they are ambiguous), then we select

the track with the highest total score.

Back in Figure 7.3, If we adopt an 3-scan pruning procedure (N = 3), all track trees

must be pruned every 4 time steps. In this case, each path along every tree will be scored

by summing the rewards r of all edges along the paths between times t = 1 (t − N)

and t = 4. The only tracks remaining from the pruning phase are the highest scoring

non-conflicting tracks across all trees. One example of conflicting tracks are (e1,e3,e6),

which is the highest scoring track in the leftmost tree, and (e3, e6), the highest scoring

track in the third tree from the left. They are conflicting because they share e3 and

every feature can only be part of at most one track. In case of conflict, MHA will

select the track that has the highest total reward, which in this case is the longest track

(e1,e3,e6). Therefore, the tracks (e1,e3,e6) and (e2,e4,e7) are non-conflicting tracks and
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Figure 7.3: An illustrative example of how MHA maintains all plausible tracks in mem-
ory. Top panel: A two-dimensional spatio-temporal view. Each panel represents one
time step. The real tracks are (e1, e3, e6), (e2, e4, e7), and e5 and are emphasized by
green edges. The light red edges are plausible tracks that are considered by MHA
but ultimately discarded. Bottom panel: the corresponding track trees for all possible
tracks based on the data in the top panel. The tracks selected are highlighted in green.
Abandoned tracks are in red. “End” nodes are denoted by “X”. Note: for simplicity
the scoring function, lookahead, and self-learning features are not demonstrated in this
example. Figure best seen in color.
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together have the globally optimal reward. If new features are identified at t = 4 (not

shown), then the only possible extensions are for the first and second trees along the

highest scored path (green path) or to extend e6 and e7. All remaining red paths and

trees are pruned and are no longer eligible extension.

Using the same example, LNN is unable to recover the proper tracks in Figure 7.3.

At time t2, LNN will assign e1 and e2 to the closest features which are e4 and since e4 is

already paired with e1, e2 is associated with the second closest feature, e5. At t3, LNN

will continue to diverge for the proper path, by assigning e4 to e7 and terminating e5.

This will result in an incorrect final output of (e1,e4,e7), (e2,e5) and (e3,e6).

To address the noise in SSH data, MHA extends the traditional multiple-hypothesis

tracking algorithm to account for noisy observations, where features contain varying

degrees of uncertainty. The two main extensions of MHA that allow it to handle noisy

data are: lookahead, where we do not terminate tracks that were not extended for a single

time step in the event that an eddy “disappeared”. The second feature is unsupervised

self-learning, where MHA autonomously detects an error in the feature identification

phase and takes a corrective measure a posteriori.

7.3.3 MHA Lookahead

A common challenge in tracking eddies is that some eddies might be left unassociated

from one time-step to the next due to eddies temporarily “disappearing” as a result of

noise and sampling errors. CH11 attempted to address this problem by allowing features

to not be paired with a subsequent feature for 2-3 time steps in the hope that it will be

associated to a track at a later time. However, due to LNN’s localized greedy nature the

“procedure for tracking temporarily lost eddies were disappointing. The resulting eddy

trajectories often jumped from one eddy to another” [47]. Thus, while this lookahead

feature is highly desirable, it was abandoned in the most comprehensive study to date, as

it was preferable to shorten eddy tracks than to incorrectly associate eddies to incorrect

tracks. MHA implements the lookahead feature by assigning a “missing” node to tracks

that were not associated with an eddy instead of terminating them. If two consecutive

“missing” nodes are within the same path, then it is terminated. MHA avoids jumping

tracks because it maintains all plausible future tracks and will likely choose the more

consistent track since it has more data available than LNN does.
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7.3.4 MHA Unsupervised Self-Learning

One fundamental difference between our method and existing ones is its ability to iden-

tify errors from the eddy detection phase and correct them autonomously. The most

common type of misidentification is that of artificially merged eddies. Due to the noisy

SSH data, features that are in close proximity are susceptible to being labeled as one

large eddy [47]. Faghmous et al. [95] addressed such artificial merges by introducing a

convexity measure on the features detected to ensure that only the most compact fea-

tures are selected, as merged features tend to have abnormal shapes. Nonetheless, due

to the global nature of the autonomous identification scheme, some clusters of eddies

may still be merged as a single large feature. Assume that at time t there are three

eddies e1, e2, and e3 with areas a1, a2, and a3 respectively. When a new eddy newe

appears at time t+1 it is automatically associated with e1, e2, and e3. If newe is related

to either existing eddy it should be roughly their size. If newe is a merged eddy, then its

area would be significantly larger than all existing eddies. Therefore, if MHA detects

a new eddy where all of its associated predecessors in the track tree are at least 1/2 of

its size, we flag the new eddy as a potential merge and apply the eddy identification

algorithm described in [47, 95] to break up the large eddy into smaller ones. If the self-

learning procedure returns new eddy features, we then remove all nodes that contained

the artificially large eddy from all track trees and extend all active tracks with the new

features. This will cause the trees’ breadth to increase by K − 1 branches where K is

the number of newly identified features. The new features will also initiate K new track

trees.

The unsupervised self-learning feature is only possible thanks to the multiple hy-

pothesis nature of MHA. There are significant conceptual challenges in extending un-

supervised self-learning to an LNN framework. Assume that an eddy feature e1 is

associated to a significantly larger feature e2 in the following time frame. In order for

LNN to label e2 as an artificial merge with high probability, it must consider all possible

feature pairings in the search space to ensure that there is no other feature, ei that is of

the same size as e2 and could be attached to it. Even then, LNN could not account for

the scenario where e2 is simply a new large eddy that just initiated and will continue

during the subsequent time frames.
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7.3.5 Computational complexity

Given M , the maximum number of objects in any time frame, and T time-steps, LNN

would compare the distance between every other object leading to M2 comparisons.

Therefore, the worst-case runtime complexity of LNN is O(M2T ).

For MHA, let K be the number of hypotheses maintained for consideration at any

given time-step. In the worst case, K = MT where MHA would store all possible tracks,

however using N-scan pruning, MHA only stores the N-most hypotheses resulting inK =

MN . The lookahead and self-learning features add additional costs to the algorithm.

However their running time cannot be explicitly bound but in most reasonable cases it

should be no more than O(M). As a result, the worst-case runtime complexity of MHA

is O(MN+1T ).

7.4 Results

We identified eddies globally in weekly unfiltered SSH data from October 1992 to Jan-

uary 2011 using the procedure described in [47, 95]. We used the Version 3 dataset

of the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic (AVISO)

which contains 7-day averages of SSH on a 0.25◦ grid. Given the absence of eddy base-

line data or “ground truth”, evaluating and comparing methods is a notable challenge.

The majority of eddy tracking studies focus on aggregate results such as track lifetimes

and distance propagation. An evaluation that is more relevant to our audience would

compare the performance of each algorithm at detecting tracks. Ideally, one would use

“ground truth” data where the eddy tracks are known in advance and test how well

each method recovers such tracks under varying conditions. One way to generate such

data would be through a numerical simulation (i.e. ocean model) with idealized eddies

as ground truth and then gradually add noise. However, such simulations are compu-

tationally expensive and require sophisticated physics-based models to simulate eddies

and their trajectories. An alternative would be to use filed studies data, where floats are

dropped in the ocean and subsequently tracked and eddies are identified when the float

rotate while translating (i.e. the float is moving along the translating eddy). However,

such data make up a small sample size and are not sufficient to significantly differentiate

between the two methods. To address these limitations, we designed an experiment to
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test the relative robustness of each method to noisy measurements; a significant concern

in SSH data.
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Figure 7.4: The mean percentage of baseline tracks recovered by LNN and MHA as
a function of the probability deletion (p). At every timestep, each feature may be
removed from the data with a probability p. Each probability level was simulated 50
times and the results show the mean of the 50 simulations. The error bars denote
standard deviations.

7.4.1 Sensitivity To Noise

There are three ways that noise can affect automatic eddy monitoring procedures. First,

a spurious connected component feature may appear for a single time-step before disap-

pearing. Second, noise may cause uncertain feature boundaries and, as a result, shifted

feature centroids. Finally, features might disappear temporarily either due to limita-

tions in the identification scheme, or because of perturbations in the SSH field make
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the feature unidentifiable. The first type of noise is handled by discarding features that

do not persist over four weeks. The second can be handled by smoothing or taking

a weighted centroid. The final type of noise is the most vexing. As highlighted ear-

lier, disappearing features is a considerable challenge that CH11 could not address. As

a result, we focus our evaluation on the resilience of LNN and MHA to disappearing

features.

To test each algorithm’s ability to handle missing features, we built a baseline dataset

and randomly removed features from that data. We then computed how many of the

original baseline tracks were recovered despite the noise. We constructed the baseline

dataset by running both LNN and MHA on the features identified in the South Pacific

ocean for the years 2005 and 2006. Only tracks that lasted at least 4 weeks and perfectly

matched between both methods were selected for inclusion in the baseline dataset.

We simulated the event of a feature temporarily disappearing by randomly removing

features in the baseline dataset based on a variable “deletion” probability p. To account

for a variety of conditions that lead to disappearing eddies, we vary p from 0.01 to 0.2

and run both LNN and MHA algorithms on the noisy dataset. Figure 7.4 shows the

results of the experiment. As it can be seen, LNN’s recovery rate degrades much faster

than that of MHA. It should be noted that a track may have multiple features deleted

and that longer-lived tracks are more likely to be missed since there is an increased

likelihood of multiple features being removed from longer tracks. However these issues

are the same for either procedure, therefore not significantly affecting the results. This

experiment empirically shows that MHA is significantly more robust to noise relative

to LNN, even in extreme conditions (e.g. 10− 20% probability of missing a feature).

7.4.2 Impact of Missing Eddies on Track Statistics

LNN’s sensitivity to missing eddies can have a significant impact on reported track

durations, as eddies disappearing for a single time step would cause tracks to terminate

prematurely when the eddy is still moving. Figure 7.5 shows an example where MHA

performs better than LNN in the case of an eddy “disappearing” for one time-step.

Initially, both methods track the eddy identically. Yet, at time t3 the eddy identification

method is unable to find an eddy and since LNN does not implement lookahead, the

track was terminated. MHA, however, was able to recover the full track by allowing
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the track to be unassociated for a single time-step and then continue tracking once the

eddy reappeared.

t1 t2 t3 t4

Figure 7.5: An example of how MHA is able to recover tracks even when eddies tem-
porarily “disappear.” The eddy is moving westwardly (from right to left). Top (from
left): An eddy centroid (green square) and its path as detected by LNN with no looka-
head ability. At t3 the eddy detection algorithm loses the eddy for one time step as it
reappears in t4. However, without the lookahead feature, LNN breaks up the long track
into two small tracks as indicated by the different colored tracks. Bottom (from left):
the same eddy tracked with MHA. Although the eddy is lost at t3, MHA successfully
recovers the track once the eddy reappears at t4.

To further quantify the effect of such premature terminations on track statistics,

we repeated the noise experiment reported earlier on all features in the South Pacific

between 2005 and 2006 (not just the baseline data). Due to space limitations, we

only analyze one deletion probability of p = 0.04 (the median of the probabilities from

the previous experiment). Figure 7.6 shows the mean cumulative track lifetimes for 50

simulations where features have a 4% probability of temporarily disappearing. Although

both methods identify nearly the same number of total tracks, LNN identifies 20% less

tracks that live 11 weeks or longer. That is a significant difference given that long-lived

eddies play a fundamental role in transporting water across ocean basins.
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Figure 7.6: Mean cumulative track lifetimes for LNN and MHA tracks from the noise
experiment with a probability p = 0.04 of a feature temporarily disappearing. MHA
identified 20% more long-lived tracks (11+ weeks) than LNN. The simulation was run
50 times and the error bars denote standard deviations.
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7.4.3 Impact of Self-Learning on Artificial Merges

Figure 7.7 shows two examples of unsupervised self-learning. In both cases, artificially

large eddies were saved in the identification step, but MHA was able to flag such errors

autonomously and corrected them by splitting the large features into more accurate

smaller eddies. The large panels (A) in Figure 7.7 highlight the artificially merged

eddies over a background of greyscale SSH data. These merges were identified by MHA

in an unsupervised manner where it would flag any features that had all potential tracks

associated with it be significantly smaller in previous steps.

The blue ellipses in panel A of Figure 7.7 highlights the merged features in red.

Panels B and C show the features as saved in the eddy identification phase in a grayscale

and binary forms respectively. The crosses in panel B indicate the local minima, which

are centroids of the actual eddies that were erroneously merged. Panels D-E show the

resulting eddies once the data correction procedure was performed. In both cases, the

separation occurred along the proper direction as denoted by the major axis of the blue

ellipses in panel A. These examples demonstrate how the unsupervised self-learning

feature effectively leverages the spatio-temporal context of the data to make accurate

corrections to the unsupervised eddy detection phase. Such an extension can be used

in other multiple hypothesis tracking settings where the objects have varying degrees of

uncertainty.

One common sign of an artificial merge is multiple extrema within a single feature.

That is because, physically, eddies should only have a single extrema. Using MHA’s self-

learning feature we were able to autonomously identify 2185 artificial merges within the

South Pacific ocean for years 2005 and 2006. Of those potential merges, 1682 features

had multiple extrema. An extrema was defined as a pixel whose value was greater/less

than all of its 5× 5 neighbors. We were able to successfully break 1058 of the reported

merges, resulting in a significant increase in feature counts.
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Figure 7.7: Two examples of artificially large eddies being merged as a single eddy and
MHA’s ability to identify such errors. Panel A denotes the actual SSH data with the
large eddy highlighted in red. The smaller vertical panels on the right (B-F) show the
binary view of the merged eddy and the corrected data. Panel B shows the actual
greyscale SSH data inside the eddy, with the multiple minima marked by red crosses –
an indication of an artificial merge. The C panel shows the pixels associated with the
eddy as saved by the identification scheme. The bottom two panels (D-F) show the new
smaller eddies after data correction.

7.5 Conclusion

7.5.1 Summary

We presented MHA: a multiple hypothesis tracking-inspired eddy monitoring applica-

tion. MHA extends the traditional multiple-hypothesis tracking approach to handle

noisy observations and introduced an unsupervised self-learning feature that refines

objects a posteriori. Despite the lack of “ground truth” data to evaluate our algo-

rithm, we presented several experiments and case-studies that demonstrated that our

method addresses two major shortcomings of the most widely used method in the eddy

tracking literature. Furthermore, MHA is an example of how incorporating the data’s

spatio-temporal context can improve the accuracy of feature identification and tracking

algorithms.

7.5.2 STDM Contribution

Our MHA algorithm is able to use its multiple hypothesis nature, along with the data’s

spatio-temporal context, to take corrective measures on a previously independent eddy
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identification phase. As far as we are aware, this is the first approach in the eddy

tracking literature to do so. Furthermore, our method is more robust to noise as it

successfully implements a lookahead feature that makes it less likely to break-up tracks

if observations temporarily disappear. All of these features could not be implemented

without the deferred logic capability of MHA.

7.5.3 Challenges and Future Work

Additional analysis of MHA’s performance based on various factors (e.g. eddy density,

propagation speed, etc.), as well as self-learning’s impact on track statistics will be

the subject of future work. MHA could also be extended to handle the evolutionary

nature of eddies forming and dissipating by adopting MCMC techniques from biological

sciences [216]. While MHA’s pruning heuristic is based on theoretical eddy dynamics,

less rigid heuristics such as the joint probabilistic data association (JPDA) method

[14, 13] maybe be more accurate. Finally, now that it has been shown that MHA is

a more robust alternative LNN, concepts such as tracks splitting and merging can be

incorporated in the MHA scheme by relaxing the constrain of having an eddy be part of

a single track at most. Such an addition may provide more accurate information about

ocean dynamics.



Chapter 8

Autonomous Ocean Eddies

Detection: Temporal Approach

8.1 Introduction

Spatial-based eddy identification schemes often have computational and application-

specific limitations. Such algorithms are highly parameterized and rely on complex

data-filtering schemes that make reproducibility challenging. More importantly, they

fail to capitalize on a critical fact: eddies manifest as coherent SSH distortions in both

space and time. When an eddy travels through the SSH field, it leaves a distinctive

signature in SSH anomalies in space and time that is wasted when applying a single time-

step thresholding method since all features are evaluated in the binary space. Therefore,

instead of tracking eddies directly in images of SSH anomalies, an alternative approach

could leverage the fundamental spatio-temporal characteristics of eddies.

Eddies form and sustain their energy over a timescale of weeks to months, resulting

in gradual changes in SSH on the order of a few centimeters over regions between 50-

200 kilometers within the regions where the eddy move. Given the large time-scales

within which eddies operate, eddies will manifest as a connected group of gradually

increasing/decreasing SSH time-series. We leverage this information to track eddies

directly from the SSH time-series as opposed to the SSH heat-maps.

We present an algorithm (adapted from [38]) that monitors the SSH time-series for

the unique temporal signal eddies have on SSH. The algorithm operates in three main

116
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steps, first we identify individual time-series that have the previously described “eddy-

like” behavior. Each candidate time-series will be labeled with a start and end time

(ts and te respectively) where a significant gradual increase/decrease occurred. Second,

given that an eddy must operate over a large enough region, for each time step t we scan

the neighbors of any candidate time-series (where ts ≤ t ≤ te); if a sufficient number of

neighbors are also candidate time-series at time t then the identified group is labeled

as an eddy. Finally, as the eddy moves from one time-step to the next, we keep adding

new candidate time-series as their ts is reached and remove other time-series as their te

is passed. We count the duration of each eddy as the number of weeks the minimum

number of clustered candidate time-series is met.

Designing intelligent, reproducible and scalable algorithms is crucial for high impact

research in oceanography and related fields, and this work is a first step in that direction.

In the next section, we will briefly review existing eddy tracking algorithms. In the

following section, we will introduce our change detection algorithm, persistent delta

(PDELTA), which leverages the unique spatio-temporal characteristic of ocean eddies.

After that, we will present our results and compare them to the eddies identified by

Chelton et al. [47] (CH11 thereafter). We will also compare PDELTA’s scalability to

that of a connected component algorithm that is similar to the one used by CH11. We

conclude the paper with a discussion of the study’s contributions and future research

directions.

8.2 Methods

Instead of tracking eddies directly in images of SSH anomalies (such as in Figure 8.1), we

propose a novel approach that leverages the fundamental spatio-temporal characteristics

of eddies. Eddies form and sustain their energy over a timescale of weeks to months,

resulting in gradual changes in SSH on the order of a few centimeters over regions

between 50-200 kilometers. Given the large time-scales within which eddies operate,

eddies will manifest as a connected group of gradually increasing/decreasing SSH time-

series. We leverage this information to track eddies directly from the SSH time-series

(see Figure 8.2) as opposed to the SSH heat-maps.

Our algorithm (adapted from [38]) operates in three main steps, first we identify
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Figure 8.1: Global sea surface height (SSH) anomaly for the week of May 5 1993 from
the AVISO dataset. Eddies can be observed globally as closed contoured negative (dark
blue; for cyclonic) or positive (dark red; for anti-cyclonic) anomalies.
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Figure 8.2: A sample time-series analyzed by PDELTA with gradually decreasing seg-
ments enclosed between each pair of green and red lines. These segments were obtained
after discarding segments of very short length or insignificant drop that are atypical
signatures of an eddy.
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ti ti+1 ti+2

Figure 8.3: An illustration to show PDELTA’s spatial analysis component. At any given
time ti only a subset of all time-series are labeled as candidates for being part of an
eddy (green points). Only when a sufficient number of similarly behaving neighbors
are detected (in this case four) PDELTA labels them as an eddy (black circle). As
time passes, some time-series are removed from the eddy (red points) as they are no
longer exhibiting a gradual change; while others are added. If the number of similarly
behaving time-series falls below (above) the minimum (maximum) number of required
time-series, the cluster is no longer an eddy (e.g. top left corner at ti+2 frame).

individual time-series that have the previously described “eddy-like” behavior. Each

candidate time-series will be labeled with a start and end time (ts and te respectively)

where a significant gradual increase/decrease occurred. Second, given that an eddy must

operate over a large enough region, for each time step t we scan the neighbors of any

candidate time-series (where ts ≤ t ≤ te); if a sufficient number of neighbors are also

candidate time-series at time t then the identified group is labeled as an eddy. Finally,

as the eddy moves from one time-step to the next, we keep adding new candidate time-

series as their ts is reached and remove other time-series as their te is passed. We count

the duration of each eddy as the number of weeks the minimum number of clustered

candidate time-series is met.

Our approach differs from the original PDELTA described in [38] in two main as-

pects: first, Chamber et al. [38] used PDELTA as a time-series change algorithm only.

In our case, we augment PDELTA by adding a spatial analysis feature to properly iden-

tify clusters of time-series exhibiting similar behavior. Second, the original PDELTA

only detected a single increasing (decreasing) segment in a given time-series. In this

variation, PDELTA identifies multiple gradually changing segments within a time-series.
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Figure 8.4: Monthly eddy counts (lifetime ≥ 16 weeks). Top: Monthly counts for
cyclonic eddies as detected by our automated algorithm PDELTA (blue) and CH11
(red). Bottom: Monthly counts for anti-cyclonic eddies as detected by our automated
algorithm PDELTA (blue) and CH11 (red). Overall, PDELTA detected slightly more
eddies than CH11. This could be due to an improved ability to track smaller eddies
(see text).
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This is a useful improvement given that an eddy may appear multiple times at the same

location. Furthermore, this feature effectively improves our computational performance

by monitoring each location (time-series) at most once. For a complete discussion of

the original PDELTA algorithm, including experiments, please refer to [38].

Figure 8.2 demonstrates how our approach detects candidate time-series. The figure

shows the SSH anomaly time-series for one grid point in the Nordic Sea. For this partic-

ular location, PDELTA identified three segments where a significant gradual decrease in

SSH occurred over a long time period starting at approximatively weeks 60, 410, and 870

respectively. During each decreasing segment, we search this location’s neighborhood

for time-series with similar gradual decrease. Once the significant decreasing segment

ends, either there will be other neighbors that will continue to form a coherent eddy or

the eddy has dissipated if the minimum eddy size is no longer met (see Figure 8.3).

A spatio-temporal approach to eddy detection and monitoring has several advan-

tages: First, we don’t apply any filters to our data and have a minimal number of param-

eters relative to existing approaches. Second, given that we only consider time-series

that experience gradual changes in SSH, our algorithm’s search space is significantly

reduced compared to searching every pixel’s neighbors. Finally, since we incorporate

a spatio-temporal detection mechanism we can relax some of the minimum/maximum

eddy size requirements that space-only connected component algorithms have.

8.3 Results

We tracked eddies weekly from 1992-2011 in the Nordic Sea region (60 − 80◦ N and

20◦ W − 20◦ E) and compared the results with those of CH111. We used the Version

3 dataset of the Archiving, Validation, and Interpretation of Satellite Oceanographic

(AVISO) which contains 7-day averages of SSH on a 0.25◦ grid from October 1992

through January 2011.

PDELTA detected slightly more cyclonic (9.89 per month) than anti-cyclonic (9.48

per month) eddies. These differences are consistent with the findings of CH11. Overall,

we identified a total of 9.08 eddies per month versus 8.87 for CH11. This could be due to

the fact that eddies tend to be smaller in the region analyzed, and thus could have been

1Available from: http://cioss.coas.oregonstate.edu/eddies/nc_data.html

http://cioss.coas.oregonstate.edu/eddies/nc_data.html
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Figure 8.5: Eddy geographic distribution density. The eddies PDELTA identified (left)
were similarly distributed as CH11 (right), except for higher latitudes where PDELTA
successfully identified a region known for spawning high latitude eddies [205] (see Figure
8.6). Landmasses are colored in dark green.

ignored by CH11’s algorithm once the data were filtered. Figure 8.4 shows the monthly

cyclonic (top) and anti-cyclonic (bottom) counts for PDELTA (blue curve) and CH11

(red curve). We find that although the counts match well, PDELTA detected fewer

eddies than CH11 during winter months, but more eddies during summer months. This

may be due to the gaps in satellite data during winter or simply due to seasonality (i.e.

fewer eddies in winter time).

To visualize PDELTA’s performance compared to CH11, we computed the eddy

distribution density based on the locations where eddies were detected. We first divided

the Nordic Sea region into 1◦ cells and counted the total number of eddies passing

through each cell. The spatial distribution densities are shown in Figure 8.5. Both

algorithms detect eddies in “active regions” such as near the Norwegian coast. PDELTA,

however, finds more eddies than CH11 in higher latitudes possibly because without

data filtering we do not wipeout small-scale eddies. The mean radius of eddies decrease

approximately monotonically from about 200 km near the equator to about 75 km at

60◦ latitude [46, 105], giving our algorithm an advantage to detect such eddies.

As shown in Figure 8.6, the northern region captured by PDELTA and not by
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Figure 8.6: Path of the Gulf Stream (red band) from the tropics to the Arctic. The
northern eddies that our PDELTA algorithm identifies in Figure 8.5 (big gray arrow) is
near the region where the Gulf Stream splits generating high latitude eddies that CH11
failed to capture. The existence of such eddies confirmed by field experiments [205].
Figure source: http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_Stream

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Gulf_Stream
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CH11 (see Figure 8.5) is where the Gulf Stream splits into the North Cape Current

(right split) and the West Spitsbergena (left split) [5]. Though different conditions

may trigger eddies, they are frequently observed in relation to meandering flows in

strong ocean currents (like the Gulf stream [47]). Moreover, the region we identified has

been specifically monitored using buoyant floats and was found to have noticeable eddy

activity [205]. This is further indication that PDELTA is better able to track small

eddies.

Although our algorithm has proven capable of monitoring eddies, the increasing size

and resolution of climate data make it imperative that algorithms be scalable for large

climate datasets. Therefore, for our algorithm to have real world value, it must scale

up to the demands of the climate research community.

To test our algorithm’s performance on the potential increase in both data resolu-

tion and timespan we compared our algorithm’s performance to a connected component

eddy searching algorithm similar to the one described in Appendix B of CH11. We con-

structed two datasets from the original data, one where the data’s resolution increased

up to 100 times (10 times in each grid dimension) and a second where the length of the

time-series increased up to 100 times. We then tracked eddies at weekly intervals for

the entire period covered by the data.

Computational Complexity. For a grid with M ×N observations and time-series

length K, the time complexity of PDELTA is linear in the number of grid cells, and

the time-series length (i.e. O(MNK)). On the other hand, connected component al-

gorithms are quadratic in the number of grid cells, (i.e. O((MN)2K)). The space

requirements of both approaches are modest. Figure 8.7 shows empirical results com-

paring the computation time of PDELTA and the connected component algorithm as

the number of grid cells (M × N) and time-series length (K) are increased; the figure

shows quadratic increase in computation time for the connected component algorithm

as M × N is increased, while PDELTA’s computation time increases linearly. This

difference is particularly germane since data from future climate models and satellite

observations will be of much higher resolution (M ×N is expected to increase by orders

of magnitude) than today’s datasets and will approach 100s of petabytes [189].
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Figure 8.7: Scalability comparison between our algorithm PDELTA (blue) and a con-
nected component algorithm (green) similar to CH11. Left: time required to track
all eddies in the dataset as a function of the grid resolution. Right: time required to
track all eddies in the dataset as a function of the time-series length (i.e. number of
weekly observations). Our algorithm PDELTA (blue) scales better than the connected
component algorithm in both time and space.
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8.4 Discussion & Future Work

We presented an automated, accurate, and scalable eddy detection and monitoring

algorithm based on gradual changes in SSH time-series. While unique, our approach

currently suffers from several limitations: First, our minimum and maximum eddy

size criteria are hard-coded parameters. Given that we do not filter our data, large-

scale phenomena such as gyres and currents are still present in the data and can be

mistaken for very large eddies. Conversely, although we are able to detect smaller

eddies than CH11, we must ensure that a sufficient number of neighboring time-series

experience similar gradual change. To address this issue we imposed a user-specified

minimum and maximum eddy size. Future iterations of the algorithm would benefit

from automatic parameter estimation that adapts minimum and maximum eddy size

based on latitude, since eddy sizes vary as a function of latitude [105]. Another potential

investigation could be a sensitivity study of our algorithm’s performance to the space

and time thresholds mentioned above.

Second, our algorithm does not account for gaps in the data and simply ignores

missing values. That is why certain weeks will have very low eddy counts, especially

during winter, when precipitation obstructs satellite visibility. Previous works have

addressed this challenge by using extrapolation to fill in missing data [48]. Although

our algorithm can take advantage of extrapolation, such an approach is not ideal since

the factors that impact most climate data such as SSH are highly non-linear, whereas

existing extrapolation techniques are not and, therefore, cannot capture such influences.

Such a limitation significantly decreases the reliability of data extrapolation. Instead,

we would propose to use time-series interpolation algorithms, which have recently been

studied in the context of seasonal earth science data [129] as well as established matrix

completion techniques [31].

Third, previous studies investigating eddy dynamics have mistaken eddies with

Rossby waves (large-scale ocean variability that masquerades as an eddy). Because

we analyze global data, and given that we do not filter the data beforehand, there is

an increased likelihood of false-positives. To address this issue, CH11 used the eddies’

nonlinearity (the ratio of an eddy’s rotational and transitional speeds) as a mechanism

to differentiate between eddies and Rossby waves. In future work, we will add this type
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of discriminant to eliminate Rossby waves from our analysis. It is important to note

that this issue does not impact our current analysis given that Rossby waves are easily

discernible from ocean eddies at high latitudes [105].

Finally, although we report similar monthly eddy counts and spatial distribution as

CH11, we must caution that analyzing eddy count alone is an incomplete comparison to

CH11. Additional eddy statistics and kinematic properties such as eddy size and speed

must be analyzed to fully compare PDELTA to CH11.

Despite these limitations, our algorithm produces similar counts to the state-of-the-

art eddy tracking algorithms by leveraging the natural spatio-temporal characteristics

of eddies. Additionally, it is capable of identifying regions that other algorithms cannot

and these regions have been corroborated by field studies [205]. Identifying small eddies

(< 100km) has been challenging for connected component techniques given current

data resolution and filtering techniques. By monitoring SSH patterns through changes

in the time-series as opposed to visual images, we are able to capture smaller eddies

than possible with the existing approaches. Finally, as opposed to common connected

component algorithms that run quadratically in the grid resolution, PDELTA runs in

linear time – a significant improvement given the expected dramatic increase in climate

data [189].

We foresee our algorithm being used in other domains where one is interested in

automatically monitoring gradual changes in time-series data. A recent paper by Giles

et al. [110] monitored the western Arctic Beaufort Gyre using SSH from satellite data.

Automatic gyre monitoring can also be an application to our algorithm. While this line

of research is critical to understanding future ocean dynamics and marine ecosystems, it

also has important applications to time-series and matrix completion, scalable learning

algorithms, and spatio-temporal data mining.



Chapter 9

Conclusion and Future Directions

This thesis introduced the notion of spatio-temporal data mining for climate applica-

tions. We presented a broad review of some of the unique characteristics of climate

data along with a sample of STDM applications. We encourage interested readers to

refer to the references and citations within for further reading. Our survey on TC fore-

casting models is, as far as we know, the most comprehensive survey on the topic. Our

results indicate that effectively incorporating the spatio-temporal context of the data

helps improve the performance of tradition data mining tasks.

Based on some of the information presented in this thesis, there may be several tra-

ditional data mining concepts that might need rethinking as we explore new applications

within spatio-temporal climate data. One such re-thinking might deal with significance

testing. The challenge of quantifying statistical significance in climate applications

stems from both the exploratory nature of the work as well as a the autocorrelation

in the data. While traditional randomization tests (e.g. [170]) may address some of

the concerns stemming from multiple hypothesis testing, there is an acute need to de-

velop spatio-temporal randomization test where the randomization procedure does not

break the data’s inherent characteristics such as autocorrelation. We might also have

to re-think the definition of anomalies and extremes beyond that of abnormal deviation

from the mean. Climate extremes may be better analyzed in a multi-variate fashion,

where multiple relatively normal conditions may lead to a “cumulative” extreme. For

instance, while hurricane Katrina was a Category 5 hurricane, it was the breaking of

the levee that accentuated its horrific impact. Finally, traditional evaluation metrics
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for learning algorithms may need to be extended for STDM. A large number of cli-

mate problems have no reliable “ground truth” data and therefore rely on unsupervised

learning techniques. Hence, it is crucial to develop objective performance measures and

experiments that allow to compare the performance of different unsupervised STDM al-

gorithms. Furthermore, traditional performance measures such root mean square error

might need to be adjusted to account for spatio-temporal variability.

There are also great opportunities for novel STDM applications within climate sci-

ence. Within the applications of user-defined pattern mining, the majority of features of

interest are usually defined by domain experts. Such an approach is not always feasible

since we have significant knowledge gaps in many domains where such data exists.

Therefore developing unsupervised feature extraction techniques that autonomously

identify significant features based on spatio-temporal variability (i.e. how different

is a pattern from random noise) might be preferable, especially in large datasets. Addi-

tionally, given the large number of climate datasets, each at a different spatio-temporal

resolution, there is a high demand for spatio-temporal relationship mining and predic-

tive modeling techniques, that take data at a low, global resolution and infer impact on a

higher, local resolution (and vice versa). Finally, one fundamental quantification might

need to emerge between uncertainty and risk. Data mining and machine learning have

used probabilities as a measure of uncertainty. However, numerous climate-related ques-

tions are interested in risk as opposed to uncertainty. Providing decision-makers with

tools to convert statistical uncertainty to risk quantities based on available information

is has the potential to be a major scientific and societal contribution.

Answers to some of these questions will emerge over time as we continue to see new

STDM applications to climate data. Others, such as significance tests, might require

diligent collaborations with adjacent fields such as statistics. Nonetheless, there is an

exciting (and challenging) road ahead for STDM researchers.
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Appendix A

List of Symbols and Acronyms

Table A.1: Acronyms (adopted from [118])

Acronym Meaning

AAO Antarctic Oscillation.

AO Arctic Oscillation - The leading empirical orthogonal function

(EOF) of sea level pressure poleward of 20◦N

Coriolis parameter A measure that is twice the local vertical component of the angular

velocity of a spherical planet, 2Ω sinϕ, where Ω is the angular

speed of the planet and ϕ is the latitude.

CLIPER Trend and 2- and 7-yr variations of the TC counts

Climatology Long-term mean of a seasonal activity.

ENSO El NiñoSouthern Oscillation.

H Hurricane - A tropical cyclone with sustained low level winds of

74 mph (33 m s1 or 64 kt) or greater.

HC Index of the frequency of clod-air September-December and

January-May

HD Hurricane day - A measure of hurricane activity, one unit of which

occurs as four 6-h periods during which a tropical cyclone is ob-

served or estimated to have hurricane intensity winds.

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Acronym Meaning

HIB Index of the strength of the India-Burma through (15-20N, 80-

100E) at 500 hPa

HPV Index of the area of the polar vortex in the Pacific sector (150E-

120W)

HSCS Index of the northern extent of the subtropical high over the South

China Sea (100-120E)

HTP Index of the strength of the subtropical high over Tibet (25-35N,

80-100E) at 500 hPa

HWNP Index of the Westward extent of the 5880-m contour of the 500-

hPa subtropical high over the western North Pacific

IH Intense hurricane - A hurricane that reaches a sustained 1-min-

average 10-m-height wind of at least 111 mph (96 kt or 50 m s1) at

some point in its lifetime. This constitutes a category 3 or higher

on the Saffir-Simpson scale (also termed a major hurricane).

IHD Intense hurricane day - Four 6-h periods during which a hurricane

has intensity of SaffirSimpson category 3 or higher.

MJO Madden-Julian oscillation.

NAO North Atlantic OscillationA normalized measure of the surface

pressure difference between Iceland and Portugal.

NS Named storm - A hurricane or tropical storm.

NSD Named storm day - As in HD but for four 6-h periods during which

a tropical cyclone is observed (or is estimated) to have attained

tropical storm-intensity winds.

NTC Net tropical cyclone activity - Average seasonal percentage mean

of named storms, named storm days, hurricanes, hurricane days,

intense hurricanes, and intense hurricane days. Gives overall in-

dication of Atlantic basin seasonal hurricane activity.

NPO North Pacific Oscillation.

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Acronym Meaning

PNA Pacific-North American pattern - One of the most prominent

modes in low-frequency variability in the extratropics of the

Northern Hemisphere, appearing in all months except June and

July.

PWAT Precipitable water.

QBO Quasi-biennial oscillation - A stratospheric (16-35-km altitude)

oscillation of equatorial east west winds that vary with a period

of about 26-30 months or roughly 2 yr, typically blowing for 12-16

months from the east, then reversing and blowing 12-16 months

from the west, then back to east again.

SLP Sea level pressure.

SLPA1 Southern Hemisphere sea level pressure anomaly 1 - mean sea level

pressure anomaly averaged over the region (5-35S, 180-150W)

SLPA2 Southern Hemisphere sea level pressure anomaly 2 - mean sea level

pressure anomaly averaged over the region (5-35, 150120W).

SST Sea surface temperature.

SSTA Sea surface temperature anomaly.

SHO Siberian High Oscillation.

TC Tropical cyclone - A large-scale circular flow occurring within the

Tropics and subtropics that has its strongest winds at low levels,

including hurricanes, tropical storms, and other weaker rotating

vortices.

TOH Tropical-only hurricanes.

TONS Tropical-only named storms.

TS Tropical stormA tropical cyclone with maximum sustained winds

between 39 mph (18 m s1 or 34 kt) and 73 mph (32 m s1 or 63

kt).

V850 Australian monsoon circulation index - 850 hPa meridional winds

averaged over the region (5-20S, 140-170E),

Continued on next page
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Table A.1 – continued from previous page

Acronym Meaning

Vor Relative vorticity.

VWS Vertical wind shear.

WP West Pacific Pattern Index.
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Review of TC Statistical Forecast

Models

B.1 Summary of Statistical Modeling Studies
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Name Basin Type Methods Predictors Output Verification Results
Belanger et al.
2010 Atlantic Dynamical BSS

ROC
Belanger et al.
2010 North Indian Dynamical BSS

0.17 - 0.82
(Arabian Sea)

ROC
0.09 - 0.80 (Bay of
Bengal)

Blake and Gray
2004 Atlantic Statistical

Jul 200-mb v wind
(4S-8N 105-79W) August NTC Jackknife RMSE = 5.17
Jul SLPA (25–37.5
N, 47.5–25W)
Jul SLPA (47–62N,
156E–164W)
Jul 200-mb u wind
(40–35S, 110–
85W)
Jul 500-mb height
(42.5–27.5S, 72.5–
95E)
Jul 200-mb u wind
(17.5-7.5S, 145-
180E)
Jul 200-mb u wind
(5S–5N, 110–
85W)
Jun 200-mb u wind
(80–85N, 45W–
10E)
Jun SLPA (18–
30N, 134–154E)
Apr SLPA (10S–
5N, 35W–15E)
Feb SLPA (52.5–
75N, 5W–35E)
Jan SLPA (30–
40N, 110-95W)

Chan et al. 1998 North Pacific Satitistical

Smooth Multiple
Additive
Regression
Technique
(SMART) SOI

Annual number of
TCs (TCA), ‘‘A’’
meaning annual

RMSE, R,
Measure of
Agreement

TCA: R=0.89;
RMSE=2.9; MA =
0.56

South China Sea NINO4

Annual number of
tropical storms and
typhoons (TSYA)

TSYA: R=0.86;
RMSE=2.6; MA=0.
48

WP
Annual number of
typhoons (TYA)

TYA: R=0.75;
RMSE=2.5; MA=0.
43

HSCS

Number of tropical
storms and
typhoons for 8
months (May -
December)
(TSY8)

TSY8: R=0.86;
RMSE=2.4; MA =
0.53

HWNP
Number of
typhoons (TY8).

TC8: R=0.72;
RMSE=2.6; MA=0.
36

HPV

Annual number of
TCs (TCS), ‘‘S’’
meaning South
China Sea

TCS: R=0.77;
RMSE=2.7; MA=0.
34

HTP

Annual number of
tropical storms and
typhoons (TSYS).

TSYS: R=0.75;
RMSE=1.9; MA=0.
38

HIB
HC
CLIPER

Chan et al. 2001 North Pacific Satitistical

Smooth Multiple
Additive
Regression
Technique
(SMART) SOI

Annual number of
TCs (TCA), ‘‘A’’
meaning annual

RMSE, R,
Measure of
Agreement

TCA: R=0.84;
RMSE=3.4; MA =
0.51

South China Sea NINO4

Annual number of
tropical storms and
typhoons (TSYA)

TSYA: R=0.73;
RMSE=3.9; MA=0.
36

WP
Annual number of
typhoons (TYA)

TYA: R=0.57;
RMSE=3.2; MA=0.
33

HSCS

Annual number of
TCs (TCS), ‘‘S’’
meaning South
China Sea

TCS: R=0.71;
RMSE=2.8; MA=0.
33

HWNP

Annual number of
tropical storms and
typhoons (TSYS).

TSYS: R=0.69;
RMSE=2.0; MA=0.
35

HPV
HTP
HIB
HC
CLIPER
V850
SLPA1
SLPA2

Choi et al. 2010
Western North
Pacific Statistical

Multiple Linear
Regression Model April-May SHO

TC genesis
frequency Cross validation, R

R= 0.65, RMSE =
2.31

April-May AAO
April-May NPO
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Name Basin Type Methods Predictors Output Verification Result

Chu and Zhao
2007

Central North
Pacific Statistical

Bayesian
Regression with
Poisson prior SST Annual TC counts Cross validation N/A

850 hPa Vor
PWAT
1000- 850- 200
hPa SLP
VWS

Chu et al. 2007 Taiwan Statitical LAD regression SST R, cross validation
850 hPa Vor
PWAT
850- 250 hPa SLP
VWS

Elsner and Jagger
(2006) Atlantic

Bayesian with
counts pre-1899
treated as less
certain 1. May - June NAO

Seasonal
Hurricane coastal
activity

Leave-one-out
cross validation

2.May - June SOI
3.May - June AMO
4. Jul - Dec
Hurricane counts

Fan 2010 Atlantic Statistical Linear regression

200-hPa air
temperature in
Eurasia (308–
458N, 608–1058E)
in November of the
previous year

Year-to-year TC
counts

MAE (mean
average absolute
error)

29% improvement
over climatological
MAE for hindcast
(2004-2009)

Air temperature at
200 hPa in the
Atlantic (308–
408N, 458–158W)
in November of the
previous year Cross validation

46% improvement
over climatological
MAE for cross
validation (1985-
2009)

Air temperature at
200-hPa south of
608S in February
of the current year
SLP over the
South Pacific
(208–58S, 1208–
908W) in March of
the current year
200-hPa
geopotential height
over the northwest
Pacific (108–208N,
1508–1658E) in
April of the current
year
200-hPa zonal
wind over the
North Pacific (458–
658N, 1608–
1208W) in April of
the current year

Gonzalez et al.
2011 North Atlantic

Hierarchical
classifier-regressor
model

ATL: Global
Annual SLP

Seasonal TC
counts for Atlantic
and North Pacific

10-Fold corss
validation NA-NP

North Pacific

Least-Absolute
Deviation (LAD)
regression Global Annual SST

Leave one out
cross validation

Global Annual
vertical wind shear RMSE 0.77-0.99
Precipitable water R 0.87-091
NP: R^2 0.76-0.82
0-30N? SLP, PW,
SST, VWS MSSS 0.79-0.77

GSS 0.92-0.92
HSS 0.95-0.94

Gray et al. (1992) Atlantic

Forward
extrapolation of
QBO QBO (Sep-Nov)

1. Number of
named TCs

Cross-validation
(jackknife)

Correlation of 0.44
- 0.51 between
forecast and actual

Least absolute
deviation (LAD)
regression

Western Sahel
rainfall (Aug-Sept)

2. Named of
named TC days

Agreement of
cross-validation
results under null
hypothsis

Gulf of Guinea
rainfall (Aug-
November)

3. Number of
hurricanes
4. Number of
hurricane days
5. Number of
major hurricanes
6. Named of major
hurricane days
7. Hurricane
destruction
potential (HDP)
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Klotzbach and
Gray 2004 Seasonal

Poisson regression
for TCs

November 500-mb
geopotential height
in the far North
Atlantic (67.5°–85°
N, 10°E–50°W)

Net tropical
cyclone (NTC)
activity prediction

Jackknife cross-
validation as in
Elsner and
Schmertmann
(1993)

October–
November SLP in
the Gulf of Alaska
(45°–65°N, 120°
–160°W)
September 500-
mb geopotential
height in western
North America (35°
–55°N, 100°–120°
W)
July 50-mb
equatorial zonal
wind (5°S–5°N, all
longitudes)
September–
November SLP in
the Gulf of
Mexico–
southeastern
United States (15°
–35°N, 75°–95°W)
November SLP in
the tropical
northeast Pacific
(7.5°–22.5°N, 125°
–175°W)

Klotzbach and
Gray 2003 September counts

Least square linear
regression

April 1000-mb U
(12.5°–30°S, 40°
W–10°E)

top 10–bottom 10
composite maps of
various
meteorological
parameters such
as sea surface
temperature, sea
level pressure, and
zonal wind at 200,
850, and 1000 mb
for the month of
September by
differencing active
and inactive
Septembers

July 200-mb
geopotential height
(32°–42°N, 100°
–160°E)

NOAA correlation
tool

July–August 1000-
mb U (5°–15°N,
30°–50°W)–(22.5°
–35°N, 35°–65°W)
February 1000-mb
U (20°–30°N, 15°
W–15°E)
April 200-mb U
(67.5°–85°N, 110°
–180°E) (
August SLP (0°
–30°S, 120°–160°
E)
August SLP (20°
–45°S, 60°–90°E)
May 200-mb V (0°
–20°S, 15°–30°E)
January–February
200-mb U (15°
–25°N, 120°E–
160°W)

Lu et al. 2010 Taiwan Statistical

Bayesian
Regression with
Poisson prior SST

HSS, HK,
Accuracy

Accuracy = 0.52,
HK=0.27; HSS =
0.27

Stepwise
regression for
predictor selection 850 hPa Vor

PWAT
SLP
VWS

Nicholls 1992
Australian region
(105 E- 165E) Statistical Linear regression

September-
November mean
SOI

Seasonal TC
counts RMSE RMSE = 2.79

Predict TC count
then add previous
year's count

RMSE_climatology
= 3.71

Nyberg et al. 2007 Atlantic Neural Network
Aug-Oct MDR SST
(ERSST v2)

Aug-Oct vertical
wind shear (|V_z|
m s^{-1}) centered
at 11N and 65W

Root mean square
error

.97 correlation with
overlapping
reconstructed and
instrumental
periods (1949-
1990)

Paleoclimatic
records

Agu-Oct
luminescence
intensity from coral
cores

Aug-Oct major
hurriccanes

G. bulloids
concentration
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Vecchi et al. 2010 Atlantic
Statistical-
Dynamical

Global tropical
SST

Seasonal Atlantic
TC counts RMSE

Hindcast r = 0.76;
RMSE=1.99

North Atlantic SST

Zhao et al. 2010 Atlantic/Pacific Dynamical
Persistant SST
June - August ATL - EP counts R Dynamic

Statistical RMSE
ATL:  r = 0.69;
RMSE = 2.34

Linear regression
EPAC: r = 0.58 ;
RMSE = 3.01
Statistical
ATL: r=0..55;
RMSE=2.64
EPCA: r=0.62;
RMSE=2.67
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Table B.1: Forecast evaluation and verification methods.

Adapted from [28]

Method Description Studies

Root mean square error

(RMSE)

Over several runs, what’s

the difference between

forecasts and observa-

tions. Target value:

0

Nyberg et al. 2007[186],

Vecchi et al. 2011 [244]

Pearson Correlation (R) The magnitude of forecast

error. Target value: 1

Spearman rank correla-

tion coefficient (Rs)

Nonparametric corre-

lation. Target value:

+/-1

Nyberg et al. 2007[186]

Uncentred correlation co-

efficient

For shorter time-series.

The mean is not sub-

stracted when computing

standard deviations. Tar-

get value: 1

Anomaly correlation coef-

ficient (ACC)

The correlation between

forecasts and deviations

from climatology.

Smith 2010 [217]

Ranked probability skill

score (RPSS)

Improvement of probabil-

ity forecast over climatol-

ogy. Target value: 1

Brier skill score (BSS) Relative skill of forecasts

over climatology for bi-

nary events. Target value:

1

Belanger et al. 2010 [17],

Belanger et al. 2011 [18]

Continued on next page
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Table B.1 – continued from previous page

Method Description Studies

Relative operating charac-

teristic (ROC)

The model’s ability to dis-

criminate between posi-

tive and negative events.

Target value: 1

Belanger et al. 2010 [17],

Belanger et al. Belanger

2011 [18]

Persistence The model’s ability to

match the previous year’s

activity

Smith 2010 [217], Vecchi

et al. 2011 [244]

Heidke skill score (HSS) The fraction of correct

classifications minus

forecasts that would be

correct due to random

chance. Target value: 1

Cross validation (Jack-

knife)

How well does the model

generalize for an indepen-

dent dataset.

Chan at al. 1998 [40]

Gerrity Skill Score (GSS) A reward/penalty matrix

for event prediction. Tar-

get score: 1

Gonzalez et al. 2011 [113]

Mean Square Skill Score

(MSSS)

Forecast mean square er-

ror relative climatology

mean square error. Target

value: 1

Gonzalez et al. 2011 [113]
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